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ABSTRACT

FELINE AND CANINE FIGURES IN THE ART OF TEOTIHUACAN, MEXICO:
A REVIEW AND REASSESSMENT OF MAJOR INTERPRETATIONS OF
PREDATORY ANIMAL IMAGERY IN THE CITY OF THE GODS

Charles Richard Stapleton, M.A.
School of Art and Design
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Jeff K. Kowalski, Director

The feline and canine figures of Teotihuacan's mural paintings communicate a
surprisingly wide range of concepts and feature a rich array of associations. This variation was
generated in part by the complex socio-political, economic and religious systems of this
monumental, cosmopolitan city that permeated its central Mexican highland core and formed
long-distance ties across Classic period Mesoamerica during its tenure (1-550/650 CE).
Teotihuacan feline and canine imagery is best known for its military and sacrificial associations,
a group of interpretations often supported by direct historical analogy to the Late-Postclassic
Mexica-Aztec Jaguar and Eagle warrior sodalities. Although this line of reasoning captures one
important aspect or facet of some of these figures’ meanings, the range of variation within this
set of images and their diverse contexts invite us to generate multifaceted, context- and contentspecific interpretations, ideally based on direct analysis of the images themselves and rigorous
consideration of their particular contexts.
Thus, this investigation begins with a thorough overview of the Teotihuacan culture and
institutions largely responsible for generating this special visual corpus, followed by an
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orientation to the images and their contexts, and consideration of key evidence that supports its
military/sacrificial interpretation. Next, this study sifts through a substantial, widely dispersed
body of literature, distilling and reviewing several clusters of alternative or complementary
interpretations that have been proposed for this imagery, but which have been largely
overshadowed by the mainstream military/sacrificial set of interpretations. Finally, this study
proposes a synthetic approach that argues for the multivocal character of Teotihuacan’s canine
and feline figural art, recognizing that each image likely was intended to communicate multiple
meanings simultaneously to a diverse audience, such that multiple, or multivocal, interpretations
may be accurate for each member of this complex set of images.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Teotihuacan, México was the largest, most populous city in central México during the
first millennium of the current era and its presence was felt as far north as present day United
States and as far south as present day Central America (Figs. 1 and 2; Map 1). Its monumental
architecture, especially its enormous pyramids, central “street”, and great plazas, are as
breathtaking today as they were almost two millennia ago. Less well known to the average
tourist are the paintings that once covered not only some of these more imposing civicceremonial constructions, but also much of the urban center’s expansive residential architecture
(Maps 2 and 3; Cowgill 2000:255). Walls of buildings and courtyards served as a canvas for
painters of complex compositions featuring standardized motifs and symbols, the meanings of
which are yet to be definitively deciphered. Although it belongs to the region archaeologists and
art historians call Mesoamerica, Teotihuacan’s distinctive art style sets it apart from that of its
Oaxacan and Mayan neighbors to the southeast, its Gulf Lowlands counterparts to the northeast,
and its West Mexican contemporaries. While it presents some important parallels with both
earlier (e.g., Olmec) and later (e.g., Toltec and Aztec) visual communication systems from
central México, its internal coherence is attested by its standardized and repeated use of forms
and compositions. Most of the few remaining examples of Teotihuacan’s painted murals lie
outside the heavily visited ceremonial core of the site in the so-called Teotihuacan apartment
compounds. The surviving imagery features a special subset of subject matter that will be the
central focus of this study, that of quadrupedal predatory animals (e.g., Figs. 3, 31, and 33).
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Map 1: Map of Mesoamerica
(Carballo 2011, Figure 2.1, pg. 19; Original caption: “Map of Mesoamerica, with Classic period
sites and areas mentioned in text. The hypothetical boundaries of Teotihuacan’s direct control are
depicted by the dashed line, and draw primarily on R. Millon (1988). Solid circles represent sites
and areas with stronger proposed Teotihuacan influence, while hollow ones represent weaker
contacts of a more dubious nature.”)

3

Map 2: General Plan of Teotihuacan: Mural sites are indicated in red.
(Miller 1973, Plan I, pg. 40 after Millon 1970: 1078)
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Map 3: Central Teotihuacan
(Millon 1993, Fig. 3, pg. 19)

5

Feline and canine forms appear in a variety of compositions throughout the site and their
notable presence in Teotihuacan art has led scholars to debate their meaning for more than a
century. Although this imagery has been discussed widely, it has not generally been the primary
focus of study, but rather used as supporting evidence for discussions of other phenomena. This
study will bring together “under one roof” and review key scholarly interpretations of this special
subset of Teotihuacan mural imagery. A secondary goal of this investigation is to highlight the
complex and nuanced tapestry of diverse forms and possible meanings that this subset exhibits,
providing a counterbalance to the oversimplifying effects of exposure to singular or isolated
interpretations. Finally, suggestions based on the trends identified in this review are made for
scholars who plan future attempts at interpretation of this special subset of Teotihuacan art.
In order to more fully appreciate, to attempt to understand, and to be better prepared to
evaluate Teotihuacan’s quadrupedal predatory animal imagery and scholarly interpretations of it,
it is paramount that we first become familiar with the wider context in which it was produced
and consumed. Teotihuacan is the name of both the archaeological site that was the epicenter of
the Teotihuacan civilization and the name of the culture that emanated from it. It was this place
and culture that chose to feature feline and canine forms in its visual communication system and
therefore Teotihuacan as a whole, a place and a culture, is where we shall begin. After an
overview of the site’s major monumental and residential architecture and layout, we will briefly
introduce the main concepts developed in subsequent chapters: Teotihuacan’s sociopolitical
organization and rituals, its role in greater Mesoamerica, and previous methods used to study its
art before narrowing in on the subset of quadrupedal predatory animal imagery and its
interpretation.
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Teotihuacan is a Classic period site located in the Basin of México in the central
highlands of México, some 25 miles northeast of modern day Mexico City (R. Millon et al.
1973:3; Evans 2008:253, 263-4; Berrin and Pasztory 1993; Blanton et al. 1993:115-138). It
covers an area of over 20 square kilometers (R. Millon et al. 1973:52, 54), had a population
estimated at 100,000-200,000, and was the most densely populated urban center in Classic
Mesoamerica (R. Millon et al. 1973: 44-45; Cowgill 2009: 32). Early excavations at
Teotihuacan, mainly in the Sun Pyramid, were directed by Leopoldo Batres in 1906 and in the
Ciudadela by Manuel Gamio in 1922. Gamio also published the important study, La Poblaci6n
del Valle de Teotihuacan (Vol. 3, 1922), which provides information on the geography, geology,
populations and art of the early 20th century in the Valley of Teotihuacan.
In 1935 George Vaillant’s study on the stratigraphic sequence for the materials excavated
in the Valley of México, including those from Teotihuacan, established an early chronology that
recognized the presence of early “Archaic” cultures predating Teotihuacan, but that relied on
ethnohistorical sources from the colonial period to identify Teotihuacan as the center of
“Tollan,” identified by the later Aztecs as the foundation of civilized life and of legitimate
political power (1938:535-573). In the same decade (1934) Sigvald Linné was the first to
challenge the idea of a direct line of descent from Teotihuacan to Aztec cultures. Studies by
René Millon in 1973 and 1981 and William Sanders in 1981 demonstrated that Teotihuacan was
a densely populated and functionally complex urban center. Using a scientific approach, they
generated precise maps of the entire city, based on surface collections, test pits, architectural
information and data from excavations (Map 4). Along with sustained interest in the monumental
architecture and civic layout exposed by Batres’ and Gamio’s early excavations, exploration of
the site’s multi-family housing units, often called ‘apartment compounds’, including those with
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Map 4: The Teotihuacan Map
(Carballo 2011, Figure 2.5, pg. 23, from R. Millon)
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the mural paintings discussed in this thesis increased in the mid to late 20th century (Sugiyama
1993: 104; Cowgill 2015:141, 153-158; Manzanilla 1993:91-98). Key scholars who have studied
the mural art of Teotihuacan are mentioned in the following paragraphs and their work is
discussed in greater detail in subsequent chapters. But first, a brief introduction to the site
provides a context for this discussion.
There are six distinct architectural features that together form the core of Teotihuacan
civic-ceremonial architecture: The Street of the Dead, the three-temple complexes, the Pyramid
of the Moon, the Pyramid of the Sun, the Ciudadela with its Feathered Serpent Pyramid and the
Great Compound (Map 3). The largest feature, the Street of the Dead, or La Calle de los
Muertos, is a 3 mile long broad avenue (R. Millon 1973 et al.:42) that runs on a roughly northsouth axis through the center of the ceremonial precinct (Figs. 1 and 4). It is bounded by two
massive pyramids the Pyramid of the Sun on its east and Pyramid of the Moon at its northern
end), one smaller pyramid, and a series of smaller platforms. Several large plazas flank it and at
its northern end is the extensive plaza lying at the foot of the Moon Pyramid. The second most
widely distributed feature is composed by a series of smaller three-temple complexes, consisting
of square patios surrounded on three sides by temple structures (e.g., Map 5, Fig. 5). There are
over twenty-three three-temple complexes located throughout the city (Cowgill 1983: 335; R.
Millon et al. 1973: 32, 52; Pasztory 1988: 53), many lining or located near the Street of the Dead.
At the northern terminus of the Street of the Dead, the Pyramid of the Moon presides regally
over its own enormous plaza (Figs. 1, 6, and 7). The Moon pyramid measures approximately 551
feet by 489 feet at its base, and rises 150 feet to its apex (Sugiyama and Cabrera Castro
2007:110; Millon 1960:10; Acosta 1965:60).
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Map 5: Plan of the White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan (Mural Site XIV-A on Map 2)
(Miller 1973, Plan XIV-A, pg. 158)
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Excavations directed by Saburo Sugiyama and Ruben Cabrera Castro demonstrated that
the Moon Pyramid was constructed during seven construction phases or stages named after the
construction of each of seven superimposed buildings (Map 6; Sugiyama and Cabrera Castro
2007). The oldest construction known as Building 1 is dated as early as A.D. 100 and the last
massive construction resulted in Building 7 mostly finished around A.D. 400. During or after
building phase 7 there were other minor constructions during subsequent Teotihuacan phases
(Sugiyama 2004:16-20). ‘Cerro Gordo’ (Fig. 4), an imposing, naturally occurring topographic
feature that can be translated as ‘fat hill’, looms large behind the Moon Pyramid when looking
north up the Street of the Dead (Gamio 1922:110; Linné1934:32-33; Tobriner 1972:103). The
pyramid may have held key cosmological significance as a pyramid mountain associated with
celestial realms towards the north (Sugiyama 1993: 121).
Another important pyramid, the Pyramid of the Sun (Fig. 8), was constructed in three
major phases: pre-Sun Pyramid phase, the construction of the main corpus, and the adjoining of
the adosada platform. The construction of the corpus around A.D. 170-310 (Sugiyama, N. et al.
2013:429) brought the Pyramid of the Sun roughly to its current dimensions, covering an area of
roughly 490,000 square feet (Millon 1960:10) with basal measurements of about 730 by 730 feet
(Sugiyama 2005:47). The manmade cave below the Sun Pyramid (Figs. 9 and 10) dates to
roughly the same time span (ca. A.D. 140-240) placing the construction of both cave and
pyramid within a site-wide period of rapid state-sponsored monumental expansion at
Teotihuacan as evidenced also in the Moon Pyramid’s building phase 4 dated to A.D. 250, when
this latter mound first reached a monumental scale (Sugiyama, N. et al. 2013:428-9). The
Pyramid of the Sun and its plaza flank the Street of the Dead’s eastern bank, just north of the San
Juan River, another key topographic feature (Map 3).
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Map 6: Plan of Moon Pyramid showing 7 superimposed stages of construction
(Sugiyama and Cabrera Castro 2007, Fig. 3, pg. 113)
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South of the San Juan River and also on the Street of the Dead’s east side sits the
expansive 42-acre1 Ciudadela compound (Fig. 11; Map 7; Carballo 2016:109). This enclosed
plaza houses the Feathered Serpent Pyramid (Fig. 12) (often abbreviated as FSP), also known as
the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, built around A.D. 200, and its flanking twin palatial structures or
multi-room compound buildings. The Ciudadela’s square plaza has about 11 acres of open space,
enough to hold all or most of the adults living at Teotihuacan at the time2 (Cowgill 1983:322;
Millon 1992:393). This compound may have been a royal palace originally, later turned into a
political administrative precinct, thus functioning as both an important political and religious
center (Cowgill 1983: 316; R. Millon et al. 1973: 55). The Ciudadela’s history includes a preCiudadela constructed during the first or second century contemporary with the Moon and Sun
pyramids. This pre-Ciudadela had sets of rooms and an enclosed complex which may have been
a ballcourt (Carballo 2016:110). Recent excavations below the Ciudadela by Sergio Gómez
discovered a subterranean tunnel/cave 15 meters below the surface that stretches for more than
100 meters west-east similar to that of the Sun Pyramid, but sealed-off since ancient times
(Carballo 2016:110).
The Pyramid of the Feathered Serpent is located in the east-center of the plaza and was
built circa A.D. 200 (Figs. 11 and 12). It is significantly smaller than the Pyramids of the Sun
and the Moon, yet with sides that stretch 213 feet each at its base, it clearly dominates the
Ciudadela. The pyramid was originally covered by seven tiers of Teotihuacan’s signature taludtablero construction (Fig. 36a-b) with elaborate bas-reliefs sculpture in the form of mythical
David Carballo’s “over 17 hectares” is roughly equivalent to 42-acres
The plaza’s capacity was originally estimated at 100,000 people, however Cowgill later explained that this
estimate was intended to be a rough guide rather than a key calculation as it has sometimes been taken (2015: Note
1, Ch. 7, pg. 252). Carballo (2016:142) follows Cowgill’s (1983:322) estimate of 2.27 people per square meter as a
realistic density for spectators in the plaza, assuming an idle audience.
1
2
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Map 7: Plan of Ciudadela Complex including Feathered Serpent Pyramid
(Cowgill 2015, Fig. 6.10, pg. 93. By S. Vaughn, after Cabrera et al. 1982a)
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Teotihuacan Feathered Serpents and aquatic motifs such as conch shells (Figs. 13 and 14)
(Marquina 1964:88). The Feathered Serpent features a “headdress head” representing, according
to one plausible interpretation, a primordial crocodile, a symbolic deity of creation and divine
authority, on its body thus endowing the Feathered Serpent the supreme divine authority for who
the pyramid was dedicated (Sugiyama 2005:73-75). However, a plataforma adosada was later
built over the front of this heavily adorned structure, likely for political reasons (Cowgill
1983:322). Recently recalibrated dates for the sites monumental constructions and further
developments in our understanding of the ritual interrelation between the major monuments have
motivated Sugiyama (2007:40) to suggest that there was a master plan or plans which included
spatial integration and meaningful coherence among them.
The sixth and final large civic-ceremonial feature of Teotihuacan is the Great Compound,
a vast enclosure with two expansive, low-lying platforms, located across the Street of the Dead
from the Ciudadela and lining the western edge of the street’s southern end. René Millon
(1964:351; R. Millon et al.1973:20) proposes that this vast open area may have served as the
city’s main market, while structures on the platforms may have served bureaucratic purposes.
Of course the civic-ceremonial core provides only half the story. The city of Teotihuacan
would not have been the urban center it was without the 2,200 elaborate residential apartment
compounds built circa A.D. 300–500 (e.g., Map 5, Figs. 5 and 15). These multifamily
compounds were divided into neighborhoods, where families dwelled and practiced similar crafts
and sometimes shared a common ethnicity from abroad, as was the case at Tlailotlacan, an
enclave of residents with ties to Oaxaca (Spence 1992), or in merchant’s barrio, whose residents
followed foreign traditions from the gulf coast and Maya regions. Studies of the remains of these
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compounds provide our primary vehicle for understanding domestic life in the city (Manzanilla
1996: 228; Pasztory 1997:57; Storey 1991:107-118).
Teotihuacan is one of the earliest civilizations in the Valley of México and one of the first
population centers in the region to feature traits of emergent statehood such as a very large
population, a highly planned city layout with monumental structures and residential compounds,
and well organized institutional administrative organization. Likewise, Teotihuacan displays
standardized architectural traits, rigid space control, and a systematic water management
program imposed and sponsored by the state (Sugiyama 2005:2). The Teotihuacan state
sponsored major projects such as the development and maintenance of agricultural irrigation,
redirecting the site’s San Juan River, establishing primary axes for grid-type urban planning, and
large-scale construction of its urban core.
Moreover, the city of Teotihuacan controlled significant parts of Central México for
centuries until the 6th century CE, when the urban settlement shows significant depopulation
during the Metepec phase, ca. A.D. 550-6503 (Tables 1 and 2; Cowgill 2008:85). As a response
to the collapse of Teotihuacan settlements along important trade routes originally under
Teotihuacan control such as select towns in the present day states of Hidalgo, Puebla, and
Queretaro enjoyed significant concentrations of population (Smith and Montiel 2001:259).
However, the city was not completely abandoned and it continued to be a large settlement in the
Basin of México into the Epiclassic (ca. 650-900/950 CE) and Postclassic (ca. 900/950-1521 CE)
periods (Cowgill 1992:84-114; 1997:129-161). Teotihuacan influence is evidenced in several
important locations far from the city through the presence of Teotihuacan or Teotihuacan-like

3

Estimates for the beginning and end of such phases are approximations, differ somewhat in different references,
and have been modified over time as new evidence has been produced
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Table 1: Chronology of Mesoamerica by Region in México including Central Highlands
(Coe and Koontz 2006, Chronological Table, pg. 9)
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Table 2: Chronology of Teotihuacan by Ceramic and Basin Horizon
(Carballo 2011, Figure 2.2, pg. 20. Original caption: Chronology for Teotihuacan and the Basin
of México, synthesized from Cowgill 1997, Manzanilla 1999, Millon 1981, Rattray 2001, and
Sanders et al. 1979)
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artifacts, as well as artistic and symbolic representations. For example, images of the
Teotihuacan tassel headdress appear on ceramic vessels as far away as Guatemala (Fig. 16). The
actual headdresses perhaps were worn by Teotihuacan ambassadors and elites in some way
related with the Teotihuacan government (C. Millon 1973:305). The tassel headdress is
associated with the Rain God (Paulinyi 2001:23) and used as a symbol of authority linked to the
Teotihuacan military (C. Millon 1988a:119,123,132). The appearance of this and other
distinctive Teotihuacan imagery abroad serves as a primary indicator of Teotihuacan state
presence in places far from Teotihuacan (C. Millon 1973:305; Pasztory 1978:134; C. Garcia de
Lauriers 2000:113).
The Teotihuacan state ensured the safe exchange of goods along trade routes between the
city of Teotihuacan and Teotihuacan enclaves or production zones outside the urban center
(Manzanilla 2001:175; Blanton et al. 1996:9-10). For example, Kaminaljuyú, Guatemala (Map
1) is thought have functioned as a Teotihuacan enclave given that it features talud-tablero
architecture (Figs. 17, 18, and 36a-b), Teotihuacan-style ceramics, and elite burial practices,
including offerings such as specialized ceramic vessels either imported from or featuring
imagery showing Teotihuacan style and iconography (Coggins1979:259-263). Commerce was an
important component in the interaction between Kaminaljuyú and Teotihuacan. Kaminaljuyú’s
elites added Teotihuacan style pottery and obsidian from central México to their imports from
the highlands (Henderson 1981:128). Kaminaljuyú controlled trade goods and routes and Maya
trade in obsidian and may have had links with a Teotihuacan group who administrated and
controlled the distribution and access to green obsidian and exported a significant amount of
obsidian production (Cowgill 2015:170; Braswell 2003:32).
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There is also evidence for significant Teotihuacan contact between Teotihuacan and the
Maya site of Tikal, Guatemala (Map 1) during the third through fifth century. Tikal’s Stela 31
(Fig. 19) shows clearly Teotihuacan inspired figures or perhaps two views of the same figure,
possibly representing the Tikal king Yax Nuun Ayiin I on the monument’s sides (C. Millon
1973; Stuart 2000:472). Both are dressed in typical warrior garments and appearwith elements
from Teotihuacan such as an atlatl, a central Mexican spear thrower, and a shield with the image
of the Storm God linked to warfare. Henderson proposed that the adoption of Teotihuacan style
is likely rooted inan episode of alliance formation, probably through marriage, as evidenced by
the architecture in the Mundo Perdido zone indicating that elite families adopted Teotihuacan
styles such as talud-tablero (Figs. 36a-b) in domestic and public contexts or perhaps these
families were foreign residents of an enclave (Henderson 1981:126). More recently, however,
David Stuart (2000) and others have interpreted hieroglyphic evidence to indicate that
Teotihuacan played an active and aggressive role in deposing the local Tikal king, Chak Tok
Ich’aak I (aka “Great Jaguar Paw”4) in A.D. 3785, and placing his successor, Yax Nuun Ayiin I
(aka “Curl Nose”) on the throne in A.D. 379. Similar to the elites at Kaminaljuyú, the burial
furnishings of this Tikal ruler’s tomb, Burial 10, included important items such as Teotihuacanstyle stuccoed vessels depicting goggle-eyes, fangs, Kan crosses, chalchihuitls, year signs and
dart-throwers, all related to the Storm God from Teotihuacan (e.g., Fig. 20) (Coggins 1983: 50).
More detailed information about Teotihuacan’s chronological development, its
sociopolitical organization, its role in Mesoamerican prehistory, and the nature of its
relationships, military presence and impact on other regions and sites in Mesoamerica such as
Also known as “Great Burning Claw” (Martin and Grube 2000:28) and “Great Misty Claw” (Martin and Grube
2008:28)
5
But see Martin and Grube (2008:32) for possible date of ca. A.D. 360.
4
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Kaminaljuyú and Tikal, and the Escuintla region of Guatemala will be discussed further in
chapter two.
Studies on Teotihuacan have focused not only on its sociopolitical organization and rituals, but have
also devoted significant attention to the art created by this ancient civilization. For example, in 1915 Eduard
Seler, one of the earliest scholars to study the art of Teotihuacan, presented his studies on the iconography of
Teotihuacan figurines and ceramics (Seler 1998, 180-328). Pedro Armillas (1945: 35-61) used the
ethnohistorical approach and made important contributions to the study of Teotihuacan art through
identification of the culture’s main deities, establishing its artifacts’ chronology and studying some of its
murals. Alfonso Caso (1942, 1966) conducted important studies on what he considered the writing of
Teotihuacan and some of the mural iconography found in Teotihuacan’s Tepantitla apartment compound.
Although sculpture and lapidary works are characteristic of Teotihuacan art, the city’s
wall paintings or murals are perhaps the most representative for their unique symbolic and
stylistic qualities (e.g., Figs. 21, 34, 44, and 61). The walls of temples and the interiors of many
apartment compounds were painted with colorful murals (Miller 1973; De la Fuente 2006a). The
art of Teotihuacan does not focus on the individuality of rulers, since Teotihuacan
representations of human faces are not individual portraits. Rather, murals emphasize costumes
as uniforms of office, gender, rank, and cultural affiliation (Cowgill 1997: 136-137). Human
representations are distinguished by the costumes they wear and the various clusters of signs that
are integrated into the clothing (Anawalt 1981:3) such as the tassel headdresses likely worn by
Teotihuacan ambassadors or the back mirrors possibly worn by Teotihuacan warriors.
Teotihuacan symbols were impersonal, corporate, and communal (Pasztory 1988:57) and may
convey an ideology that emphasized the unity of the community and a cultural configuration
dedicated to the common well-being (Kurtz and Nunley 1993:773).
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The art of Teotihuacan and its style is generally standardized, two-dimensional,
repetitive, and is not individualized (C. Millon 1988b:196). Teotihuacan art can be identified as
representational, even when utilizing symbols that non-Teotihuacanos like us may view as not
having a correlate in our present worldview and for some scholars the art carries metaphorical
meaning (Pasztory 1992:306-7; Pasztory 1989:4). Although Teotihuacan art neither represents a
narrative nor is dynamic in nature, some images represent actions (e.g., processions, ritual
offerings, presentations, etc.) and communicate abstract ideas (Cowgill 2009:26; Pasztory
1993:46). It is considered to be abstract, conceptual, or possibly allegorical art (Pasztory
1988:46).
Animals are among the most frequently depicted subject matter on these impressive
murals, but symbolic signs and motifs are also found in many artistic representations (e.g., Figs.
22 and 23). There is no record to indicate what language Teotihuacanos spoke (Cowgill 1992:
232, 240; Pasztory 1992:304), but the artistic representation of symbols and glyphs (Evans and
Berlo 1992:17) communicated culturally determined concepts in a systematically and
syntactically meaningful way that verges on, and may have been associated with a written
language6. George Cowgill (2015:213ff.) affirms that the standardized nature of Teotihuacan
imagery and iconography constitute a codified system of visual communication, if not a fullfledged writing system that replicated their spoken language. The written language of
Teotihuacan is thought to be pictographic (pictures that stand for things or ideas) rather than
syllabic (based on syllables) like some of the signs used in hieroglyphic transcriptions of a

6

However, aside from some possible nominal signs (e.g., those seen accompanying the Techinantitla Storm God
figures or on the Calpulalpan Vessel), Teotihuacan does not have clear examples of a full-fledged writing system
comparable to the more extensive stand-alone texts that expressed more linear language-based statements, like those
seen on Maya monuments. (Kowalski, 2016, personal communication)
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Mayan language (Pasztory 1992:304). However, Teotihuacan art often approximates glyphic
methods of display to such a high degree as to lead some scholars to question whether some of it
would be better considered as a form of writing than as art (Langley 1986:13; Kubler 1967:4-5;
Taube 2000b:3). This all depends on what one uses as the definition of a writing system.
Teotihuacan standardized imagery certainly comes closer to resembling the mixed iconographic
and writing systems seen in Zapotec or Mixtec culture, but lacks the same emphasis on recording
historical events and deeds of named individuals with specific dates. It is even further from the
mixed logographic and phonetic script of the Maya (Montgomery 2003; Johnson 2013; Jeff
Kowalski 2016 personal communication).
If we were to attempt a reconstruction of the ancient city of Teotihuacan we would likely
find impressive mural paintings covering a larger portion of many of the structures and walls of
this city than we know of today. Unfortunately, relatively few fragments of murals had been
discovered, preserved, and restored. Teotihuacan mural art presents the viewer with elements
that make clear references to animal forms. In fact, the large quantity and variety of animal
imagery generated by Teotihuacan suggests that animals were an important subject matter in the
life of the ancient city. Among animal depictions in Teotihuacan, those of predatory animals
deserve special attention because of their rich display of complex and symbolic meanings.
Felines and canines are represented frequently in a variety of contexts and in different ways (e.g.,
Figs.84, 109, 113a-c). In many cases these animal-related images have been interpreted as
having martial associations, representing the symbolic zoomorphic “mascots” of military
sodalities, and indicating their presence in a broader sense, and, in some cases, paired with
symbols that are considered to refer to Teotihuacan state sponsored human heart and blood
sacrifice and warfare. For instance, some examples of such predatory animals appear in
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association with a tri-lobed symbol interpreted as a heart (Séjourné 1957:195, 197) possibly
referring to a cosmic requirement of sacrifice for the gods of Teotihuacan enforced by the
Teotihuacan state or rulers who emphasized the values of self-sacrifice (Pasztory 1997: 206-7).
This symbol could also represent the grandeur of the Teotihuacan state both to its own
population and to foreigners (Cowgill 1992:213).
These animal representations could have reflected groups dedicated to voluntary or
mercenary military service, groups that attracted young men looking for prestige or reward based
on performance in state military service (White et al. 2002:231; Headrick 2007:93). However,
some of the authors who propose this view also suggest that “military force may not have been
the dominant form of Teotihuacan's imperialism; rather, the power of its political prestige may
have had a stronger base in both ideology and economics” (White et al. 2002:231).
The White Patio (Map 5) at Teotihuacan’s Atetelco apartment compound (Fig. 5; Map 8)
contains what are arguably the best preserved and most well restored murals displaying
predatory animals associated with the concept of war and sacrifice at the site. For example, on
the lower talud mural of Portico 2 (Fig. 24) canine and feline figures are depicted in a
processional scene (Figure 3). Coyotes and net jaguars are depicted, both showing what seem to
be protuberant fins or feathered fringe on their four extremities, back, and tails, adding one of a
few fantastic elements to otherwise well-defined physiognomic/biological attributes of the real
animals as they appear in their natural state (Fig. 25). In another departure from the realities of
the animal world, both animals wear distinctive feathered headdresses, a clothing accessory
associated with rulership or elite status in Mesoamerica and in front of their mouths appear trilobed water-signs dripping some variety of liquid. Perhaps they are approaching what have been
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Map 8: Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Plan 18, pg. 202)
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interpreted as sacrificed human hearts dripping blood in an act that might terminate in the
devouring of these special human organs (Séjourné 1957:195, 197). The dripping liquid is not
identical to, but seems to be formally and conceptually related to the type of triple-drop motif
associated with warfare, possible heart sacrifice and blood (and/or water) in later Epiclassic and
Postclassic iconography at Tula, Hidalgo (Figs. 26-28), Cacaxtla (Fig. 29), etc. (Stocker and
Spence 1973: 195-199). Esther Pasztory (1976:241-242) defends Laurette Séjourné’s
identification of the symbols as representing a human heart, symbols she believes to be
continuous in form and meaning through Teotihuacan, Toltec, and Aztec cultures. Pasztory
(1997:224) further suggests that many of the Teotihuacan animal representations featuring
human heart symbols in front of their maw, or blood dripping from their beak, can be interpreted
as animal surrogates of the gods who feed on the hearts as would the gods themselves. Annabeth
Headrick (2007:86) adds that these canines and net jaguars are not only depicted consuming the
heart of their warfare captives but that they also represent an act of ritual cannibalism.
This interpretation of Teotihuacan predatory animal imagery as being synonymous with
war-related human heart sacrifice was established by scholars who selectively adopted a single
aspect of Séjourné’s holistic interpretation that the trefoil motif represents a dissected human
heart (Fig. 30) and a metaphoric representation of heart sacrifice (Séjourné 1957:137, 138). It is
important to note that Séjourné never directly equated the heart symbol to the act of human
sacrifice, and that her references to heart sacrifice were largely based on Aztec culture history.
She identifies two Teotihuacan heart symbols as part of a much larger set of Nahuatl (e.g.,
Aztec) symbols, relating them to the Aztec god Quetzalcoatl, the Aztec Solar Eagle, and the
Aztec Flower Wars (1957:137-138). Séjourné describes the heart as “the nucleus of religious
thought” and “owning one’s own heart means penetration into spiritual life” (1957:136-143). As
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Pasztory (1997:8) affirms, Séjourné believed that the Teotihuacan symbols that she identified as
hearts were “not the literal symbol of sacrifice but a metaphorical symbol of the soul in search of
perfection and self-realization.” Transferring such later Aztec references to heart sacrifice to the
much earlier cultural tradition and iconography of Teotihuacan is associated with an
“upstreaming” or “direct historical” approach that has created problems we discuss in greater
depth elsewhere. George Kubler makes a strong, valid critique of Séjourné’s hypothesis based on
formal and stylistic characteristics of Teotihuacan art, using the motifs found in conjunction with
the net-jaguar and coyote imagery in the taluds of Atetelco’s east structure as his example. He
states that,
Under the mouths of both creatures appear tri-lobed water-signs (Neys and von Winning
1946:84). In the border the watery sign is augmented by an eye signifying the brightness
of running water. Séjourné interpreted this sign as a human heart, by misreading the eye
as the top of a heart sliced open and seen in oval perspective – but such Renaissance
perspective rendering was unknown to Pre-Columbian painters. (Kubler 1972:33)
In another interpretation of this imagery, according to Latsanopoulos, “The tri-lobed
form, which was interpreted as a heart by Séjourné, is actually the representation of the
regurgitation that wolves use to feed their young. Biological data informs us that the coyote also
feeds its young in this way” (2002). It is difficult to establish the exact meaning of this predatory
animal imagery accompanied by the trefoil or treble-scroll motif, which has been identified by
different authors as a snail shell, a heart and blood, or a cotton ball because the motif resembles
the Aztec sign for cotton and is sometimes associated with water and clouds (Neys and von
Winning 1946:84). This discussion shows the variety of interpretations available, including those
generated by recurrent analogy with Postclassic cultures, which justify an approach that, while
not ignoring its relationship to the imagery and iconography of other contemporary or later
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Mesoamerican visual cultural systems, nevertheless attempts to study Teotihuacan art without
overly depending on the much later and better understood Aztec culture.
It is important to present the methods of study that have been used to interpret the art of
Teotihuacan. Its form and subject matter have been examined, since the earliest studies, by use of
the direct historical approach. Pioneers like Eduard Seler and slightly later scholars such as
Laurette Séjourné interpreted the art of Teotihuacan through the lens of Postclassic
ethnohistorical sources and by establishing analogies with the Aztec culture. Some scholars have
arrived at other approaches to understanding the function and meaning of images from a Western
view. We will discuss the difference between emic versus etic approaches, the former seeking an
insider’s understanding rather than the outsider’s perspective of the latter. In her earlier efforts to
interpret Teotihuacan imagery Pasztory (1972) arrived at what she calls the synthetic approach
which suggests that we are not beholden to interpret Teotihuacan art using a given approach
solely because previous scholars have employed them in previous analyses. The use of the
ethnohistoric approach has generated the idea that there is a direct continuity between
Teotihuacan and Aztec artistic representations. However, some scholars have claimed that there
is a disjunction (i.e., a break or disruption in cultural continuity) between these cultures. For
example, George Kubler argues that disjunction can be presumed to occur between cultures
widely separated in time, noting that a similar form may take on new meanings or that a related
meaning may be conveyed by changing forms. Gordon Willey, in contrast, favors the idea of
greater cultural continuity of Mesoamerican cultural beliefs over time. Their opposing views
were summarized in their often cited chapters in Iconography of Middle American Sculpture
(Kubler 1973a, 1973b; Willey 1973). George Kubler (1973a) argues that the Teotihuacan taludtablero architectural profile functions to demarcate sacred space at Teotihuacan. He also explains
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that the profile’s reuse in other places and/or times are disjunctive in that they likely mean
something different despite formal likeness. Willey (1973) explicitly outlines a methodology for
the study of Pre-Columbian art and architecture that he sets in diametric opposition to Kubler’s
methods, where he assumes the latter to be representative of art historical practice. Framing the
“direct historical analogy” method as the status quo for Americanist archaeology, Willey’s
method begins with the obligatory ethnohistorical study of 16th century documents looking for
information that can be used to explain the meaning of pre-Hispanic art and architecture. Willey
believes this to be a reliable method because he envisions Mesoamerican ideology and culture to
be a single unified system across time and space. Kubler (1973b) believes that rather than
declaring one method to be superior to all others, scholars should view different methods as
complementing one another with their own unique analyses that together provide a fuller picture
of the past.
Association of mural representations of felines and canines in Teotihuacan with war and
sacrifice is also motivated by the depiction of clothing and paraphernalia that accompany some
of these animal forms. For example, the coyotes depicted in Portico 1 of Atetelco’s White Patio
are among these animals (Figs. 31 and 32). They are dressed in what some interpret as the
military costume of Teotihuacan showing the characteristic bundle of atlatl darts, back mirror,
Tlaloc or Storm God goggles, carrying a staff-atlatl (hooked spear/dart thrower), a headdress
adorned with the so-called “Year sign” or “trapeze-and-ray sign,” coyote tails and a loincloth (C.
Millon 1988a:118; Headrick 2007:74; Garcia-Des Lauriers 2000:42).
These coyotes feature detailed canine heads, teeth and claws, appearing more animal
than human (Figs. 31 and 32). However, due to the clothing and the upright two-legged stance,
they have been interpreted by some as human actors wearing animal costumes. Others go farther,
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claiming that the animals represent human warriors who dressed as fierce animals when they
went into battle (Pasztory 1997:223). One suggestion is that warriors may have worn animal
costumes to intimidate opponents because the decoration caused a psychological impact that
produced both fear and courage (Headrick 2007:74). Moreover, Headrick (2007:86) believes that
the donning of animal costumes gave rise to a mental conception of a transformed supernatural
being for many Teotihuacanos and signaled collective identities such as those of groups of
warriors who wore the same costume and shared a protective animal spirit companion. This
suggestion does not require that every individual who dressed in an animal costume believed that
their corporeal presence had become altered or that they had become one with the “animal soul”
of their zoomorphic patron. Rather, the Teotihuacan system permitted “non-believers” and
“believers” alike to dress in animal costumes and adopt associated group identities because it
institutionalized the animal imagery of warfare (Headrick 2007:86). Although Headrick
primarily focuses on images related to warriors and animal companions depicted in The White
Patio at Atetelco, Cowgill (2015:211) generally agrees with Headrick’s above suggestions.
However, taking a broader view of the visual corpus he adds that Teotihuacan animal imagery
also includes fierce animals such as felines, canines, and serpents with some human features.
Cowgill suggests that these are animals depicted with combined human and animal traits even
when they seem to be involved in activities normally restricted to humans. For example, Cowgill
believes that the depiction of an anthropomorphic net jaguar apparently approaching a temple on
two legs from the Tetitla compound (Figs. 33 and 34, Maps 9 and 10) is not a human in jaguar
costume as suggested by others (Cowgill 2015:211).
While some scholars prefer to emphasize the war-sacrificial interpretation for predatory
animal imagery, this thesis suggests such a blanket homogenizing martial interpretation might be
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too limited, thus concealing the more polysemic nature of animals and animal imagery at
Teotihuacan and stifling the ability of these symbols to tell us more about the rich religious,
economic, and political context from which they were created and for which they formed active
visual symbols. Certainly, symbolic and archaeological evidence of warfare and sacrifice at
Teotihuacan have encouraged many scholars to formulate interpretations focusing on the martial
character of predatory animal imagery. Evidence of warfare and sacrifice show that ritual and
war were important, sponsored by the state, and reproduced in artistic representations such as
cylindrical ceramic vessels displaying what may be symbolic human hearts and sacrificial knives
and murals exhibiting individuals thought to be warriors. Again, the prime example of this kind
of imagery can be found at the White Patio of Atetelco mentioned above to be discussed along
with other examples more broadly in subsequent chapters.
To put Teotihuacan’s predatory animal imagery in a broader perspective, however, I
propose that its symbolic significance remains open to further and more inclusive interpretations,
and that it surely has more to tell us than we have sometimes assumed. This thesis will
reexamine this special subset of the Teotihuacan visual corpus by presenting a review of some
principal arguments for its proposed martial significance, coupled with a review and
consideration of a diverse range of alternative interpretations that have sometimes been
overshadowed by the dominant war and sacrifice interpretative paradigm. The analysis and
critique of military canine and feline symbolism will include discussion of problems with
methodologies such as the direct historical approach and uncritical reiteration of earlier
hypotheses.
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Map 9: Tetitla, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006b, Plan 19, pg. 258)
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Map 10: Tetitla, Teotihuacan, three-dimensional rendering
(De la Fuente 2006b, Plan 19.1, pg. 260)
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The aim of this reassessment is not to claim to have achieved unequivocal answers or to
have found a single definitive interpretation of these animal images, but to raise important
questions regarding the assumptions underlying the emphasis on the military symbolism of these
creatures. If this thesis succeeds at disturbing the status quo, and provokes scholars to reconsider
such dominant interpretations, and more closely examine and question the evidence and
arguments used to support the currently preferred interpretive paradigm, it will have succeeded
in widening the discourse and contributing some alternative approaches to understanding the
nature of animal imagery at ancient Teotihuacan.

CHAPTER II: GOVERNANCE, CITY AND PEOPLE OF TEOTIHUACAN

Urban Planning and Population (Maps 1-4, Tables 1 and 2)

The Teotihuacan culture flourished from the first through the sixth centuries CE,
although parts of the site were already occupied as early as 150 BCE with a population estimated
at 20,000 (Blanton et al. 1993:122), and sections continued to be occupied for years after the
urban center’s major decline around 600/650 CE (R. Millon 1973:60). While Teotihuacan
reached a maximum population of between 100,000 and 200,000 at its height1, the city of
Teotihuacan saw a marked depopulation of perhaps three quarters of its total population from the
Metepec phase (ca. 550-650 CE) through the Coyotlatelco phase (650-750 CE). Diehl (1989:1415) considers the population decline not to be indicative of a mass exodus, hiatus, or the arrival
of new population as proposed by some archaeologists, but rather a time in which inhabitants
continued to dwell in the city and transformed their ceramic tradition to one sometimes known as
Coyotlatelco pottery, and then gradually dispersed into more sparsely inhabited parts of the
Basin of México over a stretch of a century or more. Although the city’s fall traditionally marked
the end of the Classic period (as defined in central México), during the subsequent Epiclassic

1

Population estimates of 125,000 per R. Millon 1993:18 and up to 200,000 per Coe and Koontz 2013:114 have been
proposed for Teotihuacan. Cowgill’s 2015 survey argues for the lower end of these estimates, although noting that
there is significant uncertainty based on limited excavation coupled with the use of different suggestions regarding
how many people lived in a typical residential apartment complex, etc.
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period (c. 600-900 CE) Teotihuacan remained the most densely populated center in the Basin of
México, despite a markedly reduced population (Berdan and Smith 2003:239).
During its heyday those governing the Teotihuacan state sponsored major projects such
as the development and maintenance of agricultural irrigation, redirecting the site’s river,
establishing primary axes for grid-type urban planning, and large-scale construction of its urban
core. Among its most recognizable features, the Avenue of the Dead acts as the city’s centerline,
running for over 2.5 km, and, if René Millon’s (1981:221) proposed southern extension of the
avenue is correct, even longer, from beyond the Ciudadela and Great Compound in the south to
the Moon Plaza in the north (Figs. 1, 2, and 4; Map 3). The avenue’s actual alignment is at
approximately 15°30’ east of astronomic north, an alignment known as ‘Teotihuacan north’ (R.
Millon 1973:13). This thoroughfare provided controlled access to all of the city’s major
monuments (Map 3). Saburo Sugiyama (2005:51) suggests that the Avenue of the Dead’s
gradual rise in elevation from south to north may have been conceptualized as a rise from the
Underworld towards the Heavens, in a relatively horizontal expression of a vertical religious
political hierarchy, in accord with cosmographical models offered by Clemency Coggins (1980)
and Wendy Ashmore (1989, 1991). The massive and imposing Pyramid of the Moon and its
grand plaza sit regally at the high, north end of the avenue (Figs. 1 and 4, Maps 3 and 6), while
the even more massive Pyramid of the Sun and its plaza flank the avenue’s eastern bank (Figs. 810, Map 3), just north of the redirected San Juan River. South of the river and also on the
avenue’s east side sits the expansive Ciudadela compound (Figs. 2 and 11, Maps 3 and 7), a
spacious enclosed plaza that houses the Feathered Serpent Pyramid, also known as the Temple of
Quetzalcoatl, and its flanking twin palatial multi-room structures (Figs. 11-13, Map 7).
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In addition to these three monumental centers, extending outward from the Avenue of the
Dead is a plethora of residential and administrative structures featuring many of the animalrelated murals to be discussed in this thesis (Map 2, see mural sites marked in red). These
constructions extend in a somewhat irregular, but generally orthogonal manner to the
thoroughfare’s east and west sides. In what must be one of México’s earliest formal grid-type
city plans, the development of Teotihuacan created one of the most orderly and most highly
nucleated urban centers in ancient México (Maps 3 and 4). Michael Smith (2007:15, 20) suggests
that orthogonal layouts in ancient cities are indicative of a higher level of central urban planning;
in Mesoamerica only Teotihuacan and the much later Aztec capital Tenochtitlan feature
integrated orthogonal layouts. Moreover, Teotihuacan shows a standardized spatial layout, an
orthogonal layout based on north-south avenues at administrative centers, resembling, though not
historically related to, those seen in Greek, Helenistic and Roman cities (Smith 2007:28, 39).
Differing from most Mesoamerican Maya and Aztec cities’ plans, Teotihuacan exhibits an
atypical city plan in that its grid and consistent orientation of architectural layouts is not limited
to a single epicenter, but forms a more comprehensive planning scheme that spreads into its
surrounding residential zones (Smith 2007:27).
The city’s area has been estimated at 20 square kilometers (Cowgill 1997: 129), but this
number may underestimate the area occupied by Teotihuacanos, because this early estimate
included some but not all insubstantial architecture2 (Cabrera Cortés 2006; Robertson 2008).
These understudied dwellings housed less prominent citizens and their numbers could expand the

2

Insubstantial architecture refers to housing made of adobe, stone, and perishable materials. These residential units
were generally smaller and less densely packed than the more durable Teotihuacan apartment compounds. The
original Teotihuacan Mapping Project documented the existence of these areas, but only recently have they been the
focus of significant study, most notably by Oralia Cabrera and Ian Robertson. See citations this section.
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city limits further into to the surrounding hillsides, if more exploration occurs before we lose
these less visible traces to plowing and the encroaching sprawl of present-day towns at the
periphery of the archaeological zone.
Teotihuacan’s peak population has been estimated at 100,000-200,000 (Millon 1992),
easily making it the most densely populated urban center with the highest number of inhabitants
in this part of Classic Mesoamerica, and evidently the largest city in ancient Mesoamerica prior
to the rise of the later Mexica-Aztec capital city of Tenochtitlan (R. Millon et al. 1973: 44-45;
Cowgill 2009: 32) which hosted a population of 212,500 at the time of the Spanish conquest
(Smith 2008:28), and a greater population of about one million residing in other cities located
adjacent or near to the lakes at the heart of the Basin of México (Blanton et al. 1993:155; Smith
2003:57). Cuicuilco, Teotihuacan’s Late Formative rival in the Basin of México, had
approximately 20,000 inhabitants, but a volcanic eruption destroyed it before the Classic period.
Classic Teotihuacan’s population dwarfed that of contemporaneous Classic Mesoamerican
centers such as Early Classic Maya Tikal, Guatemala, whose contemporaneous population of
10,000 rose to approximately 60,000 only after Teotihuacan’s decline, and Monte Alban, in the
adjacent Valley of Oaxaca, which hosted a population of approximately 16,500 (Evans
2008:209, 298; Blanton et al. 1993:77, 87). Again, Teotihuacan’s peak population estimates
could require adjustment if uncounted people who occupied previously undetected insubstantial
housing are factored into revised demographic calculations, especially considering Robertson’s
estimate that up to 15% of the urban population dwelled in the previously unstudied insubstantial
structures (Robertson 2008:25). On the other hand, Cowgill (2015:140-144) feels that the higher
estimate for Teotihuacan’s population are probably exaggerated. He explains that a lot depends
upon how many people we assume lived in each household and residential compound or
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structure at a given time in Teotihuacan history as well as the significance we assign
toTeotihuacan sherd counts. He proposes a maximum estimate of 150,000 which includes those
living in insubstantial structures, a minimum estimate of only 30,000, and finally suggests that
85,000 might be a decent middle estimate. It has been estimated that Teotihuacan’s “tightly
controlled core” just beyond the Valley of México was home to some 500,000 inhabitants
(Blanton et al. 1993:134). In any case, these data indicate that the city was remarkable not only
for the size of its monumental architecture, its areal extent, and its copious population, but also
for its socio-economic and political complexity.

Teotihuacan’s Social and Political Organization

Teotihuacan begins to coalesce as a more significant village to large town in the
Patlachique phase (c. 150 BCE-1 CE), a late expression of the village farming tradition that
emerged in the Basin during the second millennium B.C.E. As the population rose human
resources became plentiful, perhaps a factor in Teotihuacan’s growing ability to accumulate
wealth and purchasing power, which in-turn created increasing demands for ever more specific
and varied goods and services, eventually allowing Teotihuacanos to take up an expanding array
of specialized occupations (R. Millon 1973:45). Soon, some agricultural workers could make a
living creating ceramic vessels, while others sustained themselves by skillfully working volcanic
stone into tools (Spence 1981:769; Carballo 2013:123) or greenstone into jewelry (Manzanilla
1996: 239), and still others may have dedicated their efforts to the production of bone
instruments for working hides and polishing pottery (Manzanilla 2004:135) and working
imported feathers into elaborate clothing (Pasztory 1997:234; Manzanilla 2009:27; Florescano
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2009:8; Manzanilla and Hirth 2011:60). As a function of differing luck, skill and access to
resources, individuals and their families accumulated or lost wealth differently, widening the
range of economic statuses among the city’s inhabitants and eventually leading to greater
economic stratification3 (Millon 1976:230; Sempowski 1994: 273-4). This increase in socioeconomic complexity was paralleled by a rise of an increasingly more complex politico-religious
structure that would provide leadership and direction for large scale construction projects and
religious activities that served and protected the interests of the city at large, further freeing the
city’s diversified population to focus on their individually specialized activities and their unique
responsibilities (Cowgill 1997: 138).
Teotihuacan’s advantageous location, nestled in the middle of a resource-rich valley
surrounded by mountains, was ripe for agricultural development and, as its populace grew and
the social and economic realities of its inhabitants became more complex, a state-level political
structure took shape, permitting Teotihuacan’s people to manage their expanding wealth and
responsibilities. The site is especially appealing to scholars with an interest in early state
formation due to its position as one of the earliest breeding grounds of “state-level” society in the
central highlands of ancient México.
The term “state” as used by some anthropologists and archaeologists denotes a stratified
socio-political organization, with at least a “three-tier decision-making hierarchy”, a leadership
with strategic and tactical power, and, often, a “territorial base” (Ames 2008:490). However, the
early or pre-industrial state “is an abstract notion for which it is not easy to identify material

Millon proposes six or more socio-economic levels and Sempowski’s study of burial offerings corroborates status
differences. However, Cowgill 1997 questions “any distinct material gap between the elite and the merely
prosperous” (pg. 138).
3
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correspondences” (Bernbeck 2008:533). As such, the concept has been defined in a plethora of
ways.
V. G. Childe (1950) characterized early civilizations that were closely related to the
concept of the state by listing diagnostic traits including “an agricultural surplus that is
administered by full-time specialists [and] the existence of large buildings for both storage and
religious purposes, and writing” (Bernbeck 2008:534-5). The first two elements are easily
applicable to early interpretations of Teotihuacan, although evidence for a full-fledged writing
system is controversial. Lacking such a writing system, however, would not disqualify
Teotihuacan from being considered a state-level society, as attested by the cases of other
powerful administrative states, such as that of the Inca of the Andean region, which also lacked a
writing system that transcribed spoken language (Urton and von Hagen 2015:2; Stone-Miller
2002:91).
Certainly, Cowgill (2015:213-4) suggests that it is strange that Teotihuacanos did not use
a more complex system of writing despite the fact that they were aware of other complex writing
systems from Zapotec and Maya speaking communities. He adds that it is possible that the
Teotihuacan state and Teotihuacan organizations could have recorded business transactions,
perhaps on perishable paper or skin documents or codices like those known from the Aztec or
Maya cultures. While scholars such as Karl Taube (2000b), Janet Berlo (1989b) and James
Langley (1986, 1991, 1992, and 1993) have identified some of Teotihuacan’s standardized signs,
many of them are yet to be deciphered and neither phonetic nor grammatical elements have been
definitively identified (Cowgill 1997:135). Teotihuacan’s standardized signs are frequently
depicted as elements of pictures in composite signs as exemplified by the head of a feathered
serpent on a mat, the latter element identified as a widely shared symbol of rulership in
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Mesoamerica and the former associated with Teotihuacan (Fig. 35). Some signs might convey
the names of individuals or the places associated with them, the names of offices, or of spatialsocial units such as provinces or districts. Few of these identified signs continued to be used a
few centuries after Teotihuacan’s collapse in sites such as Xochicalco and Xochitecatl-Cacaxtla
(Cowgill 2015:213-4).
The case of the Teotihuacan state also calls to mind other theories of the state and state
formation. There are conflict theories that suggest that the development of social inequality in a
settlement gives rise to a state that helps establish order. Others suggest that external pressures
such as environmental constraints or threats from other populations give rise to the state. Blanton
et al. (1993:203) frame the state as “a special social institution, the dominant political authority
in the region where it exists…an administrative apparatus with…functionaries who make and
carry out political decisions.” Based on its substantial population, evidence for a sociopolitical
organization capable of imposing a common spatial order on the city’s layout, and evidence for
its widespread connections with and impact on other Mesoamerican regions and sites,
Teotihuacan clearly seems to fit this description.
The principal Formative period sites of the Olmec culture are generally considered to
represent the principal settlements of complex chiefdoms, or perhaps archaic kingdoms or
archaic states (Pool 2007:176; Clark 2007:20), making the later Teotihuacan one of the earliest
civilizations in the Valley of México to feature traits of emergent more complex statehood.
Saburo Sugiyama summarizes these traits as follows:
In addition to its immense population, a highly planned city layout with vast monumental
structures and some 2000 residential compounds suggests that several kinds of institutional
organizations administered the urban life. In particular, standardized architectural traits,
rigid space control, and a systematic water management program seem to indicate formal
constraints imposed by the state. (S. Sugiyama 2005:2)
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Indeed it seems that the Teotihuacan government must have had a hand in major, longterm, labor intensive projects such as the development and maintenance of agricultural irrigation,
redirecting the site’s river, establishing primary axes for grid-type urban planning, and largescale construction of its urban core (Fig. 3). For example, the Avenue of the Dead (Figs. 1 and
4), the Ciudadela (Figs. 2, 11-13), the Great Compound, the Pyramids of the Moon (Figs. 4, 6,
and 7) and of the Sun (Figs. 8 and 9), all attest to a coordinated program of monumental
construction projects organized and facilitated by a powerful governing body, arguably a state
that promoted visual unity (and thus a sense of social cohesion) through outward appearance and
internal construction by mandating the use of its own signature talud-tablero architectural style
(Figs. 35-37) in all of these structures.
The existence of a consistent style, content, and quality of mural painting at Teotihuacan
suggests that state functionaries and the artists they sponsored placed a high value on this form of
visual communication. For example, Teotihuacan murals are characterized by twodimensionality (e.g., Fig. 79), depiction of corporate groups rather than individual rulers (e.g.,
Fig. 89), and abundant depiction of nature (e.g., sacred landscape forms, zoomorphic imagery,
vegetation and floral imagery) (e.g., Fig. 61). Perhaps the standardization of imagery arose
because of a unified vision created by a unified elite or leadership although somewhat similar
standardization of religious-ritual imagery can also be seen in the visual systems of less complex
Hopi or Zuni Pueblo societies of the American southwest (Schaafsma 2000; Wright 1985). The
exact nature of Teotihuacan sociopolitical organization and leadership is an ongoing topic of
debate. I will provide here a few of the configurations proposed by leading scholars. However, it
is worth noting that the consistency of content and style at Teotihuacan could have been
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promoted by any of these proposed sociopolitical systems, and perhaps by others not yet
proposed.
Cabrera, Cowgill and Sugiyama (1990) proposed rule by a single leader, or at the most
dual leadership. There are also models of collective rulership. Paulinyi (1981: 317-321), for
example, prefers a model of three to seven co-regents. In a later publication Paulinyi (2001)
speaks of rulers of Teotihuacan identifiable in visual representations by their large headdresses
as sacred co-rulers with magic powers. He asserts that such co-regents were invested with sacred
and military character and together they exercised supreme power. Lopez Austin (1989: 31) sees
Teotihuacan as an innovative departure from lineage-based dynastic rule wherein dynastic rulers
from diverse cultures came together at Teotihuacan to form a new class of state-level
bureaucrats. In the same vein, Angulo (2007:96) states, “Teotihuacan’s new government was an
association of chiefs and lineage heads who, without challenging each other’s clan authority,
managed to unify a coalition that motivated their people to participate in many major
projects…carried out in benefit of the wider community.” Angulo suggests that “preexistent
religious concepts” shared by diverse groups provided the engine for cooperative construction
and maintenance of the cosmopolitan city. Manzanilla (1992:327) proposes that a priestly class
provided collective governance of Teotihuacan. In subsequent studies, Manzanilla suggests that
there were four principal sectors of ruling lineages. The northwestern sector was represented by
bird of prey as their emblem, the northeastern had jaguars and goggled figures, the southeastern
had serpents, and the southwestern coyotes and canids (Manzanilla 2009:37). Manzanilla bases
this in part on the corresponding emblems presented on the Calpulalpan Vase imagery (Fig. 38).
These varied interpretations, each unique, reach some agreement that without indiscutable visual
evidence or a “royal tomb” of like those of the Maya region, it is possible that Teotihuacan’s
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government was not based on granting supreme powers to a single principal ruler who passed
royal rights down to their children.
Hassig (1992:53), projecting Postclassic models backwards through time, suggests that
Teotihuacan, like the Mexica-Aztec, was a meritocratic state where individual military success
could establish leadership. In the much the same way, Headrick (2007:93) suggests that
Teotihuacan developed an Aztec-like strategy for social mobility where those joining the military
would have satisfied personal ambitions and enjoyed the potential to rise through the military
hierarchy, thus they would be much less likely to contest the hereditary rule. I agree with George
Cowgill’s assessment of Hassig’s writing as, “a fascinating source of conjectures to be tested, but
it presents much as fact that is highly uncertain or sometimes wrong” (Cowgill:1997:134)
The “dual processual” theory proposed by Richard E. Blanton et al. (1996:1-9) states that
political actors use two processes to construct and maintain power and authority: network and
corporate strategies. In the network strategy, leaders build individual-centered exchange ties with
other polities by manipulating trade routes and prestige goods to amass power with restricted
access, creating competition and instability among individual political actors. This exclusionary
strategy political system is constructed via small-scale networks of personal dominance and
regional prominence, often marked by rich tombs attended by ruler-worshipping cults. In the
corporate strategy political actors foster bonds between disparate social and kinship groups to
build a corporate sense of solidarity and power where access to that power is distributed across
those groups and focus is on local production, often of non-prestige goods such as agricultural
products, and monumental architecture for public ritual.
In Mesoamerica the corporate political economy was developed in regions like that of
Teotihuacan where there was plentiful irrigable alluvium providing potential for substantial
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agricultural development. Both network and corporate strategies coexisted in tandem,
maintaining a corporate-dominant core and network-dominant periphery relationship. Thus,
corporate core states emphasize solidarity under a broad guiding ideology within the center,
while they might also attempt to influence the network-strategy actors of the periphery along
trade routes or outposts to cultivate ties with regional elites, monopolize interregional exchanges
and minimize external political threats. However, because network and corporate strategies result
in dissimilar and antagonistic political economies they are likely to be temporally or spatially
separate. According to dual-processual theory, Teotihuacan experienced a corporate governing
structure signaled by the lack of portrayal of or textual reference to named rulers (Blanton et al.
1996:10-11). This corporate governing is seen in group-oriented chiefdoms with remarkable
public works, but unidentifiable and underspecified individual political actors, an idea set forth
by Renfrew (1974:79).
In line with this hypothesis, the art of Teotihuacan does not celebrate the exploits of
rulers of royal lineages, but instead mural art and scenes on ceramic vessels depict ritual
processions of high-ranking but non-individualized personages (e.g., for Tepantitla see Figs. 39
and 40, Maps 3, 11 and 12; for Techinantitla see Fig. 41, Maps 3 and 13; for Calpulalpan see Fig.
38) (Blanton et al. 1996:10). Some of these ritual processions depict individuals wearing tasseled
headdresses, indicating the named and ranked categories of people belonging to corporate
organizations whose responsibilities may include external militarism, long-distance trade, and
diplomatic relations. This external military and trade involvement could have permitted various
individuals to gain ascendency in Teotihuacan society, but their individual power and authority
would have been limited by the institutional constraints of a symbolic system that reflected a
hierarchy of ranks and statuses. There are several larger, more centrally located multiroom
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Map 11: Tepantitla, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006c, Plan 15, pg. 138)
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Map 12: Tepantitla, Teotihuacan, three dimensional rendering
(De la Fuente 2006c, Plan 15.1, pg. 139)
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Map 13: Techinantitla, Teotihuacan located in Amanalco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006b, Plan 14, pg. 130)
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complexes that have been identified as possible “royal” or principal governmental-administrative
compounds (e.g., the twin Ciudadela Palaces, the Calle de los Muertos/Street of the Dead
Complex, the Xalla Complex, etc.) (Maps 3 and 7), but neither within them nor in other more
visible “public” imagery was there an emphasis on a paramount ruler, unless a few of the
possible ruler figures identified by Headrick (2007: Ch. 2) (in somewhat peripheral Atetelco
Figs. 42-46; in the West Plaza Complex, Street of the Dead Complex Fig. 47, Map 14) or the
headdress imagery of the Feathered Serpent Pyramid as proposed by Sugiyama (1992) represent
such leaders. Even in that case, however, they are not shown on more impressive monumental
stone sculptures of the type seen in the Maya area (e.g., Fig. 19) or at Monte Alban (e.g., Fig.
48). Rather than glorification of a singular all-powerful ruler in specific palaces, the strength of
the Teotihuacan polity came from its massive buildings and architectural spaces and rituals
which involved state cults focused on cosmological principles involving rain, earth, moon, and
serpents with themes of renewal and fertility (Figs. 1, 2, 4, 6-14; Pasztory 1993; Paulinyi 2009,
2013).
Likewise, the systematization of religious iconography and the standardization of artistic
conventions resonate with the denial of an ethnic patrimonial basis for political power, and
instead the state ideology reveals a symbolic incorporation of diverse ethnic groups. The reach of
the corporate government is shown in the wide dissemination of Teotihuacan traits which, unlike
the centerless international style fostered by network-based strategies employed by leaders to
gain prestige in systems of competing “peer-polities” (Blanton et al 1996:5; Renfrew and Cherry
1986), provided a horizontal integration of Mesoamerica based on the artistic–symbolic system
from a single dominant center. The spread of this system was part of a program of institutional
and cultural restructuring of the periphery, especially where trade and valuable resources were
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Map 14: West Plaza Complex, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006c, Plan 4, pg. 44)
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concerned. Nevertheless, Blanton et al. (1996:10) and others (e.g., Schele and Freidel 1990) note
that Teotihuacan style may have been imitated or adapted as an international style in areas
beyond the direct control of Teotihuacan, and among local elites who used it, and luxury goods
on which it is displayed, to demonstrate their own prestige.
Although there is insufficient evidence of a royal grave in the Feathered Serpent Pyramid
according to Saburo Sugiyama (2005:235) references to Teotihuacan’s rulership office is evident
on the high reliefs of the Feathered Serpent Pyramid at Teotihuacan, which shows a headdress
with the characteristics of a primordial crocodile related to cosmological calendrics juxtaposed
with the Feathered Serpent (Figs. 13 and 14). This headdress has been interpreted by Karl Taube
(1992: 59, 82) as a serpent, an early form of Postclassic Xiuhcoatl. He relates it with war and fire
and believes it reveals an important aspect of rulership. This War Serpent and the Feathered
Serpent are separate entities which appear in Oaxaca, the Maya area and Teotihuacan with
rulership associations. This imagery of the Feathered Serpent carrying a headdress on its body
may recreate a mythic scene that reinforces a political hegemony publicly (Figs. 49 and 50)
(Sugiyama 2005:235).
In addition, Lopez Austin and co-authors put forward the idea that the Feathered Serpent
Pyramid’s dedication and its iconographic repertory are associated with passage of time which,
as a flow of calendrical time, relates to the cosmic mechanism of the succession of influences,
therefore time provides the ideological foundation for political power (Lopez Austin
etal.1991:103). In the same vein, according to Michael Coe (2002:108) this mythical scene might
refer to “the first moment of creation with an opposed pair of serpents - one is associated with
life, greenness and peace and the other with heat, desert regions, and war conversing in the
primal ocean.” Here again it is interesting to observe that regardless of the particular
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interpretation, it is worth noting that this crocodilian-reptilian “headdress” at the Feathered
Serpent Pyramid is not shown worn by an individual human ruler, but represents a concept
connected with either world creation, the establishment of the calendar, and/or the establishment
of sacred war-making powers that may have provided ideological support for claims to political
authority, but in an implicit rather than explicit manner. Although images of clearly identified
individual rulers are either rare or absent at Teotihuacan, several scholars, noting the stupendous
scale of the early architectural projects such as the Pyramid of the Sun and Pyramid of the Moon,
suggest that organizing the labor needed to build them implies the existence of centralized
rulership. Thus, they assert that in the early history of state formation, the Teotihuacan polity
seems to have been under the individual rulership of a sacred/religious government, perhaps
under the suzerainty of a sacred king, where symbolic programs such as art operated in the
public sphere to display political authority or rulership (Cowgill 2015:190-194). Moreover,
Sugiyama believes that warfare and human sacrifice were important institutions that gave
Teotihuacan society structure and represented the polity’s politics and culture (Sugiyama
2005:236). The remains of approximately two hundred individuals who are interpreted as having
ended their lives as sacrificial victims were buried in the dedication of the Pyramid of Feathered
Serpent. They may have been Teotihuacan affiliated soldiers of different social statuses
composing a diversified mix of ethnic groups who were brought from various regions of
Mesoamerica. Thus, according to Sugiyama (2005:243) “Teotihuacan was another warlike
center, where rulers were involved in conspicuous energy consumption by conducting bloody
rituals as a main duty of the state in order to embody and mystify their differentiated divine
status, especially during the founding stage of the state.” The Teotihuacan state may or may not
have engaged frequently in warfare, but Sugiyama believes it definitely displayed military and
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sacrificial symbols explicitly to “maintain the equilibrium of social powers” (Sugiyama
2005:243). Therefore, it seems possible that Teotihuacan in its early years could have been ruled
by a paramount ruler as proposed by Saburo Sugiyama:
The FSP [Temple of Feathered Serpent] may have been a monument commemorating the
accession of a ruler who, through the realization of mass human sacrifice and the
cosmogonic scene of a new era, was designed to be privileged to administer the present
world on behalf of the gods (S. Sugiyama 2005:236)
René Millon (1992:396) and George Cowgill (2000:268) also entertained the notion that
Teotihuacan was governed by a single, more despotic or autocratic ruler, who was responsible
for motivating the construction of the city’s most imposing pyramid temples (i.e., the Sun
Pyramid and the Moon Pyramid). A correlate to this belief is that such tyrannical rulership
ceased at or shortly after the time of the construction of the Feathered Serpent Pyramid, as the
result of a local revolt against the excesses of such royal power, represented by the mass
sacrificial event that accompanied the dedication of the Feathered Serpent Pyramid.
Although these interpretations have been quite influential, the evidence for existence of
an early powerful paramount ruler, and for this dramatic political transformation remains
somewhat circumstantial, in that there is still no clear cut example of either a royal tomb or an
artistic image of a particular individual from this early phase that could conclusively demonstrate
the existence of an early Teotihuacan “king” or “kings”. Nawa Sugiyama’s and Saburo
Sugiyama’s (2013) article on dating of the Sun Pyramid, the Moon Pyramid, and the Feathered
Serpent Pyramid, which makes their major construction periods more contemporaneous with one
another than was formerly thought, also raises some questions regarding the “early king(s)”
hypothesis. The results from investigations carried out at the Feathered Serpent Pyramid (FSP)
from 1988 to 1989, at the Moon Pyramid from 1998 to 2004, and the Sun Pyramid from 2008 to
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2011, suggest that these monuments were all constructed and/or expanded to a grand scale
between C.E. 170- 310, all of them falling into one common period of massive monumental
construction at Teotihuacan.
The lack of explicit portrayals of early Teotihuacan “kings” and more circumstantial
nature of the presence of royal power indicates that the verdict is still out on the single ruler
hypothesis. It is interesting to note that at the Late Preclassic site of El Mirador, Guatemala (Map
15), there are platforms whose total volume is roughly equal to, or slightly larger than, that of the
final stage of the Sun Pyramid at Teotihuacan. Based on the cosmic iconography of stucco masks
found on such platforms, and on the presence of depictions of single “ruler” figures on stone
stelae monuments at roughly contemporaneous southern Maya Late Preclassic sites (e.g.,
Kaminaljuyú, El Baul, Takalik Abaj, etc.) it has been supposed that El Mirador represents the
capital of an early kingship (Francisco Estrada-Belli 2011; Jeff Kowalski, personal
communication 2016). However, there is not a “stela cult” at El Mirador that features depictions
of single standing local rulers, nor do such stelae appear at the smaller, but still important site of
Cerros, Belize. Without somewhat more convincing and closely related cultural connections
(either at contemporary but geographically different, or at subsequent geographically nearby but
slightly later Early Classic Maya centers) one might be tempted to see the El Mirador site as a
polity center governed without a paramount ruler. The difference between El Mirador and
Teotihuacan is that while there is clear evidence for local emergence of centralized hereditary
rulership at subsequent Early Classic Maya centers (e.g., Tikal, Uaxactun), there aren’t
incontestable examples of single “rulers” or “kings” in the public or private imagery produced
after the FSP or before it (Estrada-Belli 2011:52 and Houston and Inomata 2009: 24).
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Map 15: El Mirador, Guatemala
(Schmidt et al. 1998, fig. “Urban plan of El Mirador, Guatemala”, pg. 104)
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Possibly relevant to the issue of Teotihuacan’s early political organization is the evidence
for various sacrificial rituals found in burials within the Moon Pyramid (e.g., Figs. 51-54). There
are several burials from different building phases that include evidence for some type of
ritualized sacrificial offerings, similar to that of the Pyramid of the Feathered Serpent. In all,
thirty seven individuals were sacrificed and interred. The offerings indicate wide ranging
variation of social status from high to very low, varied group identity or individual attributes, and
some offerings even providing a connection with Maya dynasties (Sugiyama 2011:179). The
burials discovered in the Moon Pyramid are not only contemporaneous (ca. AD. 200-250) and
analogous to those found in the Pyramid of Feathered Serpent (Figs. 55-57), but they also
indicate links between mortuary rituals conducted in the two monuments and constitute an effort
to create citywide materialization promoting the state ideology (Sugiyama 2011:178). Likewise,
new results indicate that the Sun Pyramid was constructed around A.D. 170-310 and the data
from the subterranean tunnel once interpreted as a natural “cave” (Figs. 9 and 10) have dated that
feature to A. D. 140-240, suggesting that both were constructed in roughly the same interval of
time (Sugiyama et al. 2013:429). There are several rooms that branch out from the main tunnel
and antechamber formed by walls that lack sufficient data to determine their functions, but their
location, shape, size and distribution indicate that the tunnel could have been a royal grave
complex (Sugiyama 2011:188). A royal grave may have been placed in the end of the tunnel or a
space or man-made chamber with standardized east-west axis following Teotihuacan canons
(Sugiyama 2011:187). Moreover, this man-made tunnel could have been constructed to bury an
important individual, perhaps a ruler, rather than being built for ritual purposes. The burial of a
ruler itself would presumably involve some sort of ritualized procedures and the space associated
with the tomb may have been considered to have had sacred and/or mythic characteristics. But
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rather than simply representing a more generalized reference to some sort of a “cave of origin”
connected with a kind of ethnic emergence “foundation” myth for Teotihuacan as proposed in
different ways by Heyden (1975:140-2) as an early Chicomoztoc origin cave (Fig. 58), by Millon
(1981:235) as related to the creation of the moon and the sun, or by Taube (1986:51) as a central
part of a shared Mesoamerican and Southwest U.S. origin story tradition and associated with
more communal public ritual, this artificial “cave” may have been a more exclusive space.
However, although it is possible that this innermost chamber once contained a burial, there is a
dearth of artifactual or skeletalevidence that would demonstrate more definitively that the Sun
Pyramid tunnel was a royal tomb. It is possible that this multi-chambered crypt may have been
re-used by a succession of royal family members, a burial practice that has been documented for
other Mesoamerican societies (e.g., at Monte Alban and other Zapotec centers or at some Maya
sites). It is also possible that over time the chamber was sealed off and new social functions and
ritual meanings were attached to it. According to this interpretation, the Sun Pyramid’s artificial
passage eventually became a legendary “cave” and a sacred place for ancestral worship
(Sugiyama 2011:190). The artificial “cave” may have been seen as both a place of birth or “rebirth” and also as the entrance to the abode of a deceased ancestor. This type of dual reading
works in a different context in Mesoamerica, in the case of Maya kings. For example, King Pakal
on his sarcophagus lid in Palenque, Chiapas, México (Fig. 59) (Martin and Grube 2008:165;
Fitzsimmons 2009:57-60; 123-127) or King Yax Pasah on Stela 11 at Copan, Honduras (Fig. 60)
(Martin and Grube 2008:212), are each shown hovering at or standing above threshold of
reptilian/centipede cave-like entrances to the earth both as the abode of and eventual place of
emergence of deceased royal ancestors. Given the scarcity of artifactual and/or osteological
evidence at Teotihuacan, these Maya analogies certainly don’t prove that the Sun Pyramid inner
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chamber was a royal tomb, but they make it clear that its cave-like character is consonant with
that as a possible function.
A similar hypothesis of rule by a single leader at Teotihuacan is suggested by Annabeth
Headrick (2007:31) who claims there were individual rulers who, unlike the Maya rulers that
erected stelae to record their rulership, may have been painted on some of the site’s murals.
While this hypothesis is similar in asserting the possible presence of a paramount ruler, the later
date of these murals runs counter to the notion that kingship was abandoned for more collective
or council-based rulerhip after the FSP sacrifices. Headrick holds that Teotihuacan social
organization featured three principal components: a ruler, a military force, and extended families,
the headmen of the more powerful of which may have formed more collective administrative
councils. Although this provides a conceptual framework for the political order, it may not
capture the full complexity of sociopolitical organization at this large urban center, which likely
had various priestly orders and religious offices. For example, she proposes that at the White
Patio of the Atetelco apartment compound in Teotihuacan the image of a possible ruler is
displayed on Portico 2 (Figs. 42-46). The human form is depicted as a central figure wearing
distinctive symbolic paraphernalia such as the headdress and nose plaque with fangs of the
“mountain-tree” or Great Goddess figure of the murals of the Tepantitla apartment compound in
Teotihuacan (Fig. 61-62; Maps 11-12). Similarly, this individual holds a staff related to rulership
and power like those from Oaxaca where rulers holds similar staffs (Fig. 48). This personage
also carries at his waist an enlarged shell, which served as a musical instrument that could have
been blown to announce the presence of the gods. Shells also identified kings, associated with
public office, such as those of the Aztecs, and symbolized military authority (Headrick 2007:3031). Headrick also presents another image of a possible ruler found in the West Plaza Complex
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on the Avenue of Dead (Fig. 47). This sculpture shaped from stone blocks displays the figure of
an individual with the characteristic nose-plaque over the mouth and their headdress shows two
birds and two profile serpents. The combination of a bird headdress and nose-plaque indicates
that this individual may be associated with the mountain-tree (Figs. 61-62) and the staffs held in
each hand are similar to the vegetation bundles associated with agricultural fertility often held by
Olmec4 rulers (Fig. 63) (Headrick 2007:32). Jeff Kowalski (2009:203) raised some questions
about this ruler identification citing other Teotihuacan figural representations that share the staff
and/or mountain-tree diagnostic traits but seem unlikely candidates for identification as rulers.
Further complicating Headrick’s interpretation is the fact that the more pervasive presence and
importance of “Great Goddess” imagery at Teotihuacan has now been challenged (e.g., Paulinyi
2006; Cowgill 2015:226-8) and several scholars feel that the Storm God and the Feathered
Serpent were much more important deities5. This would call into question why a paramount ruler
would self-identify as the “goddess” if her cult was not as pervasive or powerful as was once
thought. Cowgill (2015:150) shares Headrick’s hypothesis that this figure refers to Teotihuacan
rulership, based on the “Storm God” nose pendant and the “budding shoots and flaming torches”
clutched by the figure, but rejects the Great Goddess interpretation based on Paulyini’s (2006)
argumentation. Sugiyama (2005:235-6) alternatively suggests that headdresses associated with
the Feathered Serpent or Primordial Crocodile are diagnostic of divinely sanctioned rulers at
Teotihuacan (Fig. 13-14).
The idea of a single ruler governing Teotihuacan is for many scholars debatable and there
are some who think that Teotihuacan had a corporate government during the subsequent years.
4

The Olmec civilization predates Teotihuacan, having ruled the Golf Coast and the Olmec Heartland, northeast of
Teotihuacan, from about 1800 BCE to 300BCE (Diehl 2005:8).
5
For more on proposed principle deities in Teotihuacan see discussion in “Teotihuacan art” of this thesis.
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Teotihuacan is often considered to be a hierarchical state, but a corporately organized one that
lacked highly personalized rulership or blatant individualized displays of distinctions of wealth
where power and wealth were held by a single individual (Feinman 2001:167; Headrick
2007:15). This is not to say, however, that there weren’t groups that enjoyed greater prosperity
than others. Those who lived in less luxurious residential complexes, such as Tlamimilolpa,
didn’t have the same luxuries as those in the ones like Tetitla or the major more centralized
complexes such as Xalla or Calle de los Muertos Complex. Presumably more prosperous and
prominent “lineages” played more prominent roles even within a less “centralized” and more
“corporate” form of government. In a broad sense, however, this suggestion of shared prosperity
was reinforced by the idea that supreme political authority might not have been concentrated in a
single person or lineage (Cogwill 1997:152), but perhaps it was held by a collective leadership
(Millon 1992:340). Whether a more collective type of governing system existed, both before and
after the sacrificial event at the FSP, as well as the nature of its overall composition, remain open
questions.
In sum, the city of Teotihuacan was notable for its large population, its city planning and
monumental construction projects, its complex sociopolitical structure, its character as an early
state in Central México, and its organization. By the same token it is notable for its lack of
undisputed artistic representation of a glorified all-powerful ruler or for a clear indication of an
alternate form of government. In addition, recent evidence that places the main construction
phases of major monuments in the same broad period weakens the hypothesis that an early form
of centralized rulership, associated with an earlier monumental building boom, went too far and
provoked a revolt that altered the system of governance at Teotihuacan, resulting in some sort of
broader system based on more collective leadership. Along with the foregoing discussions comes
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the question of how peaceful or warlike Teotihuacan was and, finally, what Teotihuacan art can
tell us about all these issues. It is to these topics we will now turn in Chapter III.

CHAPTER III: TEOTIHUACAN SOCIETY AND CULTURE

The Nature of Teotihuacan: Religion and War

Historically, scholarly interpretations of Teotihuacan society, culture, art and architecture
have been heavily influenced by, and have exerted equally strong influence on, trends in
scholarly thought about ancient Mesoamerica as a whole. Such interpretations have reflected
shifts from greater reliance on ethnohistorical approaches toward greater dependence on more
thorough archaeological investigations at the site, the latter of which have provided more
substantial evidence regarding the city, its development, and its relationships with other parts of
Mesoamerica. Nevertheless, in attempting to understand the nature of Teotihuacan society and
the functions and meanings of its distinctive visual system we must remain aware of the effect of
Western cultural biases already broached above. As Payson Sheets (2003:293) wisely warns, “so
often we see what we are trained to see and want to see in the archaeological record.” Sheets
recognizes the need to consider as wide a variety of evidence as possible in search of an emic
view, and accurately characterizes this view as an “antidote” to the traditional etic approach of
“projecting our own biases into the archaeological record.”
Scholarly conceptualizations of Teotihuacan have varied widely regarding its pacific
versus war-like nature, and the importance of a military organization at the site and in its
relations with its Mesoamerican neighbors. Teotihuacan art has been interpreted by some as a
projection of a paradisiacal culture (e.g., Tlalocan mural, Figs. 61-62) where peace-loving priests
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led their followers in a life free of all vices (Séjourné 1957:114-115). For example, Pasztory
wrote of Teotihuacan art that it features “nature and the divine…conflated as one. Insistent
images of a paradisiacal, verdant nature-flora and fauna, deities and elites in the act of
givingcreate a benevolent semblance of flourishing life” (1997:233-234)1. Wigberto Jiménez
Moreno (1966:50) interpreted Teotihuacan during the Xolalpan phase as a peaceful theocracy
that sent artists abroad. Among other scholars who interpret Teotihuacan as a peaceful city, Karl
Meyer stated that “Teotihuacanos were a pacific people; there is no evidence that anything like
mass human sacrifices were carried out by them. No such sacrifices are depicted in any of the
paintings found in Teotihuacan” (Meyer 1973:25). Meyer went so far as to suggest that the
paintings are jovial and free of war-related imagery, “one is struck by the absence of violent or
martial themes, by their air of patterned cheerfulness, like wallpaper for a child’s room.” He
concluded that “taken with other hard evidence – such as the lack of elaborate fortifications at
Teotihuacan – the murals clearly suggest a pacific way of life, a society that would seem to have
been Apollonian2 rather than Dionysian” (Meyer 1973:57). Likewise, von Winning (1968:156)
noted a lack of evidence of defensive structures and significant conflicts,
The metropolis was an open city, without fortifications. The Classic period was a
peaceful one, it would appear, except for minor raids and upheavals. This is also evident
in the mural paintings, which depict deities or priests scattering seeds or bringing rain,
but seldom present figures bearing arms. Tlaloc, the rain-god, was the predominant deity,
which is understandable in view of the great dependence on water for agriculture. His
cult and iconography derived from the Olmec rain-jaguar deity. During the Teotihuacan
II period the rain-god cult merged with the cult of the Feathered Serpent…The Feathered
Serpent cult was revived only after the fall of Teotihuacan, and given a new direction as
the Quetzalcoatl cult, whose main protagonist was the culture hero CeAcatl Topiltzin
Pasztory generally recognized that the images conveyed by the site’s art might not correspond to a more objective
or comprehensive view of its actual living conditions or social relations.
2
The Apollonian is based on reason and logical thinking. By contrast, the Dionysian is based on chaos and appeals
to the emotions and instincts. (Wikipedia); apollonian=harmonious, measured, ordered, or balanced in character
(Merriam-Webster online)
1
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Quetzalcoatl of Tula (Florescano 1964:121-66)…The profound religious orientation of
Teotihuacan, seen in its art and architecture, implies an all-powerful priestly hierarchy
which embodied strong secular powers.
Rodriguez (1969:48), commenting on the religious aspect of Teotihuacan art and architecture,
said that, “The greater part of early Mexican art was preoccupied with the relationship between
man and deity, expressed in the limited terms of symbolism…In painting the paradise of
Tlalocan, the painter obviously unfolds the theme as told by the priest, the keeper of culture; he
illustrates an established religious concept or what he has learnt about it.”
Such widespread confidence in theseinterpretations of social comity and peaceful
existence can be understood in part because it in some cases preceded the discoveries of human
remains in the Feathered Serpent Temple (Figs. 55 and 56) or in the burials of the Moon Pyramid
(Figs. 51-52) that have led some to question them. This idyllic view was also generally
consistent with a comparable contemporaneous view of Classic Maya civilization as a relatively
peaceful theocracy. Nevertheless, in contrast, even some scholars writing prior to the skeletal
evidence from Teotihuacan arrived at a different conclusion. For example, Sanders (1966)3
interpreted pointed obsidian artifacts at Teotihuacan as spear points, set forth as evidence for a
military aspect of life among Teotihuacanos. Matos Moctezuma (1979:107) expressed a view
that bridges those above when he says, “because of this, many of us doubt this ‘Pax
teotihuacana’, of priests who, through worshipping their gods, convince followers from a purely
religious point of view. However, it is something quite different to say that the internal conflicts
of these functions, closely related to the control of lands and products, or of other raw materials,

“Un resultado sorprendente de la excavacion, desde el punto de vista de la usual pintura figurativa de la sociedad
clasica mesoamericana, fue la clara indicacion de un significativo aspect militarista de la vida de la aldea. Puntos de
proyectil en obsidian eran communes y funcionaban probablamente como puntas de lanza” (Sanders 1966 as quoted
in Matos Moctezuma 1979)
3
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had tended, little by little, to accentuate a military aspect; but, as we were saying, very united
with Teotihuacan’s religious aspect”4. In other words, Matos Moctezuma believes that religion
formed the foundation for Teotihuacan’s success, and that this religious core was aided by
military involvement to an increasing degree over time, while never losing sight of its religious
aspect. Pasztory (1997:25), writing in the wake of the more recent skeletal finds, explained that,
The myth of the peaceful city of Teotihuacan had been created out of many building
blocks: the verdant land of Tlaloc [represented by the so-called “Tlalocan” or “Paradise
of the Rain God” murals mentioned above], the pious ruler Quetzalcoatl, the evident lack
of fortifications around the site, all were combined to support the image of a city without
the military apparatus and accompanying human sacrifices characteristic of the Aztec
empire. Still, murals found both in the 1890s and in the 1940s provide evidence of
warfare at Teotihuacan.
Pasztory added to the list of military imagery or iconography the “murals at Atetelco”
with armed warriors and priests wielding sacrificial knives (Fig. 64-70), Tepantitla’s Red Tlalocs
with claws (Figs. 74-76), and von Winning’s (1948) interpretation of the owl-and-weapon motif
(71-73) as a military symbol in murals. But, she says, the most important evidence of
Teotihuacan warfare is found at a very distant location, the site of Kaminaljuyú in modern day
Guatemala City. Teotihuacan objects in elite burialsand Teotihuacan-style moldings used to
adorn the terraces of thepyramidal platformsthat contained them are considered this best
evidence (Fig. 77). The following, Pasztory says, should have persuaded us to abandon the
model of a peaceful Teotihuacan; “in 1946 Alfred V. Kidder, Jesse Jennings, and Edwin Shook
concluded that Kaminaljuyú was likely to have been a Teotihuacan colony. Colonization could
indicate trade or warfare, or both, and the evidence at Kaminaljuyú could have been a signal to
My paraphrased translation of Matos Moctezuma’s original Spanish text: “por lo anterior, muchos dudamos de esa
‘Pax teotihuacana’, de sacerdotes que a través del culto a sus dioses convencen desde un punto de vista religioso.
Cosa muy diferente es que las contradicciones internas de estas funciones, unidas al control de tierras y sus
productos, o de otras materias primas, haya ido, poco a poco, acentuando esa actitud militarista; pero como
decíamos, muy unido al aspecto religioso.”
4
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abandon the idea of an “agrarian theocracy,” (1997:25) but that did not happen until the 1960s.
She likens Séjourné and Kubler to Thompson and Morley whose “naiveté” and “wishful
thinking” created a “blindspot” in Mesoamerican studies seeing only positive and more priestly
and peaceful aspects of the Classic period Maya cultures.
Pasztory (1997:28) says Schele and Miller’s exhibition The Blood of Kings, “dealt a
spectacular blow” to the peaceful character of Teotihuacan and Classic Mesoamerica because it
suggested that “royal bloodletting and bloody sacrifices were central to Maya art and ritual” like
that of the Postclassic Aztecs. Schele and Freidel (1990: Chapter 4) also emphasized the martial
nature of Teotihuacan imagery as it was depicted on Early Classic art at Maya sites such as Tikal
(e.g., on Stela 31) (Fig. 19) and Uaxactun (e.g., on Stela 5) (Fig. 78), suggesting that Maya rulers
adopted military weaponry, tactics, and associated religious ideology to bolster their prestige and
power and gain military advantage over their adversaries. Pasztory (1997:28-29) also comments
that,
The discovery of nearly a hundred young men dressed in military costume in the Temple
of the Feathered Serpent as sacrificial victims has resulted in the reinterpretation of
Teotihuacan imagery as dealing with blood, war, and sacrifice. A reasonable perspective
is as likely to be lost in the new view of the ‘blood of Teotihuacan’ as in the old
hypothesis of the ‘paradise of Tlaloc’.
Pasztory (1997:29) reinforces her stance by restating, “…Teotihuacan has been studied
too much in terms of its similarity to the Aztecs, and, more recently, to the Maya, I will be
focusing on the ways in which Teotihuacan differs from other Mesoamerican cultures.” Perhaps
Pasztory was reassessing some of her own earlier efforts to understand Teotihuacan imagery,
since some two decades earlier (1976:245) she stated that “toward the end of the Xolalpan
period, when the Tetitla birds were painted, warfare became imbued with a religious ideology
whose purpose was the securing of human sacrifices to aid the sun in its daily ascent.” The latter
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idea is based on Aztec conceptions of sacrifice’s role in strengthening the sun so that it could
defeat underworld forces of darkness and death (Smith 2003: 204).
Rather than artificially separating the fertility related imagery emphasized in pre-1960s
studies of Teotihuacan imagery that inspired interpretations of the urban center as a peaceful city
from the imagery that later gave rise to a focus on war and sacrifice, Pasztory suggests that in
Teotihuacan intermixed images appear frequently on murals. For example, she has argued that a
Teotihuacan fertility goddess may appear with war or sacrifice related hearts in her headdress
(Figs. 79 and 80) and at Atetelco where murals have military connotations there is fertility
related Storm God and water imagery in the compound’s Painted Patio (Figs. 81 and 82).
Pazstory proposes that the tradition of labeling imagery in Teotihuacan iconographic studies as
either fertility- or military-related is the result of studies of the Aztecs whose twin pyramids were
dedicated to Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli, which presented scholars with a basic duality in Aztec
thought. A second confounding factor is scholars’ desire to create categories that are distinct
from one another conceptually the way Westerners tend to divide things up (Pasztory 1997:69).
Instead, she proposes that this imagery should be studied with an openness to new types of
categories and a focus on the specificity of the Teotihuacan images based on a semiotic approach
which sets forth the notion that signs in art operate similarly to words in language and that the
structure and relationship of signs have inherent meaning independent of the specific cultural
meanings assigned to them (Pasztory 1997:67). Pasztory’s point is that Teotihuacan art displays
both fertility and martial-related themes and it may be difficult or even unsound
methodologically to separate the two from one another in scholarly analysis of the Teotihuacan
visual corpus.
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The evidence for war and sacrifice in the city of Teotihuacan.

Eduardo Matos Moctezuma (1990:114-115) believes some Teotihuacan murals represent
warriors dressed as birds or jaguars (Figs. 83-85, Maps 5, 8, and 16) that “foreshadow” the much
later Aztec Eagle and Jaguar warriors (Fig.86). In particular he points to a mural in the Casa
Barrios of Teopancazco, Teotihuacan featuring a warrior wearing a feathered mask, carrying a
round shield, a trio of darts in one hand and possibly a dart thrower in the other (Figs. 87 and 88;
Map 17, ibid, pg. 115). He also mentions the Tetitla kneeling jaguar figure (Fig. 33 and 34) that
we discussed above and interprets it as a warrior, presumably because of the circular shield he
carries although, as Matos Moctezuma notes, the figure holds a maraca-like rattle instrument in
the other hand, which I believe weakens the warrior identification, unless we see warriors as
spiritual ceremonial participants as discussed above or unless it indicates an association between
warfare and martial dances, of the type performed by Aztec warriors in honor of the sun on the
date Nahui-Ollin5. Military dances are also documented for the Maya and others, but this does
not necessarily support interpreting the kneeling jaguar figure as a warrior.
Linda Manzanilla (2009:25-27) identifies what she calls a special sector of the
Teopancazco barrio of Teotihuacan that she believes to have served as the living quarters for
military personnel of the neighborhood. Manzanilla supports this idea by noting a high
concentration of murals featuring military males (Figs. 87 and 88, Map 17) and a burial of a boy
of approximately eight years of age together with figurines donning military costumes in this
southwest part of Teopancazco.

5

Diego Durán cited from Aguilar- Moreno 2009: 67
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Map 16: Zacuala, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006d, fig. 21, pg. 320)
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Map 17: Teopancazco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006d, Plan 16, pg. 156)
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James Langley (1992:248-80) discusses the relationship between Teotihuacan Storm God
insignia and martial symbolism at Teotihuacan. This expanded on his earlier (1986) proposal that
military power and sacrifice were the principal subjects identified by his analysis of the
Teotihuacan notational system. He believes the sign clusters express allegiance to and/or
patronage by the Storm God. While he is confident that this notation referred to military themes,
he suggests that ritual events are another possible subject.
Saburo Sugiyama, in an article of 1992 (209-222), among other publications, identified
interred individuals in the Temple of the Feathered Serpent at Teotihuacan as mostly military
personages (Figs. 55-56). Sugiyama believes these individuals were part of a mass sacrifice that
celebrated the dedication of the structure. Many individuals were males presumably “of military
age” adorned with “militaristic ornaments”, such as obsidian projectile points, pyrite or slate
mirrors, and imitation human teeth, human maxillae and mandibles, the latter of which he argues
represent military trophies (Fig. 57). Canid maxillae also found in some burials may draw a link
between coyotes or wolves and military symbolism, as proposed earlier by Clara Millon (1973).
Hasso Von Winning (1987:79ff) proposes that warriors in Teotihuacan are identifiable
because they carry arms (Fig. 89) and do not carry incense bags (Figs. 38-40) which would
instead identify them as priests. He identifies an iconographic complex or cluster he calls the
“War-Sacrifice” complex that includes imagery of arms like darts and dart-thrower, large knives
apparently piercing or passing through a symbol he interprets as a heart, and projectile points. He
mentions that the representation of arms in Teotihuacan art isn’t very common, but he believes
that the depictions provide us with an idea of the ritual use of these objects. He proposes that
there was a military hierarchy at Teotihuacan that worshipped Tlaloc B, a militaristic form of the
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Storm God at that time thought to be related to jaguars and associated with warfare and sacrifice
in an earlier study by Pasztory (1974).
Alejandro Pastrana (2009:238), based on his studies of Teotihuacan obsidian artifacts, also
identifies obsidian artifacts as arms and/or religious objects. In his category of arms he includes
knives, projectile points and spear points. However, he also places prismatic knives, curved
knives, miniature and serpent-form knives, projectile points and spear points, and many other
objects like trilobed obsidian objects in the category of ritual objects.
Ross Hassig (1992:84-88) envisioned the existence at Teotihuacan of formal military
orders akin to the Eagle and Jaguar Knights of the later Aztec (Fig. 86). The feather covered
animal suits possibly covered an inner cotton armor, with each animal representing a functional
combat division. He admits, however, that much is uncertain when it comes to describing the
military structure of ancient Teotihuacan. Hassig projects an offensive army of 25,500 members,
but provides little evidence to support this rather speculative number. He believes that the
Teotihuacan system was meritocratic, and that the increase in military depictions signals greater
dependence on military muscle as foreign trade costs rose over time. He contrasts this pattern
with aristocratic systems where militaristic themes are a signal of expansion and success.
Another scholar who discusses what the Teotihuacan military may have looked like is
Annabeth Headrick. Headrick has applied the Muslim term jihad, glossed in Western media as
meaning “holy war” but more accurately translated as “to strive” or “to struggle”, in her
explanation of the nature of war in Teotihuacan. Jihad is a mandatory duty for all members of
the Muslim community, but it is usually satisfied by a few brave males on behalf of the whole
community by fighting nonbelievers and eliminating the forces of deception leading to the
restoration of proper order in the world. Likewise, jihad requires a motivational apparatus to urge
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individuals to take on the burden of the collective whole and to overcome their individual desire
for self-preservation (e.g., fear of death) by promising them attainment of heroic immortality.
Individuals who sacrifice for the community, in their god Allah’s name, and die in battle are
declared martyrs and will gain entrance to paradise without any pre-conditions (Headrick
2007:139-141). According to Headrick this model of Muslim war duty is likely akin to what
happened at Teotihuacan because of the parallelism between Aztec and Islamic systems of state
warfare. She sees a close correspondence between their uses of claims about privileges in the
afterlife as a lure to attract young male warriors to perform actions for the state. Like their
Muslim counterpart, the Aztec state persuaded members of its community to offer their lives in
the attainment of the goals of the state. Aztec warriors who died in service to the state became
companions of the sun and after assisting the sun’s ascent during four years, they returned to the
earth as butterflies or birds (Taube 2000a:301-302; Pasztory 1998:57-58). Thus, the state
counteracted the individual’s fears with some greater goal related to a universal creator (e.g., a
god or cosmic being) and linked to self-preservation. She connects the Aztec notion of a glorified
warrior afterlife and return to earth in butterfly form as a reward which was honorable and
pleasurable, to the appearance of butterfly imagery in the art of Teotihuacan suggesting that
Teotihuacan had similar beliefs about the afterlife and a military incentive package expressed in
the form of a “holy war” (Headrick 2007:139-141). Moreover, she holds that Teotihuacan
butterfly imagery indicates that “incentive warfare played a critical role in the foundations of
power for the Teotihuacan state, it would have been important for the state to effectively
indoctrinate its population with the belief system behind this form of war.” Thus, “the elites of
Teotihuacan had to develop a mechanism by which to instruct its population, for this reason the
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art and architecture of city became an invaluable tool through which to communicate state
propaganda” (Headrick 2007:143-4).
The butterfly as a symbol of the Teotihuacan warrior embodies the metaphor for the
metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a butterfly and the transformation of a warrior after death into
a butterfly, as the manifestation of the ascended soul of the dead warrior (Berlo 1983:86). This
military butterfly imagery is depicted on stuccoed vessels (Figs. 90-91) and composite censers
(Fig. 92-93). Censers themselves may represent dead warriors and were important items of
funerary rites and considered effigy mortuary bundles. They are decorated with mantas, adornos
and butterflies and the masks in the center of incensarios represented the face of the deceased
individual. Butterfly emblems such as wing adornos, antennae, nose plaques, and adornos of
butterfly form that are combined with aquatic symbols and other military implements are the
most common incensario emblems (Berlo 1984:63). This association of war with the afterlife is
not unique to incensario imagery; it is also depicted on murals at Tepantitla (Fig. 94) where the
souls of the dead are represented as birds and butterflies (Pasztory1976:159).
Headrick suggests that according to the archaeological record and Teotihuacan
iconography war was a male enterprise and butterflies represented souls of dead warriors
(Headrick 2003:164). However, not all scholars find this interpretation fully convincing. For
example, Cowgill (2015:210) believes that the nose pendants often seen as butterflies are not
butterflies at all. Rather, he believes that Oralia Cabrera Cortés (2002) correctly identifies some
of them as the final rattle of a rattlesnake tail, while others represent talud-tablero platforms
(Figs. 92, 95, and 96). In addition, Headrick believes that the silhouette of the butterfly’s body
resembles the shape created by the talud-tablero architectural terrace profile (Fig. 35) so
characteristic of this culture. For example, the architecture on the Avenue of the Dead displays
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this talud-tablero form, which may be perceived as a symbolic reference to butterflies, thus the
street could be seen as a line of stylized butterflies which dominated this view of the city. As
noted above, Cowgill warns against this reading of talud-tablero form as butterfly reference.
However, if Headrick’s interpretation is accurate, the display of architectural symbolic butterflies
related to war could have been seen by everyone anywhere a typical Teotihuacan construction
was to be found. Of course, it may be that the nose ornament that resembles a talud-tablero is a
stylized butterfly, but it does not necessarily follow that all talud-tablero platform profiles at
Teotihuacan are symbolic references to butterflies and thus to sacred war. Other Mesoamerican
architectural traditions often feature variants of sloping lower zones surmounted by variant of
overhanging panels or moldings, but it is not easy to see all of these terracing systems as encoded
butterfly symbolism. Thus, warfare propaganda may or may not have permeated Teotihuacan
lives not only in civic areas of the city but also in the domestic context through smaller temples
(Fig.81 ) with talud-tablero architecture in ritual patios of the city’s many apartment compounds
(Headrick 2003: 169).
An alternative interpretation of the imagery and symbolism of the butterfly at
Teotihuacan has been set forth by Cynthia Conides (2017)6. In this recent publication she
observed that a significant portion of the depictions of individuals wearing butterfly headdresses,
figures Headrick often interpreted as warriors, lack explicit connections with military or
sacrificial iconography, but are typically represented offering liquids. In addition Conides noted
that the butterfly-related individuals are not depicted with the ringed eyes associated with the
Storm God. She encountered more butterfly personages in relatively smaller-scale and more

Thanks to Jeff Kowalski for informing me of Conides’s recent article, which only recently appeared in print. Much
of what appears here is based on information he provided.
6
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portable forms such as figurines made of clay or displayed on stucco-painted or carved cylindertripod vessels, but less frequently in the larger more permanent wall murals at Teotihuacan.
Furthermore, she suggests that this kind of butterfly imagery transcended socio-economic
barriers at the site since this special subset of artistic rendering is found at lower status residential
complexes but also at more elaborate, presumably “upper class” ones. Conides found that
butterfly imagery was often accompanied by references to vegetation, water, flowers, and rain,
which points to the broad “fertility” associations that were valued by and served to reinforce
social cohesion across the spectrum of Teotihuacan society’s citizens. In the conclusions to her
recent study Conides explains that:
Pasztory has pointed out that Teotihuacan was concerned with integrating a diverse
population through religion and symbolic imagery. I suggest that the overarching concern
for the state as well as for all inhabitants of the city at the most basic level was food
production. The references to rain, flowing water, flowering plants and fertile
fields/landscapes on the ceramics indicate this preoccupation. Butterflies are connected to
the start of the rainy season, announcing the coming of the rains, typically from mid-May
to September, and overlapped the agricultural season, planting began in late April or
May, with harvests in late October or early November. Agricultural activities occupied
the majority of Teotihuacan’s populace and made them unavailable for military service
during this time (Hassig 1992, 53). I suggest that the ritual performances pictured on the
ceramics, and, by extension, referred to in figurines marked the start of the rainy season
and the agricultural cycle. Butterfly personages performed water rituals at the start of the
rainy season . . . . The narrative scenes on ceramics illustrate performances or mythical
reenactments by members of this institution whose patron is a butterfly deity and whose
accoutermentsare worn in various combination by human performers . . . . The institution
went beyond elite concerns to address those of the larger population, but as an integrative
mechanism it was an important component of the state religion . . . . I propose that the
existence of this organization was a deliberate and significant strategy on the part of the
state for maintaining cohesion among socially and economically diverse groups within
the city. (Conides 2017: 117)
Teotihuacan warfare may also be referenced by military costume imagery depicted in
some murals. Visible diagnostic traits of a warrior include bundles of darts and atlatls, shields,
knives, and strap bags that they carry and mirrors worn on their backs (e.g., Fig. 89) (Garcia-Des
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Lauriers 2000:38). However, other symbolic costume elements of the warriors are not restricted
to military outfits as in the case of elaborate feather headdresses, sandals, shell bead necklaces,
large ear flares and short skirts with loincloths which were usually worn by Teotihuacan male
elites (Headrick 2007:73).
Distinctive militaristic emblems accompanying the Teotihuacan warrior’s costume
include year signs7, owl pectorals, and circular Tlaloc/Storm God goggles. However, there is
little evidence of differentiation between the imagery of Teotihuacan priests and warriors. For
example, warriors (Figs. 68, 70, and 89) are defined by elements interpreted as weapons while
priests (Figs. 39-40) carry what is often called an incense bag. This minimal differentiation
between the costume of a priest and of a warrior is accentuated by the fact that the attire of these
figures appear to represent elite figures behaving in military or priestly contexts, perhaps again
indicating some blurring of roles or boundaries and of the fusion of military matters and taking
of prisoners with later sacrifices that had a “religious” motivation (Pasztory 1997:69).
Obsidian points, knives, and eccentrics recovered from the Moon Pyramid deposits may
evidence the presence of war in Teotihuacan. However, it is important to note that to infer the
“military” function and symbolic meaning or “iconicity” of these obsidian objects David M.
Carballo (2011:137) has taken as a reference artistic representations, mainly murals and pottery
depicting obsidian objects interpreted as weapons and as related with warfare and sacrifice. He
suggests that symbolic weapons derived their “iconicity” from the functions of real ones
(Carballo 2011:161). In the art of Teotihuacan, some warriors and anthropomorphized animals
such as canids, serpent, eagles and owls are represented holding darts, atlatls, and points with
7

So-called year signs are also known as the trapeze and ray motif. Ideas regarding its significance, with emphasis on
its association with the Teotihuacan Storm God and militaristic connotations are considered in Berlo (1976) and
Carlson (1993).
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rounded disc-like bases and thin tips which are not found in archaeological assemblages
(Figs.87-88), and curved obsidian knives are often depicted on murals and on pottery (Fig. 89).
Indeed, these obsidian artifacts may be represented in isolation and in an abstract or idealized.
This metaphorical way to depict points follows idealized or metaphorical Teotihuacan art
conventions (Carballo 2011: 137). For example, one Tripod vessel (Fig. 97) depicts curved
obsidian knives and blood droplets and on a mural in Atetelco compound, a canid soldier holds
an atlatl or dart thrower (Fig. 98). A soldier in an eagle headdress from a mural in front of the
Sun Pyramid shows a curved obsidian knife with a bleeding heart. However, obsidian objects
were not only depicted in visual media, they also played a central role in political rituals
performed on top of pyramids or temples prior to and following the construction of new
monuments. For example, points, serpent-form and zoomorphic eccentrics, formed into irregular
(hence, ‘eccentric’) shapes which were made in skilled chipped-stone production, were placed as
offerings in the Moon pyramid (Fig. 99). Carballo posits that obsidian objects or weapons were
used during “military campaigns that expanded and maintained the polity and acquired captives
for divine sacrifice and in a more abstract form mirroring the actual predatory animals, sacrifices
and martial emblems” (Carballo 2011:159). In his reconstruction, political rituals, in a form of
political theater created by the Teotihuacan state, included dedicatory temple offerings and
human sacrifice involving the people and products acquired through military expansion and
metaphorical links to predatory animals were displayed in various media (Carballo 2011:161). In
this configuration, predatory animals are considered emblematic of the socio-political roles
groups sought to project for themselves (Carballo 2011: 161). Beyond this sociological
significance, however, such zoomorphic offerings and their iconic counterparts may have
represented spiritual patrons or guardians of Teotihuacan soldiers.
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In Mesoamerica war was sometimes conceived of as a supernatural battle waged between
the spirit companions of opposing elites. Within this perspective, the depictions of supernatural
animal imagery stressed the belief that spirit companions were a necessary feature for success in
war (Reilly and Garber 2003:147). Headrick (2007:75-83) holds a similar view, but goes a step
beyond by proposing that warriors not only had animal spirit companions, they could also
transform into them. Therefore, she sees the upright anthropomorphic animal warriors in the
White Patio of Atetelco (e.g., Fig. 31 and 83) as partially transformed and the animals wearing
headdresses on all fours in the same patio (e.g., Fig. 3 and 25) as fully morphed into the spirit
companion’s form. This interpretation ties together ethnohistoric, archaeological, and
ethnographic evidence from other parts of Mesoamerica and beyond, but especially draws from
the Mesoamerican belief called nagualism, or human-animal transformation, known to persist in
some parts of the region into the present. As intriguing as this possibility is, it is hard to
definitively arrive at it from the art at Teotihuacan without depending heavily on nonTeotihuacan sources, a recurring theme in our review of interpretations for this visual corpus.

Butterfly as propaganda

As mentioned above Headrick suggests that Teotihuacan butterfly symbolism functioned as
propaganda for the state. Indeed, there are abundant images featuring butterfly elements (Figs.
90-96), several of them appear on frescoed tripod vases (Fig. 100) depicting warriors wearing
costumes with butterfly attributes such as a proboscis8 on top of the head, eye goggles like those

Proboscis is defined as “any of various elongated or extensible tubular processes (as the sucking organ of a
butterfly) of the oral region of an invertebrate.” (http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/proboscis)
8
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from worn by the Teotihuacan storm god, antennae with feathered ends or the fletched ends of
atlatl darts, and wings. Sometimes these warriors also wear a shield with similar butterfly motifs,
which reinforces a martial association to the viewer (Headrick 2003:152). Moreover, Headrick
notes another common motif in Teotihuacan, the conflation of butterfly-bird aspects represented
by a figure wearing a broad headdress crowned by a butterfly proboscis combined with bird
attributes which are equally apparent. According to Headrick, the bird has a distinctive short
hooked beak identified as that of an owl by von Winning (1948:131-32). He noted that this owllike raptor sometimes is accompanied by a shield and atlatl darts, forming an emblem that he
termed the “lechuza y armas”, translatable as the “owl and weapons” motif, that he interpreted as
symbolic of war and possibly a heraldic sign of the warrior class (Fig. 71-72). Also, Headrick
(2003:155) reminds us that Stuart (1999) argued that this emblem, at least in the context of
inscriptions at the Maya site of Tikal, Guatemala, could represent the “name of a powerful
warrior-king of Teotihuacan who was influential in moving his descendant onto the throne of
Tikal.”
Similarly, Headrick (2003: 167-8) makes an argument that the characteristic Teotihuacan
talud-tablero architecture, which also resembles the shape of a butterfly and the characteristic
nose plaque with a horizontal bar on top and a triangular base, reflect not only Teotihuacan war
symbolism but was also used as a tool for the state to constantly remind Teotihuacanos,
especially males, of their duty to the state as associated with concepts of warfare. Moreover, this
type of propaganda could have been designed to motivate the population to take part in acts of
war. This propaganda also could have been in domestic contexts in the form of additional
temples around ritual patios which had talud-tablero architecture in most of apartment
compounds (Headrick 2003:169). Although these types of talud-tablero platforms do support the
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temple-like structures of the White Patio at Atetelco (Fig. 81), which feature the putative martial
iconography, the correspondence between other talud-tablero platforms and their associated
painted imagery does not always seem to support this generalization.
The idea that art was used as a tool for widespread state propaganda and/or ideological
communication seems to fit well for Teotihuacan butterfly imagery because it appears in
numerous contexts at Teotihuacan and abroad. How well that idea carries over to predatory
animals like canines and felines depicted in Teotihuacan murals is more of an open question
because their location tells us that they were primarily created in spaces with limited access or
perhaps private contexts. Some of the imagery occupied locations where groups of elite families
lived and/or conducted activities, as in the case of the Atetelco and Tetitla residential complexes,
where important social, perhaps military, groups likely met. Unlike the case of Teotihuacan
butterfly imagery, ceramics or other items displaying predatory animals are scarce and might not
represent propagandistic media, especially not for an outside audience since they are rarely found
in Teotihuacan art abroad, with the notable exception of Stela 4 from Los Horcones, where other
evidence of Teotihuacan contact and imagery is apparent, discussed in the following section.
However, see the discussion of Conides 2017 above for a more recent take on this imagery.

Evidence of Teotihuacan warfare imagery abroad

Von Winning (1968:158) explains that “as a great religious and urban center,
Teotihuacan was the focal point for extensive trade with other provinces and great centers that
flourished simultaneously, such as Monte Alban, Oaxaca; Kaminaljuyú, Guatemala; and the
Maya lowlands. Trade also extended to the Gulf coast region, particularly to central Veracruz
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and into western México, including the Guerrero coast.” Along with pottery and stone artifacts,
religious and architectural concepts were exported, “either directly or through Teotihuacan
emissaries who had established colonies in foreign lands.” Although this was written a halfcentury ago, this synopsis of Teotihuacan’s external relations still rings true, as the examples
presented in this section illustrate.
Although the nature of Teotihuacan interaction with other regions outside of the Valley
of México has been debated, Teotihuacan had at minimum a brief period when Teotihuacanos or
people closely related to Teotihuacan made substantial interventions in the Maya area (Cowgill
2003:316). This interaction between Teotihuacan and lowland Maya was related to the practice
of a form of ritual warfare called “Tlaloc-Venus War” or “Venus War” (Braswell 2003:1389).
Indeed, an important motivator of interaction between the Teotihuacan and Maya regions was
religion (Borhegyi 1971). However, it is sometimes suggested that Teotihuacan did not directly
engage in a process of spreading their religious beliefs, but rather that a pan-Mesoamerican cult
spread across the region in some cases motivated by foreign elites wishing to identify with this
non-local phenomenon to elevate their status. The interaction between Teotihuacan and Maya is
well identified in the large important Maya centers of Kamilnajuyu, Copan, and Tikal (Map 1).
For example, burials found in Kaminaljuyú Mounds A and B (Fig. 17) feature local elites who
were not resident Teotihuacan lords, but who wore or were accompanied by exotic and symbolic
objects for status reinforcement and that stress their military and religious nature (Bove and
Medrano Busto 2003:47). Such objects include those associated with the southern Gulf Coast
region and Guatemalan Peten district of the Maya region, as well as some imports from
Teotihuacan and other objects that were produced locally or outside of Teotihuacan but evince
9

Braswell cites Schele 1986; Schele and Freidel 1990; Schele and Miller 1986
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Teotihuacan stylistic traits and/or iconographic imagery. These burials contained principal elite
occupants accompanied by their attendants and paraphernalia of war and sacrifice, featuring
imagery that figures prominently in that of the Feather Serpent Pyramid at Teotihuacan, such as
composite pyrite mirrors worn on the chest (Fig. 101). In many sites there is evidence of a
religious cult which focused on Dragon/War Serpent, warfare, Venus, and the goggle-eyed storm
god (Braswell 2003:139).
Another site that provides a case of Teotihuacan-related art abroad is Los Horcones (Map
1), located some 435 miles from Teotihuacan (Carballo 2011:167). Los Horcones is an Early
Classic site (250-650 AD) situated on the lower slope of Bernal Hill and on the shore of Los
Horcones river, 22 km southeast of Tonalá City in Chiapas on the southern coast of the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec (Kaneko 2009:565). Stela 3 at Los Horcones (Fig. 102) (4.73 m) depicts in
Teotihuacan style a well carved and defined central Mexican Storm God figure who grasps in his
hands a bolt of lightning and an hourglass-shaped vessel. This hourglass-shaped vessel, perhaps
a Tlaloc jar from Teotihuacan, is pouring water which flows gently from his frontal plane to
cultivate the earth glyph on his right side. The bolt of lightning brings clouds and rain to the left
side of the stela. Likewise, the Tlaloc figure on Stela 3 shows a headdress with a year symbol, a
characteristic trapeze-and-ray symbol from Teotihuacan. These iconographic elements reinforce
the identity of the central storm and rain god and present characteristic Teotihuacan style and
representational canons (Garcia-Des Lauriers 2012:69). According to George Cowgill, (2003)
they represent one of the most faithful representations of Teotihuacan imagery outside of
Teotihuacan city and they may have been carved by local artists under the supervision of
Teotihuacanos or perhaps created by Teotihuacanos themselves (Garcia-Des Lauriers 2012:68).
However, according Kaneko (2009:569), the representation of a storm and rain god wearing a
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headdress with a trapeze-and-ray symbol originating in central México should not be understood
as a direct reference to the Teotihuacan storm and rain god since this deity’s likeness becomes
endowed with warfare attributes in the Maya area as seen on Stela 31 from Tikal (Fig. 19) and
Lintels 8 and 41 at Yaxchilán (Fig. 103 and 104). In the case of Tikal Stela 31, it is likely that the
Storm God imagery (seen on the shield of one of the flanking armed warriors), as well as other
references to the “owl-and-weapons” or “spearthrower shield” emblem (perhaps used as a
personal name for a Teotihuacan personage who was either the actual or symbolic father of the
Tikal king Nuun Yax Ayiin/Curl Nose), was introduced to Tikal as the result of direct contact
with Teotihuacan, perhaps involving an active Teotihuacan role in deposing the previous king
Chak Tok’ Ichak (“Great Jaguar Paw”) and putting Nuun Yax Ayiin on the throne. There the
“warfare” associations of these motifs are based on contemporary understandings of and contact
with the flourishing and powerful city of Teotihuacan (see Stuart 2000; Martin and Grube 2008).
By contrast, the Yaxchilán lintels are of significantly later Late Classic date, generally postdating
the decline of, and destructive fire at, Teotihuacan. They clearly represent later Maya use of
Teotihuacan-inspired iconography in connection with what by that time was also understood as
Maya dynastic symbolism associated with warfare and sacrifice (both captive sacrifice and
personal bloodletting sacrifice), although even during the Late Classic period this Storm God
imagery and related Teotihuacan-based imagery was sometimes associated with the placename/concept of Puh, referring to a “place of reeds” that was probably both a recollection of
Teotihuacan itself, but also of the site of Teotihuacan as a kind of quasi-mythical “Tollan”
(Stuart 2000: 466, Fash and Fash 2000: 435, Andrea Stone 1989, and Coggins 2002).
As in the case of Stela 3, Los Horcones, Stela 4 (Fig. 105) also shows a Teotihuacan style
depiction of a jaguar featuring the jaguar’s distinctive rosette body markings and facial features
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including a long descending bifurcated tongue, eyes outlined in thick even rings, and a fanged
mouth. The feline shows characteristic Teotihuacan traits seen in some “net jaguar” figures from
Teotihuacan murals. However, the pelt markings seem to be the type of “rosette” spots of more
standard jaguar pelage rather than the “netting” pattern of a “net jaguar” (Jeff Kowalski, personal
communication). Above the jaguar figure, on the stela’s upper portion, appears an eagle which
perches on the jaguar’s shoulders. This eagle also shows typical Teotihuacan avian traits such as
a hooked beak with a bifurcated tongue or speech scroll descending from its point and the round
eyes surrounded by feathers found in some Teotihuacan murals, painted ceramics, and relief
sculptures. The raptorial bird, perhaps an eagle, but also resembling the frontal face of the avian
sometimes identified as part of the “owl-and-weapons” motif, has what may be scrolls of liquid
emerging from below its beak (Jeff Kowalski, personal communication); García-Des Lauriers
compares it to a frontal raptorial bird seen at Tetitla in (Fig. 106). A longer bifurcated scroll
design, perhaps a conflation of a bifid tongue and falling liquid, emerges from a more feline
frontal head located beneath the raptorial bird head. The site also featured some of the same
predatory creatures seen on the Los Horcones stelae in several of its burials, including
Teotihuacan style ceramic figurine heads –at least two jaguar heads and one human head
donning an eagle headdress or costume (Garcia-Des Lauriers 2007:208). I agree with Garcia-Des
Lauriers’ suggestion that the choice to forefront these animals of high visibility in Teotihuacan
art in the art of Los Horcones is not accidental, and is instead a deliberate choice that expresses
real and/or imagined ties to Teotihuacan.
It is important to note that this appearance of a Teotihuacan style feline image is unusual
because extant Teotihuacan feline depictions occur almost exclusively within the confines of the
city of Teotihuacan itself, a phenomenon that, as discussed elsewhere in this thesis, suggests to
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me that the imagery at Teotihuacan itself was primarily directed at an “internal” audience in the
urban center rather than external to it. The fact that this feline imagery occurs outside
Teotihuacan could suggest that it was addressed to an “internal” Teotihuacan audience abroad,
i.e., an enclave of elite Teotihuacanos abroad, individuals with high military, commercial,
religious and/or political status, rather than the local population. Perhaps this group of
Teotihuacanos lived near and/or frequented the particular location of these stelae. In this
exception at Los Horcones, a Teotihuacan feline depiction in Los Horcones’ Group F, a public
ritual space “designed to be entered, approached, or viewed by large groups of people,” (Moore
1996:92, 136 as cited in Garcia-Des Lauriers 2012:65) provides fodder for a more complex
interpretation that might include Teotihuacanos living within this site itself as part of the
intended audience at this distant site or an innovation to the status quo for Teotihuacan art
abroad, among other possibilities.
Los Horcones’ architecture also presents similar Teotihuacan influence. Although
architectural building forms themselves don’t present the characteristic talud-tablero terrace
profile, a local stela in Estación Mojarras shows a profile Mesoamerican ballgame court formed
by two Teotihuacan style talud-tablero platforms (Kaneko 2009:568). In addition, there are
strong similarities of spatial organization between the enclosed architectural space in Structure
B-1 of Los Horcones and the Ciudadela from Teotihuacan, among other resemblances between
structures at these sites (Ferdon 1953:79-80, Garcia-Des Lauriers 2006:3). Likewise, Los
Horcones’ Group F has an arrangement similar to that of the plaza of the Moon Pyramid at
Teotihuacan which presents a roadway leading into a major sunken plaza defined by platforms
and a central mound with habitation areas alongside the mound. The marked presence of
Teotihuacan style art and architectural layouts so far from the city requires explanation. Some
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believe Teotihuacan was interested in this area to facilitate Teotihuacan control of access routes
to the Soconusco region and the south coast of Guatemala (Bove and Medrano 2003: 73). Los
Horcones, because of its strategic location (Map 1), functioned as an important regional center
(Navarrete 1976; 1986). According to Pierre Agrinier (1991: 179), it hosts six Mesoamerican
ball game courts, an unusually high number that likely marks Los Horcones’ status as a key
regional center. Likewise, Los Horcones might have functioned as an intermediary between
Teotihuacan and other regions (Garcia-Des Lauriers 2012:63). Not only are strong stylistic and
iconographic ties with Teotihuacan evident at Los Horcones, but significant quantities of
Pachuca obsidian of central Mexican origin and local ceramics featuring Teotihuacan style and
decoration also populate its landscape (Garcia-Des Lauriers 2012:63). According to Garcia-Des
Lauriers (2012:63), it is evident that the elites of Los Horcones “chose to emphatically cite
Teotihuacan spatial organization, artistic style and iconography as a means of creating a more
encompassing corporate identity.” Moreover, she suggests that Los Horcones elites emulated
Teotihuacan architectural traits, especially those of the Moon Pyramid because it was an early
statement of state power (Sugiyama and Cabrera Castro 2007) thus publically proclaiming a
Teotihuacan identity.
The presence of Teotihuacan style ceramics abroad is frequently cited as evidence for
interaction with the city. In Varela Torrecilla and Braswell’s (2003:259) discussion of findings
from Oxkintok, a site in northwest Yucatan, they list seven ceramic forms and a single ware that
are often used to this end: cylindrical tripod vases; candeleros; copas; floreros; “cream pitchers”;
Teotihuacan-style figurines; Teotihuacan-style incense burners; and Thin Orange ware. Of these,
Teotihuacan-style incense burners or incensarios and cylindrical tripod vases typically feature
rich iconographic adornment. The Los Chatos censer (Fig.107) is a remarkable find, a complete
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Teotihuacan-style censer excavated in situ from a stratigraphic context at the archaeological zone
of Montana, Escuintla on the Pacific Coast of Guatemala (Bove and Medrano Busto 2003:5663). It was located in a burnt pit in the center of a floor, with a mid to late fourth century CE
date, concurrent with the time of the censer workshops at Teotihuacan. The burnt earth around
the censer, the inversion of its base, and the deposit of precious jade beads in that base may
indicate ritual end of use activity at the time of its interment. The hourglass shaped base features
a talud-tablero sign, while the cover hosts a mask with a butterfly or talud-tablero nose ornament
that the authors, following Berlo (1984:95, 98), believe to be a clear military symbol. A broad
headdress resting on the mask is decorated by two owl heads, also seen as military symbols. The
Teotihuacan “divine hands” symbol with streams of offerings issued forth has been associated
with the “Great Goddess” at Teotihuacan by Pasztory (1973:152-158) and Berlo (1992:134)
although for an opposing viewpoint see Paulinyi (2006:2) and appears here in a local variant of
this motif. Such offering “flows” also appear in scenes where offerants lack obvious associations
with the more clearly defined “goddess” imagery. Conides (2017) provides examples of
“priestly” figures with butterfly (but not necessarily “goddess”) imagery making such offerings.
The offerings include butterfly nose pendants, shells, and vegetation, perhaps referring to
agricultural abundance, in this local style version of this Teotihuacan form. Saburo Sugiyama’s
own comparative study of Escuintla and Teotihuacan censers showed that owls and butterflies
are common on censers from both regions. He sees such motifs as more abstract military
symbolism, in contrast to the overt symbols such as spears, shields, and atlatl darts that appear
more in frequently in Teotihuacan than in Escuintla censer iconography.
Another reference to Teotihuacan presence abroad has been found in the numerous
hourglass ceramic censers found in the Escuintla region on the Pacific slopes of Guatemala.
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Butterfly symbols are emphasized on numerous censers and vessels. These censers and vessels
depict human figures wearing butterfly headgear with distinctive feathered eyes, forward-curling
proboscis and antennae, nose plaques, and show butterfly wings. The figures on the censers’ lids
wearing butterfly headgear are linked to a martial butterfly deity by Berlo (1983: 155). It is
thought that although the Escuintla censers were made locally, their makers were aware of and
manufactured them to adhere closely to well-defined Teotihuacan standards and canons. For
example, they show images which tend to centrality, and are three-dimensional and bilaterally
asymmetrical (Berlo 1983: 210). Despite the fact they were inspired by and generally resemble
Teotihuacan theater censers, the Escuintla variants remain distinct from Teotihuacan prototypes,
which suggests modification of Mexican style. Indeed, these censers duplicate Teotihuacan-style
mold-made adornos and emphasize “warrior-butterfly” symbolism although made in a unique
local style (Parsons 1991:209).
Butterflies on ceramic incense burners in Teotihuacan are associated with fire which was
an agent in the transformation of the gods into the sun in Aztec myth (Markman and Markman
1989:148). Thus, Berlo associates fire with the idea of death, which was part of the mythic
transformation, as well as the beginning of life and consequently the image of butterflies with
death and transformation and links it with war as a symbol of the souls of dead warriors.
Similarly, she suggests that the spirits of women who died in childbirth, were also considered to
be warriors, assisting the sun during its nightly journey through the underworld and also
associated with the moon (Berlo 1983:148). The Escuintla censers’ symbolism indicates that
potters had knowledge of the Teotihuacan symbolic vocabulary employed in murals, ceramics,
and censers from Teotihuacan (Berlo 1983:93). Although the Escuintla censers’ military imagery
shows variation in warrior attributes, symbolic vocabulary such as tri-mountains, feather circles,
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and shells retained their Teotihuacan-related meanings. Certainly, most of Teotihuacan art
abroad is related to militaristic themes as evidenced by the depiction of Teotihuacan warriors
who are recognizable by their distinctive costume and regalia (Berlo 1983:94). According to
Berlo (1983:200) the presence of these Teotihuacan stylistic and iconographicelements on the
censersfrom the south coast of Guatemala in the Escuintla region is rooted in the cult practice of
a warrior/trader community. However, finding censers with Teotihuacan influence outside the
city of Teotihuacan shows that there was a process of transformation and adaptation of
Teotihuacan ideas and artistic modes which were variable and selective (Berlo 1983:201). While
Berlo’s interpretations make a case for the militaristic association of this butterfly imagery in
ways that have significantly influenced some more recent views of this iconography (e.g.,
Headrick’s treatment of butterfly symbolism) they rest upon ideas from later Aztec concepts, and
it is important to consider that the butterfly-related imagery seen on the Escuintla censers as
elsewhere may have also had more fertility-based and beneficient significance according to
Cynthia Conides (2017, also see discussion above).
Teotihuacan had a strong presence abroad during the Early Classic period in the Maya
region. Evidence from references in hieroglyphic texts as well as from Teotihuacan-related
artistic and architectural traditions indicates that more direct Teotihuacan contact and influence
dates mainly to the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. The interaction between the Maya and
Teotihuacan is thought to be manifested in talud–tablero architecture, green obsidian from the
Pachuca source whose distribution was controlled by Teotihuacan and is found in some Maya
sites, Teotihuacan stylistic and iconographic conventions, and items used within the household
realm related to Teotihuacan religion such as candeleros, censers, warrior portraits, figurines,
copas and floreros (Braswell 2003:34). That some sort of close relationship between particular
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centers in the Maya area and central México, and more specifically with the city of Teotihuacan,
is well documented, but has led to different hypotheses regarding the nature of the relationship.
One early hypothesis proposed by William Sanders (1974) suggests that long-standing contacts
between Teotihuacan and Kaminaljuyú culminated in a takeover or the formation of a
Teotihuacan colony over a short lapse of time during the late Early Classic period (Bove and
Medrano 1993:179) and that perhaps this intervention or presence was backed by armed force
(Cowgill 2003:329). Moreover, it was suggested that Teotihuacan conquest and state expansion
led to the rise of the state in important Maya sites (Santley 1989:132; Sanders and Michels
1977:339). It might have followed the norms that Teotihuacan government applied to the city’s
development which was due largely to the coercion of a despotic government (Sanders et al.
1979: 107; Santley 1984: 78; Wittfogel 1957). In the same vein, Lee Parsons (1969 and 1978)
proposed that Teotihuacan dominated the Middle Classic Horizon. However, this suggestion has
been debated since some centers do not have evidence of Teotihuacan contact. For example,
Cotzumalguapan sites such as El Baul and Bilbao do not present evidence of importations and
artifacts presenting Teotihuacan influence, nor is there talud-tablero influence in the architecture
or Pachuca green obsidian among its artifacts (Bove and Medrano 1993: 180).
On the other hand, it is also thought that Teotihuacan presence in the Maya area is related
to commerce and trade which may have led to the creation of centralized institutions and
organized groups charged with the control of redistribution, surplus and exchange which
subsequently led to the rise of Maya states (Manzanilla 1992:321-338). Moreover, it is thought
that professional Teotihuacan merchants similar to the Aztec pochteca from the Postclassic
period were involved in developing trade connections and establishing some sites or areas as
administrative nodes that functioned to facilitate Teotihuacan trade with other regions (Sanders
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and Michels 1977:399). Perhaps Teotihuacan linkages or powerful interest groups at Early
Classic period centers in special resource zones controlled the distribution and long-distance
movements of exotics goods such as cacao, jade, greenstone, turquoise, kaolinite, feathers,
hallucinogenic mushrooms and shells. Possible Teotihuacan enclaves have been identified in
Kaminaljuyú and Tikal in Guatemala and at Matacapan in Veracruz. In such places Teotihuacan
residents, situated where deposits of raw materials were available, or through which they passed
in broader exchange networks, occasionally intermarried with local elites, thus establishing
political linkages between centers (Santley 1989 132-3).
However, data from recent research has added new perspective. For example,
archeological discoveries in Maya sites such as El Mirador and other sites in the Peten area
demonstrate that more centralized Maya political organizations started developing as early as
800 B.C. in the early Preclassic period when Teotihuacan was also just initiating its development
but not yet an important center of political power (Hansen and Stanley 2005:60-1; see also
Estrada-Belli 2011; Chap. 3). There is increasing evidence for more centralized political
organization at some Maya sites in the Mirador Basin (e.g., Nakbe, Tintal) that dates to the
Middle Formative or middle Pre-Classic period (c. 800-400 B.C.). At some sites, such as Seibal,
Guatemala there are finds of Olmec-related jade objects from the local Real-Xe period that
suggest an early occupation that roughly coincided with the florescence of La Venta in the
Olmec region (Diehl 2005:151). El Mirador itself reached an apogee of population growth,
architectural elaboration, and centralized political organization during the Late Preclassic, from
between about 300 B.C. to A.D. 100, and it is probably this that Hansen and Santley are referring
to as being more contemporaneous with Teotihuacan’s initial development. But the fact that El
Mirador’s largest platforms (e.g., Monos, Danta) are almost equal to, or even surpass
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Teotihuacan’s Sun Pyramid in total volume, while evidently also having been constructed
somewhat earlier, indicates that the older “secondary state” idea that Teotihuacan’s growth
resulted in the rise of Maya polities in the wake of, as the result of contact and trade with, and
inspired by the model of Teotihuacan is not tenable in these early cases (Jeff Kowalski, personal
communication). Moreover, there is evidence to support arguments that the origin of the state in
Mesoamerica was a Pan-Mesoamerican multiple process (Scarborough and Clark 2007)
including Oaxaca (Spencer and Redmond 2004), San Lorenzo Olmec (Pool 2007:18-25, 175176), and Preclassic Maya (Estrada-Belli 2011: Ch. 3).
The Teotihuacan derived imagery of Copan and Tikal reflects an ideological alignment
more than a true military alliance. That is, kings of both polities used a vigorous, new elite
mythology to legitimate their tenuous grasp on power. Perhaps some of the principal figures in
the Kaminaljuyú tombs may have made pilgrimages to Teotihuacan in order to strengthen their
claim to powerful foreign ideology (Braswell 2003:40). The impact of the Teotihuacan belief
system may have been limited to Kaminaljuyú elite males who took part in a pan-Mesoamerican
warfare cult manifested in mortuary practices and rituals. These mortuary practices and rituals
have no impact on domestic ritual and household economy (Braswell 2003:37). Kaminaljuyú
may have been involved in inter-elite gift giving, the emulation of central México by Maya elites
and the adoption of religious cult and economic exchange (Braswell 2003:35). However,
Teotihuacan’s efforts to expand its contacts with its Mesoamerican neighbors may not have been
motivated only by economic interest. Clemency Coggins, for example, has proposed that the
Teotihuacan elite priesthood had a mission to spread their version of the calendar and its
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associated beliefs to other regions10 (Coggins 1993:145). A somewhat related idea, but focused
more on the spread of religious concepts associated with the feathered serpent or Quetzalcoatl,
was proposed by Stephen Borhegyi (1972) and also appears in Berlo (1988).
Evidence of economic, religious or political presence of Teotihuacan in the Maya has
been widely discussed; however some artistic representations produced in the Maya area suggest
that some contact was related to warfare, a hypothesis that is supported by some physical
evidence (Robertson 1996:87-88). For example, discoveries at Kaminaljuyú reveal that
individuals who dwelled in some barrios were only males and were buried in the Palangana and
Mound A and B complexes in typical Maya style and without family members which indicates
that these Teotihuacan males could have taken Maya brides from local noble families. These
foreign males may have had a commercial and political function (Santley 1989:138 and Sanders
1977). However, this possible Teotihuacan male presence was not found beyond the barrios.
Similarly, Teotihuacan items such as stamp-seals, figurines, and household representations of
Huehueteotl and candeleros were rare outside the limits of these barrios.
The presence or external influence of Teotihuacan is also witnessed by the findings in
distant regions of censers related to militarism. Many of the Teotihuacan examples of such
censers originated from the workshop of the North Quadrangle of the Ciudadela near the
Feathered Serpent Pyramid, but evidence for their manufacture is also found in other compounds
in the city (Sugiyama 1998:5). As mentioned, censers may have been prestigious symbols of
militarism and authority, specifically because they often show butterflies and other martial
elements that some scholars have related to dead warriors (Sugiyama 1998; although Conides
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Some calendrical day signs in Mesoamerica were represented with the images of animals such as the rabbit or the
jaguar.
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2017 provides an important alternative view). Certainly, censers are found in distant sites such as
Escuintla, Guatemala which show similar warfare-related and martial symbols such as
butterflies, darts, quatrefoil, feathered and elongated eyes and owls like those from Teotihuacan
(Berlo 1983:83). Los Chatos censers and examples from Lake Amatitlan at the Mejicanos site
present a local style derived from Teotihuacan and other Teotihuacan symbolism such as owls,
darts, reptile-eye glyphs and Tlalocs, but incorporated into the local forms and styles (Mata and
Rubio 1987). However, these censers conveyed multiple meanings because no two censers
combine an identical set of elements. Thus, it is thought that different regions emphasized
different symbol sets that may have been determined in some cases by the interests of resident
central Mexicans such as Teotihuacanos living abroad (Bove and Medrano Busto 2003:62), or in
other cases by the acceptance of Teotihuacan religious cults and borrowing of Teotihuacan
symbolic forms by local elites (see Demarest and Foias 1993, especially 160-162).
In this chapter we have explored the broad topic of the sociopolitical organization of
Teotihuacan, the possible evidence for warfare and sacrifice and accompanying military
organization, and evidence for, and differing explanations of Teotihuacan’s contacts with and
impact on other contemporary Mesoamerican societies. These concepts help provide the context
in which we will now situate the nature and cultural significance of felid and canid imagery in
the art of Teotihuacan.

CHAPTER IV: PREDATORY ANIMAL IMAGERY IN TEOTIHUACAN ART

Introductory Overview

In the classification and interpretation of animals in Teotihuacan a variety of
interpretations are found, many of which converge in key ways. Ever since Eduard Seler’s early
(1915) study of Teotihuacan iconography, scholars have been using his technique of “drawing
parallels with Aztec art” (Miller 1973:14) to interpret the meaning of Teotihuacan iconography
and symbols. Other early iconographic studies that contribute to interpretation of animals
directly or indirectly were made by Alfonso Caso (1937, 1942, 1949, 1958-59, 1966), who
related net-jaguars with calendric cycles and Postclassic gods; Hermann Beyer (1921, 1922) and
Pedro Armillas (1945-47, 1950), whom discussed Teotihuacan imagery as part of an overall
Mesoamerican tradition; Hasso von Winning who proposed an iconographic inventory and the
Jaguar complex (1947, 1961); Laurette Séjourné who equated certain Aztec gods with possible
feline Teotihuacan deities (1957, 1959, 1966a, 1966b, 1969); and Janet Berlo (1983,1984) who
equated Aztec and Teotihuacan metaphors and rituals related to jaguar military orders. This list
is far from exhaustive, but serves to show some representative contributions. More recent
scholarship by Giral Sancho (2007), Villasenor Bello (2006), and Cabrera (2006a) have focused
on the rich indigenous knowledge of the fauna exhibited in Teotihuacan’s felid, canid and bird
imagery with special attention paid to visual representations of species-specific markers that
were skillfully represented by Teotihuacan artists. These studies often aimed to identify the
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biological identity of depicted animals from a range of related species who share taxonomic
relations. Some archaeoastronomical studies (Ruiz Gallut et al. 2006, Ruiz Gallut 2004) have
focused on the interpretation of felid and canid depictions found in astronomically aligned
precincts of the ancient urban center. These scholars argue that animal imagery such as that of
jaguars and coyotes are related to specific astronomical phenomena signaled in architectural
orientations. Other interpretations relate these images to real animal life as it existed in the
natural environs of ancient Mesoamerica and links them to specific forces of nature recognized
by Teotihuacanos and/or to shamanic conceptualizations of the world. As mentioned in previous
chapters, a recurring interpretation which has been reiterated by several scholars involves a
proposed relationship between animals and warfare. An additional group of interpretations is
provided from a linguistic perspective on Teotihuacan imagery.

Canine representations

Canines appear in painted murals at Teotihuacan, primarily in apartment compounds
(e.g., Figs. 3, 25, 31, 32). Canid figures from the site often present distinctive fur patterning that
helps to distinguish them from their felid counterparts. Canine fur patterning can be represented
by a fairly dense field of dark black or brown strokes, with each mark tapering from a thicker
base to a thinner point at its distal end. The fur is created by a row of short, inclined lines that
follow the contour of the body (Villasenor Bello 2006:363). At times, however, these marks may
be substituted by a more scale-like pattern. Longer hair or tufts are sometimes present at the
trailing edge of the bend of canine’s legs as can be seen in the coyotes in the talud of the East
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Wall of Portico 2 at the White Patio of Atetelco, Teotihuacan (Fig. 108) (Villasenor Bello
2006:364; Cabrera 2006a:208 and fig. 18.6). This mural of a jaguar and a coyote exhibits a clear
morphological contrast differences between canids and felines. Thus, we note that the head of the
canid figure is generally thinner than that of a feline and its eye wide, sometimes diagonal, with a
feathered border for eyelashes, and an elliptical shape (Villasenor Bello 2006:363-4; Cabrera
2006a:208). Canine ears also differ from those of felines, the former sweeping back farther on
the head and generally assuming a more squat proportion. Its ears are less curved than those of a
feline (Villasenor Bello 2006:364). The mouth tends towards a simple open u shape, tapering
from front to back with a rounded corner of the mouth, although there may be limited upward
recurve to present the canine teeth. The canine mouth tends to be longer than that of the jaguar
and often displays the canine’s unique three-pointed molars and its pointed canine teeth which
are less hooked than those of felines (Villasenor Bello 2006:363). The befo, or lip, is elongated
(Cabrera 2006a:208). The legs are less curved than those of felines (Villasenor Bello 2006:364).
Canine paws present long nails or claws. They are more rigid, thinner, and less curved than those
of felines (Villasenor Bello 2006:364). The canine tail is often rounder at its tip and originates
lower on the body than that of a feline (Villasenor Bello 2006:364), although it may also take a
“spatulate” form, as in the Polychrome Coyote fragment thought to originate from Techinantitla,
Teotihuacan (Fig. 109) (C. Millon 1988c:212; Pasztory 1988:65).

Feline representations

Teotihuacan felines (e.g., Figs. 3, 25, 33, 34, 84, 85, 108, and 110) are more frequently
depicted than their avian or canine counterparts. Like Teotihuacan canids, felines often populate
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painted murals at the site. These large cats are usually seen walking or seated in profile, although
occasionally their faces may turn toward or away from the viewer as in the case of a jaguar in the
Mythological Animals mural (Fig. 113a-c, Maps 18-19; Villasenor Bello 2006: 364). Feline
bodies are often free of patterned markings, although a reticulated “net” pattern covers the body
of certain cats, leading some scholars to refer to these particular felines as “net jaguars” (Figs.
25, 33, 84, 85, and 108). When “spotting” appears, it is typically represented in a florette pattern,
apparently based on jaguar pelage, rather than as round or ovoid patches. Feline tails are
prominently displayed and tend to be longer than those of Teotihuacan canines. Sharp teeth are
typically exposed. Feline paws usually present long nails or claws. Felid mouths are
characterized by a forward opening U-shape sometimes with complex contours or recurves or
recurved profile that strongly recall quatrefoil-shaped Olmec earth monster maws as represented
frontally in Monument 9 at Chalcatzingo, Morelos or in profile at Monument 1 at the same site
(Figs. 111-112). Grove (1972:161) discusses the U-shaped jaguar-monster mouth of Olmec relief
carvings at Chalcatzingo as follows, “the jaguar-monster mouth appears to represent a cave,
again reiterating the cave-jaguar-fertility association.” It should be noted that Grove’s early
reference seems based on the then common assumption that much of the zoomophic imagery
seen in Olmec art was based primarily on the jaguar, embodied in the so-called human-feline
“were-jaguar” concept. The Chalcatzingo relief, with the creature’s serrated or “flame” eyebrow,
seems more closely related to the saurian “Olmec Dragon” than to a more overtly feline creature,
particularly since quite recognizable felines also appear in Chalcatzingo’s reliefs. Nevertheless,
given this iconographic resemblance, perhaps the use of these distinctive mouth forms relates to
the Teotihuacan feline’s and Olmec earth monster’s shared association with concepts of
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Map 18: Mythological Animals, Platform 1, Zone 4, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006e, Plan 9, pg. 92)
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Map 19: Perspective rendering, Mythological Animals, Platform 1, Zone 4, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006e, Plan 9.1, pg. 97)
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water/underworld/natural-supernatural/life-afterlife, etc. Lombardo de Ruiz (2004:238 and fig.
10; 2006:27) also notes this parallel in the feline depiction from the Mythological Animals
mural, Platform 1, Room 1, Zone 4, mentioned above (Fig. 113c) “The establishment of the
iconography of the Jaguar God with mouth and eyes surrounded by precious feathers, like a god
of fertility with a cavern for a mouth from which water emerges, just as it issues forth from the
earth itself.” [translation mine]

Review of Interpretations

Canon

It may be that Teotihuacanos chose to depict specific animals not only because of their
special qualities such as keen eyesight, stealth and intelligence but also for their more abstract
ideological importance. Miller (1973:31-35) suggests that there were patterns of a set size used
for many motifs and that some standardized norms applied when painting the murals. According
to their measurements, motifs varied only slightly in size and no more than 12cm in the sample
that he and his artist, Felipé Davalos, studied. Teotihuacan painters used preparatory sketches
(Fig. 115), likely aided by stencil-like patterns (Fig. 116; Miller 1973:34) and pre-sketch division
of available space for repeated motifs (Magaloni 2004:194) as evidenced in Tetitla (Fig. 117),
which were subsequently individually painted. Teotihuacan painters did not adapt the size of
their drawings to the architecture or singular spaces, but rather they allowed them to be cut-off
without completing the entire figure or they wrapped them around corners (Figs. 118 and 119).
Thus, the same basic figure of the same size was employed repeatedly and cut or painted across
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architectural boundaries, but the size and shape of figures were not compromised. It is possible
that making changes to the scale or shape of specific symbolic images to fit the spaces available
for a mural painting would have been a violation of the canons of symbolic mural imagery at
Teotihuacan. Alternatively, perhaps it was easier to use a template or maybe creating a proper
height proportion for the animal imagery in a talud panel took precedence over getting the lateral
spacing exactly even.
It is also possible that the size of a representation was linked to the image’s sacredness or
spiritual importance. However, we don’t know if Teotihuacan artists used a hieratic scale as a
pictorial device as found in many other cultures. A well-known example of hieratic scale would
be that of Egyptian murals and sculptural reliefs (Figs. 120 and 121) where pharaohs, gods or
other important personages were painted on a larger scale than were individuals of lesser
importance. The artists stress the importance of a specific person or deity and their hierarchical
position within socio-political and/or religious life by giving their likeness relatively large size
within an artistic composition. Some Teotihuacan figures may have indicated their referents’
status and in some cases with relation to that of other elements in the same composition. For
example, the quadrupeds on the talud in the Portico 2 form the White Patio (Fig. 44) are much
larger than the standing figures on the upper portion of same wall. We may find that the scale at
which animal figures featured in murals that remain in their original context were painted reflects
their status or spiritual importance. Perhaps this is true in the sense that the visual, and perhaps
ontological, link between the humans and the animals with whom they are related indicates that
the spiritual energies of the animals are important in determining the special identities and
powers of the “impersonators,” or transformed humans in Headrick’s sense discussed in Chapter
3.
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Another example of the possible use of differential scale is found in the Dumbarton Oaks
mural featuring a large kneeling net jaguar together with a smaller temple (Figs. 33 and 34). This
may indicate, through use of scale, that the jaguar figure was more important than the temple.
This may be an appropriate treatment for a sacred figure or a god or an important historical
figure that embodies such sacred characteristics. This reading seems possible because
Teotihuacan paintings were not designed to represent a three-dimensional or linear perspective, a
technique which would otherwise provide a plausible alternate explanation for this difference in
size. In this hypothetical case, the small temple would have been depicted in this way to give the
illusion of perspective, recession into a three-dimensional landscape.
The hypothesis of a canon for size is supported in a mural where reconstruction or
architectural modifications were made, but the painters did not modify the motif’s size to adapt it
to the new structure (Fig. 118). It is interesting that some feline and canines figures are taller or
larger than other images that co-occur with them in the same visual space. For example, the
jaguars and coyotes depicted on a lower register and sloped talud at the Atetelco apartment
compound (Fig. 119) are the largest figures on the entire wall, while the upper figures are smaller
perhaps because they are of secondary and/or different importance or function. These figures will
be discussed again later when we discuss the shamanic interpretation of canid and felid
representations in the upper and underworld. Another figure that may demonstrate this
phenomenon is the mural of the Great Puma (Figs. 122 and 123), on Platform 16, Zone 3 of the
Street of the Dead (Map 20), with a monumental size of close to three meters in height. The
enormous size may be explained by its public location and the fact that it is not restricted to the
private domain as most other Teotihuacan murals were (Lombardo 2006:29). But the grand size
may also express the importance and sacred nature of the figure, a strong possibility considering
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Map 20: Perspective rendering, Great Puma, Platforms 16-17, Zone 3, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006f, Plan 7, pg. 82)
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its context of circular water motifs (see lower wall in Fig. 122 and 123) which likely represent
the fertility and consequently the abundance that these depictions express.
Size was not the only aspect that may have marked hierarchy in Teotihuacan art. The use
of differentiated frontal and profile views of figures may have been another aspect of the canon.
Most feline and canine figures are in profile, which may indicate an aspect of a deity or force or
element that the Teotihuacan state wanted to convey. Arthur Miller speaks specifically of the use
of feline imagery as symbols rather than representations of felines in their natural form:
Teotihuacan mural painting does not…represent a scene in nature which may stand for an
idea or concept. Teotihuacan presentational art is instead a direct link to the idea or
concept for which it stands; there is no intermediary step between the painted image and
what it presents, i.e., what it symbolizes. Images of jaguars at Teotihuacan do not refer to
natural jaguars. The fact that jaguars at Teotihuacan wear human costumes makes this
unlikely; such images refer directly to the idea or concept carried by the image of jaguar.
Teotihuacan images are thought to be symbols. (Miller, 1973:28)

Sacred/Divine/High-rank

When Teotihuacanos represented animals in their murals, they emphasized the biological
qualities or properties that the animals possess. At the same time it seems likely that the
zoomorphic representations had importance as manifestations of higher forces or sacred energies
that populated the world and framed the universe in relation to their cosmovision. Perhaps
Teotihuacanos, like the ancient Egyptians and people of many other ancient cultures, viewed
animals as porters of divine powers, as a manifestation of supernatural forces, an idea also
discussed for Mesoamerican animal imagery and ideology by Elizabeth Benson (1998, especially
69-70) and Nicholas Saunders (1998), among others. Here I will discuss the Egyptian case
because, unlike those of other Mesoamerican cultures, it will be clear that I am addressing the
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possible analogy in the abstract and staying clear of the myriad complications that arise with
questions of contact and influence between temporally and/or geographically related cultures.
According to the ancient Egyptians, when divine forces began to take-on human characteristics,
both physical and mental forms in the world, animal characteristics were merged with human
forms (Houlihan 1996:2). Thus, the figures identified as deities porting heads of lionesses,
falcons or jackals on human bodies lent physical form to a divine power where the animal was a
symbol and reminder of the divine’s ability to exert influence over earthly affairs. Egyptians
chose to express their religious beliefs through juxtapositions of opposed or mutually
contradictory elements. This juxtaposition does not establish a clear distinction between animal
deities and sacred animals. For example, there are representations of the goddess Bastet's
manifestation in the form of a cat-headed woman and others featuring her in the guise of a cat
without human characteristics (Fig. 124). The entity or force manifested in the form of a humancat and that signified by the representation of a taxonomic/biological cat cannot be effectively
separated because they are mutually inclusive and it would alter the original value, meaning and
approach as encoded by the ancient Egyptians; rather, they should be seen as varied
representations of the same force or being (Germond and Livet 2001:126). Plutarch suggested
that when the Apis bull was seen as the repository of the soul (ba) of the god Ptah, it was
considered a sacred animal; it was worshiped as a divinity in its own right. Therefore, Egyptians
sometimes perceived the images of living things as gods and sometimes as sacred animals.
Egyptian records show that the Egyptians used the terms aut netjerj or “sacred animal” and netjer
or “god” side by side (Germond and Livet, 2001:146). There was no straightforward
classification or catalogue of various animal gods. Instead, the gods and goddesses are
represented in hybrid forms. Thus, they may be depicted in their pure animal form along with
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more modest creatures that were manifestations of divine powers (Germond and Livet,
2001:121-122).
It may be suggested that, like Egyptians, Teotihuacanos may have worshiped sacred
animals, the only proof of which may be the remains of animal depictions on extant murals
and/or the known examples of animals placed in important burials. Egyptian remains of various
species of animals in archaeological contexts provide evidence that diverse species were honored
and cults were formed around them and after their death were buried with great pomp and
ceremony. For the Egyptian, animals were not only a symbol of good and evil forces and divine
power, but they were also perceived as intermediaries between men and gods (Germond and
Livet 2001:146). Egyptian animals, as hosts of a natural or divine power, were chosen by priests
or holy men due to empathy with their environment and which could express the essential nature
of any divinity. Egyptians venerated the entire species but only a single animal need be chosen to
be housed in the temple. For example, lion hunting was an important royal ritual through which
pharaohs expressed their mastery over treacherous natural forces. Thus, the lion was perceived as
a symbol of power and of a triumphant sovereign (Germond and Livet 2001:149). It is evident
that not all Egyptian animals were thought to be gods or sacred animals; they could also be
infused with magical connotations. This is substantiated by the discovery of thousands of animal
mummies (Figs. 125 and 126) and animal parts such as paws, ears, or claws that were used as
offerings placed in temples. Perhaps Teotihuacanos used animals as offerings chosen for their
powerful natural or symbolic attributes although they may have been immolated with humans
because of their powerful sacred qualities. Animals’ remains have been found during
archaeological excavation at the Moon Pyramid and the Feathered Serpent Pyramid, indicating
that they were considered to be culturally important and perhaps sacred animals. According to
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archaeological reports from the Feathered Pyramid excavations, it is obvious that the animals
were carefully chosen to be part of burial/offering or immolation rituals and placed into a
cohesive and/or symmetrical patterns over the grave complex (Sugiyama 2005:122) . Similarly
in the Moon Pyramid a complex ceremony could have been performed during and after careful
placement of dedicatory offerings which includes certain types of ritual animals (Sugiyama and
Lopez Lujan 2007:128; N. Sugiyama 2013:469). Nawa Sugiyama reports that the few selected
species interred complete in the Moon Pyramid include wolves, coyotes, hybrids between dogs
and wolves, pumas, jaguars, eagles and serpents. The status of these species as top predators
probably added to their symbolic value (N. Sugiyama 2013:470). Among the incomplete animals
deposited, there were semi-complete postmortem prepared skulls and claws of canines and
felines. The low species diversity exhibited by these deposits suggests that the Teotihuacan state
controlled the use of specific species chosen as central icons and associated with state-level
rituals (N. Sugiyama 2013:470-1). These burials in the Moon pyramid show how Teotihuacanos
organized the deposition of highly symbolic and empowered animals and their deep knowledge
of and their interaction with animals in their rituals (N. Sugiyama 2013:469).
Although Teotihuacanos did not leave us a pantheon or bestiary, per se, their repetitive
use of specific identifiable species in Teotihuacan murals, just like those canines and felines
selected for the burials of the Moon Pyramid, give us clues that point towards a possible
association of animals with concepts of sacredness and their use as symbols of powerful domains
and forces of nature. Teotihuacanos, like the Egyptians, may have conceived of animals on a
sacred level, having a sacred nature or as embodiments of sacred forces though not necessarily as
gods. Such a suggestion questions whether animal claws, teeth or other animal parts, described
as motifs in otherwise anthropomorphic images, could refer to the complete animal in association
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with and as a representation of a natural, biological sacred species and not a malevolent aspect.
Other Mesoamerican cultures such as the Maya or the Aztecs may have had similar concepts, but
this comparison with the Egyptians is convenient because it eliminates variables such as contact
between coeval cultures (e.g., Maya) or a shared environment between temporally separated
peoples (e.g., Aztec) that would distract from this broader cross-cultural theoretical discussion.

High sacred or divine rank

Representation of felines and canines associated with high sacred or divine rank in Teotihuacan
can be found in diverse studies. For example, Zoltan Paulinyi (2009:172) has associated the
coyote images in the porticoes of Atetelco’s White Patio (Fig. 119) with the Mountain God
depicted on the Denver mural (Fig. 127). This deity is partially identified by its distinctive plant
scepters, formed of curved parallel strips made up of branching elements and held in the hands of
this deity who likely possesses the powers that guarantee plant fertility. However, plant scepters
are not unique to Mountain God iconography. They also appear in some depictions of the
Teotihuacan Storm God indicating a possible connection between the Mountain God and the
Rain God (Fig. 128) (Paulinyi 2009:178). The Mountain God deity, as defined by Paulinyi
(2009:177) is depicted as an anthropomorphic frontal bust shaped by Teotihuacan mountain
motifs producing a single harmonious and individualized unit. The deity’s helmet headdress is
composed of rows of smaller elements; two quadripartite diamond shapes placed on the
headdress which also appear in Butterfly-Bird God censers may be symbols of the Old Fire God.
A distinctive half-oval form with undulating edges and strips of coyote skin and bundles of
coyote tails are also part of the Mountain God’s headdress (Paulinyi 2009:179-80). The
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association between the Mountain God and the coyotes or “Coyote Lords” of the White Patio as
Paulinyi refers to them (2009: 180), was established in part due to the appearance of these
bundles of strips with rows of short lines representing coyote or wolf skin on the Mountain
God’s headdress and their similarity to the headdresses with similar bundles of coyote tails from
the Coyote Lord murals of Atetelco’s White Patio depicting the Storm God with this coyote
reference (Fig. 129). Likewise, another element of the Mountain God’s headdress, the repeated
half-oval forms with undulating edges, indicates a connection with the painted depictions of
coyotes dressed as high-ranking personages whom Paulinyi calls “Coyote Lords”. A coyote
featured in a mural attributed to Techinantitla (Figs. 130 and 131) wears a headdress with a
similar half-oval motif and appears next to what has been interpreted as a sacrificial knife. This
canid emits a speech volute with vegetation elements, and is framed by an aquatic band. The
suggestion that such figures depict “Coyote Lords” is made because the coyote is dressed as a
high ranking personage indicated by the richness and complexity of their costume and the
shoulder ornament shared with the Lords with Tasseled Headdress (C. Millon 1988a:116;
Paulinyi 2001). In the upper portions of the mural from Portico I (Fig. 31), the coyote images
which are thought to be Coyote Lords because of their headdresses, although dressed as warriors
wearing coyote garments and porting carrying darts, are surrounded by Mountain God images,
while in the lower murals the coyotes depicted are said to be zoomorphic alter-egos of the
Coyote Lords (Paulinyi 2009:185-6). The Mountain God depicted on the upper bands in Portico
1 of Atetelco’s White Patio (Fig. 132) features two fire motifs (the circular saw-toothed bands),
one nested inside the other, forming the center of mountain from which extends a hand with the
diagnostic plant scepter. This arrangement is a reference to the Mountain God’s ability to give
plants fertility, here aided by its power of fire. Paulinyi (2009:192) links the fire of lightning to
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water, fertility and plants. Flames are highlighted in two paintings of individuals of high rank
dressed as feathered jaguars (Fig. 133) whose hands emit flames and whose speech volute is
decorated with aquatic and fertility symbols, murals that lack depictions of weapons. This
association of fire and vegetation motifs links the Mountain God with Storm God and its ability
to pour water and provide fertility. These fire motifs are also present on the strips of coyote skin
alternatingly embellished with plants and fire symbols that create the diamond shaped frames
that surround the Coyote Lords (Fig. 31), also adorned by flames, similar to the coyote skin
strips from the frame of the mural with Mountain God depictions. Thus, fire is a common
denominator between the “lords” represented with fire flames and the Mountain God and at the
same time the strips of coyote skin underline the association between this god and the lords
wearing coyote skin. This association between Mountain God and Coyote Lords indicate that the
Mountain God is likely the protective deity of the Coyote Lords but they may also have a special
connection with the Storm God (Paulinyi 2009:187-189).
There appears to be an association between the Coyote Lords and the Rain God in the
murals of Teotihuacan, variants of which are also called the Storm God. Coyote Lords and other
lords dressed as feathered jaguars or wearing tasseled headdresses or helmet headdresses,
depicted as if emitting flames are related to the Rain God because he is the source that gives or
emits flames in the form of lightning. These lords are thought to be lords with magic powers
having the ability to carry lightning and project flames from their arms. In this sense, it seems
possible that lightning was considered a supernatural phenomenon linked to the Rain God. In
fact, the Coyote Lords in Portico I at Atetelco wear eye rings similar to those of the Rain God.
Similarly, on other murals at Teotihuacan “net jaguars”, Rain Gods, and coyotes also wear
headdresses with coyote tails (Paulinyi 2009:189-90). The coyotes from Portico 1 at Atetelco
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feature a disk covered in bands across their bellies (Fig. 134) suggesting that they are associated
with the Rain God. This assumption is made because similar disks are found in other murals such
as the “coyote disk” of the Sacred Hands mural at Tetitla and they also appear in a shield of a
high-ranking dignitary wearing identical eye rings and a headdress located above a band which
forms the headdress of the Rain God.
The sources of fire and lightning represented on some murals at Teotihuacan have been
linked to fertility, water, and plants. In this vein, a high-ranking individual dressed with a
feathered jaguar costume emits flames and features a speech volute with aquatic and vegetation
symbols emerging from his mouth. Coyotes dressed in human garments, possibly incarnations of
Coyote Lords, adorn their bodies and speech volutes with water and vegetation symbols. In
addition, there is a coyote seated on a vessel of water, a symbol of water and the earthly world.
Thus, according to Paulinyi (2009:192) lightning represents an implement of the Rain God and is
a source of rain, water and plant life. Pasztory interprets the flames on the Anthropomorphic
Feathered Feline mural fragment from Techinantitla (Fig. 133) as being related to lightning
created by the Storm God and to aggressive war-like activity (Berrin and Pasztory 1994:200).
Paulinyi does not reject this interpretation, but rather suggests that just as lightning can have a
destructive aspect, it can also have a generative, life giving aspect.

Biological/naturalistic

Navarijo (2006:333, 337) argues that animal species represented in the Teotihuacan
murals were specifically chosen by the Teotihuacanos based on specific species’ behavioral
patterns along with their physical and biological attributes such as visual acuity, agility, and the
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capacity to hunt and escape. These qualities could have been magnified and imbued with specific
cultural meanings in a way that would associate the animals with concepts such as power, ritual,
and cosmic events. Moreover, such animal attributes were often associated with human attributes
since humans recognized how key aspects of the human being mirror certain aspects of animal
life. For example, birds possess some of the same traits humans do; they can stand on two legs,
they have a sonorous language, they use their body to dance in courtship, make their home (e.g.,
nest), take care of their offspring, and establish kin relations. Thus, animal attributes such as
keen instincts became elevated to sacredness at different levels according to cultural necessities
(Navarijo 2006: 326). This assumption is evidenced in Navarijo’s analysis of murals indicating
that a specific type of eagle was chosen for representation from among between 177 to 290
species of birds known only in the Basin of México. Another species chosen to be depicted in a
naturalistic way, differing from most representations of coyotes and jaguars, are pumas. The
quadrupeds from Portico 1 of the White Patio of Atetelco are depicted in an idealized/abstract
way, in contrast to the relatively naturalistic depiction of the Great Puma, one of the biggest
felines represented at Teotihuacan, located in Zone 3, Platform 16 (Figs. 122 and 123). The
profiled yellow feline is depicted without the human trappings such as the feathered headdresses
seen adorning the White Patio quadrupeds. It is depicted strutting on all fours, rather than in the
unnatural upright pose of many of the Coyote Lords. Its tail is short and its four claws can be
seen. Its natural depiction walksacross an abstract background created by transverse alternating
bands representing waves of water, and it is framed with a series of discs which may refer to
chalchihuites. Chalchihuites are pierced jade discs that have been associated with rulership and
power in Mesoamerica because they are precious objects whose possession was the privilege of
rulers or individuals of high rank. Likewise, they have been interpreted as an allusion to the
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circular eye rings (goggles) of the Storm God (or later Aztec Tlaloc), they have been seen as a
unit of time, as well as suggesting divination because water offers possibilities for scrying, or
crystal gazing (Evans and Nichols 2016:40).
The monumentality of the Great Puma figure indicates that it was viewed from the
exterior, since interior images at Teotihuacan were generally smaller. This figure is interesting
because the artist made a naturalistic depiction although there are few naturalistic depictions in
Teotihuacan art, especially few featuring water elements in a public space at Teotihuacan (De la
Fuente 2006f:85). This public display of water symbols may have mimicked the idea from
Tetitla murals with “Water Temples” (Figs. 33 and 34) which embody the Teotihuacan state
institutionalized control on water sources (Evans and Nichols 2016:40). Teotihuacan rulers
established water temples to regulate and control water, and canal use, drainage programs, and
the maintenance of irrigation network were probably managed by local corporate groups (Evans
and Nichols 2016:38).
Similarly, another naturalistic representation of felines and birds appears in the
Mythological Animals mural depicted in Zone 4 (Fig. 113a-c). These felines are represented with
a sense of movement and action but with fairly standardized likenesses. This set of murals bears
further consideration. It differs in character and style from many others, and thus seems to
convey a different message than instances in which animals having anthropomorphic
characteristics or humans with animal attributes suggest correlations between animals and social
categories. Pasztory comments on this briefly in her book Teotihuacan: An experiment in living
in which she suggests that the earliest mural paintings at Teotihuacan, those found in temples
along the Avenue of the Dead proximal to the Moon Pyramid including the Mural of the
Mythological Animals, the Temple of Agriculture Murals and the avian figures in the early
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Temple of the Feathered Conch Shells, feature animal, plant, and water symbols that function
allegorically (Pasztory 1997:190). These murals are nearly void of human and deity figures and
the presence of wave-like lines suggest a watery realm that extends beyond the borderless edges
of the murals. Lombardo de Ruiz (2004:234-236) notes that The Mythological Animals mural
provides a prime example of the “complete scene” style of composition which developed during
the early phases of Teotihuacan mural painting, and which contrasts against the succession of
repeated figures, the other early innovation in Teotihuacan mural composition. Pasztory
(1997:191) also discusses the almost exclusive apartment compound context for extant murals,
with a lack of murals along the Avenue of the Dead – seven compounds excavated before 1997
were completely or extensively covered in mural paintings. She notes that the quality of painting
is as good at Atetelco, far from the Avenue of the Dead, as in the Palace of the Sun, suggesting
that, “mural painting may have begun in the temples, but it was not an exclusively sacred or
aristocratic medium. It was evidently available to a wealthy segment of society” (1997:192).

Linguistic

Taking a linguistic approach, Davide Domenici (2005:128) discusses Teotihuacan
toponyms (place names) related to canines found in the coyote murals from the White Patio at
Atetelco, Portico 1, mural 3 (Fig. 134). Domenici suggests that the art of Teotihuacan
constitutes a complex system of visual communication, related to and in some ways combined
with a writing system which conveys numerous complex sign clusters with emblematic value.
These sign clusters may represent a logographic component rather than a phonetic one
(Domenici 2005:128). But phonetics are not absent in Teotihuacan, where phonetic elements
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have been identified in some murals as components of toponyms like those of the Aztecs.
However, toponyms in Teotihuacan are different than those of the Aztecs and Zapotecs because
of the numerous repetitive sequences of a single toponym or group of toponyms (Domenici
2005:129). The presence of toponyms in Teotihuacan mural painting has also been suggested as
an interpretation of the glyphs with trees under the Feathered Serpent in murals from
Techinantitla apartment compound of Teotihuacan (Fig. 135) (Pasztory 1988:161).
The striped circular signs on the bellies of coyotes mentioned earlier have been
interpreted by some as shields because of the assumed military character of nearby coyote
images taken as having war/military associations. It seems that similar repetitive shields are
depicted on the frame surrounding the principal figures of coyotes, except that under close
inspection, the shield on the coyotes’ bodies are not quite like those in the frame. The “shields”
on the coyotes' bodies do not have the outer fringe typical of shields but do conserve the central
designs with oblique bands seen on other Teotihuacan murals. Another important observation is
that most Teotihuacan shields are rectangular, and that the circular signs have emblematic
meaning that cast doubt on the military shield interpretation. The Atetelco coyote procession is
not a naturalistic representation carrying shields, but rather they appear to represent an
assemblage of signs analogous to those from glyphic expressions1. This glyph-like expression is
comparable to those of the Codex Mendoza where numerous Nahuatl toponyms like the two
coyotes with circles on their stomach appear. A toponym refers to the site of Coyoacán (Fig.
114) and its meaning is said to be “the place of owners of coyotes” or “the place of gaunt
coyote”. Since the Atetelco coyotes present a similar circle, perhaps they have a function similar
to those from the Mendoza codex. However, the circle with the diagonal bands does not
1

This discussion and its interpretations are hypothetical and will not be fully developed here.
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correspond exactly to those from the Mendoza codex since they mean “stone” as do those from
Mixteca iconography where the diagonal bands characterize the skin of n͂uhu or “stone men”, an
original component of the Mixtecs in sky battle. The characterization of n͂uhu means
“predecessors” and their association with caves is well suited because of their lithic body.
Similarly, the same diagonal bands are found on the stone below the eagle in the Nahua toponym
from Tenochtitlan (Domenici, 2005: 131-3).2 Within the frame surrounding these coyotes the
rectangular figures with rounded corners show oblique bands circled by a band of coyote hair. In
this context the coyote hair functions and represents a different meaning than those from the
principal coyotes. In addition, it represents a group's protector animal according to a visual
double meaning, common in Mesoamerican writing. Taking into account the previous analysis
perhaps the mural’s complete composition represents the ethnic or social group or inhabitants of
this apartment complex and/or perhaps their relation with the group in power under the
protection of the coyote. This analysis of coyote imagery from Atetelco holds that the toponyms
express the inhabitants’ identity; this expression of identity indicates and affirms the territorial
aspect exclusive or unique to the Teotihuacan culture, rather than the parental, ancestral
genealogies commonly expressed in Maya and Zapotec cultures (Domenici, 2005: 134).
Also relevant to a linguistic reading of Teotihuacan animal imagery, Esther Pasztory
suggests that one of the key elements of Teotihuacan art is the depiction of oral expression, such
as speech, song, prayer, and cries. In some Teotihuacan murals feline or canine figures are
depicted with an elaborate speech scroll. This can be seen in a mural from Techinantitla where a

2

This is not a suggestion that the circular design at Atetelco should be seen as a stone. It lacks the type of diagnostic
protrusions seen on the Nahuatl “Tetl” (stone) glyph; similar signs signify the “stony” nature of stylized mountain or
hill toponyms in Mixtec codices. But these “stone” signs are lacking on the circular signs on the coyote bodies at
Teotihuacan.
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jaguar is accompanied by an elaborate speech scroll (e.g., Fig. 133), and also appears with the
coyotes from the White Patio murals (e.g., Fig. 134). In this way, oral expression is depicted in a
visual form. The emphasis on oral expression suggests a small place where people can talk with
one another rather than a mass public speech (Pasztory, 1992: 305). In fact, it is suggested that
these feline and canine representations were created to be part of a private or exclusive meeting,
perhaps a ceremonial ritual, political council meeting, or an initiated class training held by the
important hierarchically marked individual portrayed as a feline or canine with the power of
active words. Most of these speech scrolls show vegetation or natural elements such as seeds,
flowers, and fruit related to the abundance of natural resources. The appearance of these
elements, some interpreted as glyph signs, involves one or more elements that could be
considered actual texts (Michel 2005:44). Commenting on this, Jeff Kowalski (personal
communication) suggests that they may be references to the basic content or subject matter of the
speech, or to the types of benefits desired by the prayers, songs, or hymns being recited, or even
something else, but if “actual texts” refers to a writing system that the full transcription of
spoken language it is difficult to make that case, although they clearly communicate distinctive
culturally determined meanings. It is important to note that this glyph could relate to the context
where they occur to define their possible visual art or writing roles (Michel 2005:78).
Miller (1973:14) describes the impact of Kubler’s (1967) “new approach” that
characterized Teotihuacan culture’s iconography as word pictures as follows. “A linguistic
model serves as a means to characterize the configuration of Teotihuacan art and its internal
relationships. Images and signs are explained by comparison to parts of speech…His method
does not interpret specific forms…[but] surveys the wide field of the whole configuration of
Teotihuacan art forms and presents an ordering based on internal relationships which is not only
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tenable but is also useful for a more detailed analysis” (Miller 1973:14). George Kubler suggests
that the art of Teotihuacan should be analyzed according to grammatical function as noun,
adjective or verb. Most signs and images at Teotihuacan are used as nominal expressions to
describe substances, beings and concepts. He identified more use of adjectival descriptions of
qualities and status and less use of verbal statements concerning actions. For example, when a
jaguar-headed man approaches a temple on a roadway marked with footprints, or when a
spectacled rain god warrior appears at a dancing platform indicated byscattered footprints, the
distribution of the parts of speech correspond less to any narrative or exposition than to litany
and liturgy. In other words, it is related more to a kind of recurring and standardized ritual
performance rather than to a one of a kind historical happening. According to Kubler, we can
assume that the images of Teotihuacan designate complex liturgical comparisons, where powers,
forces, and presences are evoked in metaphors or images. Several verbs are clearly shown, like
praying, dancing, traveling, and sacrificing.
The linguistic model requires that each form be examined for its grammatical function,
whether it be a noun, an adjective, or a verb. It appears that among some one-hundred signs and
images at Teotihuacan, the majority are used as nominal expressions to describe beings,
substances and concepts. The second most common use is adjectival, describing qualities and
rank. The least common function is comprised by verbal statements relating to operations and
actions. For example, the names of a deity and the petitions of worshipers are pronounced with
an abundance of nominal and adjectival forms and few verbal ones. These linguistic approaches
shed light on and/or complicate the range of meaning(s) associated with canid and feline
imagery, depending on context and on the particular combination of signs with which the
animals are associated.
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Archaeoastronomical

Archaeoastronomical studies in Teotihuacan associated with felids and canids are rare,
but one such study investigates diverse porticos across the city containing depictions of felines
on porticos’ taluds. It is a collaborative study conducted by Maria Elena Ruiz Gallut, Jesus
Galindo Trejo, and Daniel Flores Gutierrez (2006). Five porticos were included in this study:
Portico 13 of Tetitla; Portico 5 of the Gran Conjunto Zona 11; Portico 2 of the White Patio of
Atetelco; Portico 10 of the Palacio or Conjunto de los Jaguares; and Portico 1 in the Conjunto de
Edificios Superpuestos. These Porticos are unique on three accounts: they are astronomically
oriented towards the west, an orientation associated with jaguars in Mesoamerican thought; they
are located to the West of the Calzada de los Muertos (Avenue of the Dead); and they contain
depictions of felines. The murals in these porticos show similar content such as felines crowned
with feathered headdresses. In Tetitla, Atetelco, and the Conjunto de Jaguares, felines wear a
headdress with a band formed by yellow, red, or green triangles (e.g., Fig. 136). All figures are
arranged in a procession. Processions of felines prowl along lateral walls and follow the
architecture of the portico toward the doorway, except in Atetelco where the felines depicted on
the lateral walls go in the contrary direction. Despite that exception, all felines localized on the
central wall interrupted by the door are oriented towards the doorway’s opening (Ruiz Gallut at
all. 2006:349). This point (the door’s center) which provides a symmetrical axis was used as the
central point for measurement of the porticos’ orientation. Based on the chronological periods
proposed by René Millon (1966 and 1981), the average date of construction was placed at C.E.
400 with respect to solar alignment calculations. The archaeoastronomical analysis of the
symmetrical axis where the sun set on specific dates according to a natural or real reference point
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defined by the mountains aligned on the line of symmetrical axis, or artificial reference point
formed by any building that obstruct the view of that line, revealed that two porticos, Conjunto
de los Jaguares and Conjunto de Edificios Superpuestos were oriented with solar alignments
(Ruiz Gallut et al. 2006:350-1). Analyses included considerations of where the sun was hidden
from these porticos during the period of construction and solar events like zenith and summer
solstice (Ruiz Gallut et al. 1996:34). The relationship between the sun and jaguar is found in the
association of triangular designs of headdresses worn by felines on the depiction of the murals of
Portico 5, Gran Conjunto Zona 11 (Figs. 137 and 138) and the mural with feline from Portico 13
of Tetitla. Von Winning (1977:14) associated this element with the sun’s radiant rays. Similarly,
Lombardo (2006:41) associates the nets on some jaguars with the sun as is the case in a mural
from Teopancaxco room1 (Fig. 139 and Map 17) where two personages thought to be priests
wearing jaguar headdresses worship a solar disc with a reticulated or net center and a rim of rays
similar to those in headdress designs from Portico 13 and 5. Similarly, Pasztory (1978:132) has
associated this net emblem with the descending aspect of the sun deity in Postclassic
iconography. Thus, a specific orientation defined by the arrangement of architectural structures
could have also motivated and justified in a sense, the specific pictorial depictions of felines (and
their orientation) in these cases (Ruiz Gallut et al. 1996:34).
The results for the three remaining porticos: Portico 13 in Tetitla; Portico 5 in the Gran
Conjunto Zona 11; and Portico 2 in the White Patio in Atetelco show no relationship with solar
events but they do have a relationship with stellar events. The researchers recreated an imaginary
rectangular window whose inferior side coincided with the horizon and calculated that 191 stars
were visible within it for the years of 1 to 750 C.E. The results of their calculations indicate that
the Pleiades set in the direction of the symmetrical axis of these porticos and were aligned with
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the axis of the structures housing these porticos in the years C.E. 234, 406, 311, and 570. Thus,
the jaguars depicted in these porticos were oriented such that they converge at the entrance in an
astronomically relevant direction, indicating Teotihuacanos’ interest in and knowledge of
astronomical events which relate to the Pleiades position on their symmetrical axis (Ruiz Gallut
at all. 2006:356-7).
Another archaeoastronomical study at the White Patio of Atetelco detected other solar
dates related to its alignment. During the nights from the late fall to winter during the period
when Atetelco was constructed, the patio seems to have been aligned with a brilliant star
belonging to the Pleiades group which is also observed at other porticos featuring feline images
such as those of Tetlitla, Zone 11, and Edificios Superpuestos. The association of jaguars with
the nocturnal sky or the setting sun is found in other cultures in different time periods in
Mesoamerica. Thus, jaguar imagery appears to be related with the Pleiades in the murals
analyzed as a means of dialogue between sky and man (Ruiz Gallut 2004:274-6). The association
of the Pleiades with jaguars and coyotes is not surprising since several architectural associations
in Teotihuacan have been found. A study from James Dow (1967) indicates that the east-west
axis of Teotihuacan is aligned with the setting of the Pleiades. The Pleiades group rose at dawn
in late May on the solar zenith, a date that marked the beginning of the rainy season. Moreover, a
pecked cross in the center of city, shows a setting position of the Pleiades like the similar pecked
cross on Cerro Colorado which also marks the setting position of the Pleiades (Aveni 1980:225).
The group of stars appears in its exact position relative to the horizon at about A.D. 150, roughly
when the plan of the ceremonial center may have been conceived and they may be the most
likely astronomical source for the orientation of Teotihuacan (Aveni: 1980:225-6). Likewise, one
of Teotihuacan’s major monuments, the Sun Pyramid, shows clear reference to observation of
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the solar calendar, eclipse cycles, the setting of the Pleiades on the solar zenith, possibly the New
Fire Ceremony evidenced by the findings from Adosada platform sculptures with the twisted
cord of the New Fire, and stone brazier designs which indicate the place where fire was made as
part of an offering. The association of alignment to the Sun Pyramid and the setting of the
Pleiades and the sun at zenith may have given rise to similar concepts in the later Mexica-Aztec
culture (Fash at all. 2009:210).
Ruben Cabrera (2002) suggests that the content of mural paintings in the porticos or
temples at the Atetelco apartment compound is arranged according to architectural orientation.
The temple or portico on the east side of a three-temple complex is the most important one as
reflected in its greater sized walls and higher stairs, when compared with the other porticos and
temples. This temple would represent a specialized group dedicated to governance and
priesthood. The temples on the north and south sides would be secondary temples and each them
would display a military order; on the north, the eagle warriors and on the south, the coyote
warriors (Cabrera 2002:144-164). This arrangement positions the central temple facing west
towards the setting sun and other astronomical events.
Pasztory (1976:243-4) interprets the painting of a spotted dog in profile on the west wall
of a room at Tetitla (Fig.140-141) as expressing the “Mesoamerican belief that the dog is the
psychopomp who leads the dead to the underworld which lies to the west (Thompson 1950:7879).” She explains that this belief, in later cultures, was reflected in the conceptualization of the
dog as the leader of the sun through the underworld each night (Beyer 1908 cited by Pasztory
1976:244). She also suggests a link between the dog at Atetelco and a deformed figure on a west
mural in the White Patio of Atetelco which she associates with the Aztec god Xolotl as the dog
and Xolotl are both underworld figures. She says, “both represent a descent to the underworld
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and death.” Pastory (1976:245) notes that, “the jaguar at Atetelco is placed on the least warlike
east portico. The explanation for this might be that the jaguar, and especially the net jaguar, was
associated with different and possibly earlier ideas of warfare (the Tetitla and Zacuala jaguar
figures are clearly warriors) which were more closely linked to themes of water.”3 Then she
states, “The new, apparently more bloodthirsty cult in honor of the sun deity used primarily a
raptorial bird as its symbol.”
Thus, the felines depicted on the porticos, with their orientations related to solar and
stellar alignments such as those of the Pleiades star group, lead to the idea that they could
represent the mythical association of jaguar-night and/or jaguar-sun west (Ruiz Gallut et al.
2006:360). To the extent that the astronomical alignments discussed above are accurate, they
may have aspects that either are unrelated to, or that provide richer contexts for any of their
possible warfare or other military significance, adding religious-ideological meanings connected
to astronomical-cosmological conceptions held by Teotihuacanos (Jeff Kowalski, personal
communication).

Forces of nature/water

Hasso von Winning has interpreted animals, humans, plants, signs and glyphs by
grouping them into five complexes: the rain-god complex, the war-sacrifice complex, the jaguar
complex, the fire-butterfly complex, and the plumed serpent complex. In the jaguar complex,
jaguars have conserved their association with water and fertility because of the net associated

3

It is interesting that this author associates them with war even when their visual analysis is that they are placed in
the least warfare related context and that they are related to water.
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with rain and the Storm God (von Winning 1987:105-6). The main motifs associated with it are
in an aquatic and fertilizing rain environment and occasionally fire signs may appear. Some
Teotihuacan jaguar figurines show extended hands in a gesture of praying or beneficent giving
(Von Winning 1987:101) indicating thus their relation to fertility and abundance (e.g., Fig. 142).
According to Covarrubias (1957:57) and (Coe 1965:14), in the culture of Teotihuacan’s
predecessors, the Olmecs, jaguars were associated with water symbolism (Pasztory 1976: 236).
Representations of net jaguars are the most abundant versions of feline depictions in
Teotihuacan. The jaguars’ bodies are covered with interlaced bands forming irregular nets. Net
jaguars are quite distinctive from more naturalistically rendered felines and are related to ritual.
They sometimes appear in context together with jaguars that lack the net pattern. In a mural from
the Tetitla apartment complex (Figs. 33 and 34) a jaguar, perhaps performing a ritual, is depicted
in a human-like kneeling pose, walking toward the jaguar temple. The figure is flanked with
aquatic signs and a red background; the diagonal lines and the shell on the speech scroll are also
related to fertility (Von Winning 1987:101). Studies of jaguars without the net treatment interpret
them as cave gods, related with the sky, the calendar, and the divinatory almanac, but the net
jaguar is interpreted as a mythological being rather than a god.4 This mythological conception
may have Gulf Coast origins because that region featured abundant interweave motifs and it is
possible that it was adapted to become the net symbol in Teotihuacan. The net and iconographic
elements indicate that the net jaguar is related to water and fertility according to Von Winnning
(1987:102). The interweave symbols appear from Olmec culture through conquest times and at
Teotihuacan there are diverse types of interweave bands from simple through elaborate. These
4

However,Pasztory has commented on the fact that the rather openwork nature of the netting gives this creature a
quite non-naturalistic and somewhat transparent quality, reinforcing the idea that it exists on another realm of being
than more solid-bodied beasts.
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bands in their functional context appear in a few fragmented murals where they were used to
carry objects. For example, in a mural in Tetitla’s Portico 26 a “scuba diver” is depicted
collecting shell in a net which is hanging from his neck (Von Winning 1987: 104-5).
The interweave net depicted on net jaguars are also interpreted as having a connection to
the Aztec rain god Tlaloc’s attire, which shows a textile woven with interweave designs adorned
with parrot feathers. This attire is an attribute of Tlaloc priests who conducted ceremonies to
attract the rain and the net form was also used by the supernatural servants of Tlaloc who pour
fertilizing water on the fields. Thus, if the mythical servants of Tlaloc poured the rain in a loose,
“open-net” form it resulted in a torrential rain while pouring in a fine net shape resulted in a slow
but beneficent rain. In addition, the net was used by Aztec warriors and was a luxury item for the
king and the elites. However, in the Teotihuacan culture it was not associated with the concept of
war. The net in Teotihuacan is associated with the ritual of the Teotihuacan Rain God in his net
jaguar aspect (Von Winning 1987: 105-6). The water-related jaguar has been linked to what Von
Winning has called Tlaloc B, or Tlaloc-Jaguar using the name of the Aztec rain god, because of
its feline features with goggled eyes, bifid tongue, and the upturned upper lip. Tlaloc B is related
to the net jaguar due to its association with water and fertility and some believe it to be derived
from Cocijo the rain god from Monte Alban (Pasztory 1974:16, 19 in Von Winning 1987: 94).
Tlaloc B is linked by some to war and heart sacrifice because it is represented holding spears in
one of its hands (von Winning 1987:100). Pasztory (1974: 13-14) determined that the jaguarbased images sometimes called the Red Tlalocs (Figs. 74, 75, and 76), are likely not
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representations of Storm Gods. There are few mural representations of Tlaloc B at Teotihuacan
(von Winning 1987: 94).5
Similar associations of rain god and jaguar in early formative times are proposed by
Taube (1996:97). A ceramic effigy vessel (Fig. 143) shows a Rain God with a rampant feline
standing with the upper body raised on its forelegs. An S-curve interpreted as clouds motifs
cover its body. Also in the early formative period the Olmec Rain God shows the Olmec “snarl”
with upper lip pulled up to the level of the nostrils, exposing large curving canines. Similar
protoclassic face characteristics are found in representations of Cocijo from San Jose Mogote,
Oaxaca. Taube mentions that Covarrubias noted that Olmec Rain God physiognomy was based
on the jaguar. Although subsequent research has demonstrated that there are distinctive variants
of Olmec supernatural entities, the version identified as an actual Olmec rain god is related to
Chac, cocijo and Tlaloc rain gods of later Mesoamerican civilizations and presents a feline origin
(1996:97-8).
The net may also be related to jaguars and water because according to one interpretation
the crisscross pattern may depict the interference pattern of surface waves that fall across the
jaguar’s body as it swims below the water’s surface. This phenomenon can be seen when
observing the confluence of separate water flows or where wind interacts with water forming
waves or ripples; they form a net shape similar to the net represented in Teotihuacan paintings
and especially on jaguars. It is possible that this net represented this aspect water; perhaps it
referred to the lakes, shores or rivers where jaguars and humans fished.

Karl Taube traces later rain deities such as Cocijo and Tlaloc to an earlier Olmec “were-jaguar” variant that
actually does possess more feline physiognomic features. See Taube “The Rainmakers: The Olmec and their
contribution to Mesoamerican Belief and Ritual” in The Olmec World: Ritual and Rulership (1996), and perhaps
also Adam Sellen “Storm-God Impersonators from ancient Oaxaca” Ancient Mesoamerica 13 (2002)
5
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Shamanic/nahualism

The term shaman comes from Siberian Tungus vocabulary which was documented during
the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries C.E. (Klein et al. 2002:386). It has been applied to the
study of ancient and contemporary non-Western cultures to describe activities related with
supernatural realms. Most studies on Mesoamerican shamanism come from sixteenth century
C.E. ethnographic sources and works of art. In Mesoamerican shamanism animals appear to play
an important role. Although most animal depictions in Teotihuacan murals have been interpreted
on the basis of readings of sixteenth century sources specifically from Aztec times, few scholars
have used the term nahuallior/nahual to describe shamanic activity at Teotihuacan.
Use of the term nahualismo to describe shamanic activity has been broadly discussed and
is sometimes controversial (see Klein et al. 2002). However, the purpose here is not to review
this debate but rather to view this practice represented in Teotihuacan pictorial images related
mainly with felines and canines in a form coherent with the Mesoamerican cosmovision. Thus,
animals in artistic representations at Teotihuacan may be interpreted as having a supernatural
context and they are seen in this context in cultures predating and postdating the Teotihuacan
culture.
It is important to note that the terms nahualli, nahual, tonalli, animic entities, and/or
animal companions, come to us from writings from colonial times and after the conquest of
Tenochtitlan by the Spaniards. These terms are pre-Hispanic adaptations used by friars who tried
to understand the pre-Hispanic world for the purpose of evangelizing native peoples, using the
convergences between the ideas, beliefs and cultural bases of the two worldviews. Thus, these
terms became containers for medieval Christian and pre-Hispanic concepts creating thus a
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syncretism with a mix of new and old connotations. In addition, these terms sometimes appear to
have been generated in colonial times (Martínez González 2011:128).
Martínez González (2011:127-8) suggests that tonalli refers to the mystic link between a
person and an animal starting during birth. This animal is conceived of as a protector and is
common in all humans. Similarly, the nahualli or man-nahualli is the person who has the ability
to transform, making use of his/her tonalli, into the form of his/her tonalli or to acquire a
different form of any animal (Martínez González 2011:138). Similarly, Hultkrantz, Haekel, and
Köhler suggest that “the alter ego animal concept represents the result of a certain elaboration of
the ancient totemistic beliefs” (Paz 1995:452). Similarly, tonalism links humans directly to the
extra-human nature represented by their alter-ego animal. The tonal transmits a vital energy to
men assuring their individual health and success (Signorini e Lupo 1989:52). Köhler and Haekel
conclude that the artistic representations of humans with animal features depicted in
Mesoamerican Pre-classic and Classic cultures should be interpreted as representations related to
alter egos like those from the “half man/half animal" motifs of Olmec provenience. Köhler
suggests that for the past 2000 years, the jaguar has been considered to be the alter ego animal of
men with either spiritual or political power (Paz 1995:455). Peter Furst (1967) suggested that
jaguars in anthropomorphic forms represent the shaman in the process of transformation into its
protective spirit. In addition, Coe has suggested that jaguars, rather than representing shamans,
were protectors and symbols of the Olmec ruling dynasty (Pasztory 1976:236). Kent Reilly
(1989 in Headrick 2007:77) suggested that abundant Olmec figurines depict kings in various
states of ritual transformation.
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According to Mercedes de la Garza (1984), in ethnographic studies of the Tzotziles and
the Tojolabales, man is formed by a physical part, the body, and a spiritual part, composed of
two sub-components; a mortal part named wayjel by the Tzotziles and an indestructible or
immortal part named Chúlel by the Tzotziles and Altxil by the Tojolabales. For the Tzotziles,
chúlel lives in a man’s body and the wayjel inhabits an animal from the forest. In this
perspective, the human spirit is denominated by Chúlel and the Wayjel is an aspect of it, a
vulnerable portion linked to the corporal being. Therefore, each human being is a dual being,
human and animal, who dwell simultaneously in two aspects of the world. However, the Wayjel
is not the same as the wild animals that compose the animal kingdom. Rather, they are a
reflection of the socialized human world. The Wayjeletil dwell in sacred mountains named
Ch'iebal, which are descendents of a masculine linage, and Bankilal Muk'Ta Witz, where dead
ancestors became deified proctors of the living human groups. In the mountains, the alter egos
are organized according to the human social hierarchy in their community. The lowest status is
occupied by the youth wayjeletik with the least prestige represented by small animals such as
rabbits and tlacuaches and the peak of the social hierarchy is formed by jaguars, pumas and
coyotes who are the wayjeletik, the principal elders and shamans. The Tzotziles consider these
animals to be the Totilme’iletik, the “fathers and mothers” and relate them with deified ancestors
who are also sacred and considered to be the lords of the animals named Petometik (De la Garza
1984: 33).
According to some scholars animal imagery including jaguar and coyotes at Teotihuacan
may be linked to Mesoamerican shamanic traditions. The following section presents some of
these interpretations. Although such interpretations may be plausible, in evaluating them it is
important to note that some images related to nahualism at Teotihuacan are not conclusive
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because of the fact that humans dressed as animals or animals depicted with human attributes
may or may not indicate relation with her/his nahualli or transformational state clearly.
Headrick (2007:77) indicates that the ability to metamorphose into other worldly animals
was an aspect found in Mesoamerican warfare. Mesoamericans may have believed that they
could tap into supernatural forces and transform into an animal companion. In addition, she
suggests that animal imagery in Teotihuacan seems to participate in a tradition of nahualism that
runs from the Olmec to the Aztec civilizations. She suggests, based on a depiction of Aztecs
attacking Spaniards at Tenochtitlan from a manuscript illustration in Diego Duran’s History of
the Indies of New Spain (Fig. 86) that unlike the Spaniards who focused on technology and
physical defense, the Aztec warriors wearing bird, jaguar and other animal costumes enjoyed a
spiritual protection. Mexica images of battle show that animal costumes were not exclusive to an
army thus eagles and jaguars could have fought on any side because they referred to a spiritual
belief in the supernatural nature of warriors. Therefore the Mexica referred to their captives as
“eagle men” whose reward was go to heaven. Headrick suggests that the mural image from
Portico 3 at White Patio, Atetelco (Fig. 144) represents, like the Mexica concept, a human bird
warrior captured in war and sacrificed at Teotihuacan; since Mesoamericans fought their wars in
the guise of their animal companions, Teotihuacan could have had nahuals (Headrick 2007:79).
Headrick also focuses on the idea that the Olmecs share similar traditions such as those seen in
the figures depicting a mixture of human body and jaguar head (Figs. 145 and 146) associated
with ritualistic transformational states. This suggestion is evidenced by the lines inscribed on the
head of a toad figure and the metamorphosis of the Bufo Marinus toad species from tadpole to
toad which provide a metaphor for nahualism (Headrick 2007:79). Karl Taube (2004) proposes
that some Olmec sculptures depict transformational states from humans to jaguar. For example,
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(Fig. 146) kneeling sculptured figures may represent the shaman in a pre-trance posture while a
standing posture (Fig. 145) represents a fully entranced and more advanced transformational
state; in this case this image depicts an individual engaged in a shamanic battle. These figures
depict jaguar faces with the characteristic furrowed brow, feline muzzle and sharp canines. They
show the typical great cats’ massive musculature behind the neck. The narrow steeply sloping
shoulders and thick barrel chest could suggest the jaguar and its protruding belly and awkward
knock-kneed posture (Taube 2004:62-3). The function of these sculptures is unknown, but their
dark green serpentine could suggest they were related to rituals associated to rain and agricultural
fertility and shamanic rainmaking rituals because they commonly display the deeply furrowed
brow and L-shape eyes characteristic of the Rain God and associated with jaguars (Taube
2004:64).
Similar figures (Fig.147) were found in the apartment compound in Zacuala at
Teotihuacan by Laurette Séjourné (1959). Séjourné interpreted these figures as half tiger, half
man entities who sought inner spiritual perfection (Séjourné 1959:96). These figurines clearly
depict jaguar faces and human bodies. They depict distinctive poses such as a seated pose, a
crawling pose, a sprawling pose pushing their torso off the floor with their forearms, and a
standing figure holding a human perhaps a deity in its hands and a head with half jaguar and half
human face. These figures, like those from Olmec art already mentioned by Taube, could also
represent different states of shamanic transformation related to similar rain-fertility rituals.
According to Headrick, other images associated with nahualism or shamanic concepts are
the coyotes and jaguar located on the lower walls of Portico 2 at Atetelco which depict coyotes
and jaguars in a complete state of transformation. Their animal nature is evident because they
walk on their four legs and their human nature is only suggested by the wearing of a headdress.
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Similarly, the north patio of Atetelco show a canine sitting in a bowl, which may have functioned
similar to a mirror related to divinatory rituals, thought by some to provide evidence of
nahualism in Teotihuacan (Headrick 2007:78-80). Likewise, in the Palace of Quetzatlpapalotl
processional felines are depicted wearing headdresses blowing giant shells which show speech
scrolls (Fig. 148) interpreted as emitting sounds, which have been thought to represent a
ceremony celebrating the beginning of time related to lineages and dynasties, or they may also
represent the alter ego of a Teotihuacan leader who was portrayed as partaking in a mythical
recreation of important events (Uriarte 2009:98).
Certainly, in some ancient societies religious leaders do exercise, directly or indirectly,
significant political power. According to Martínez González (2011:276) the informant of
Sahagun, discussing Teotihuacan in the Florentine Codex (X:194) said, “The law was
established, there the lords were installed. The nanahualtin, the nenonotzaleque, the tlamatinime
were installed as tloque. They were installed to guide the people.” This statement gave the
nanahualtin (the person that traved to mythical places for dialogues with supernatural entities,
received their message and later communicated their plans to the community) elevated position
in the power hierarchy. It is thought that nobility and macehualtin can acquire the condition of
nahualli, however, there was a social differentiation; while the nobility had a nahualli of a
powerful animal, the macehualli were limited to transforming into a turkey, a dog, or a weasel
(Martinez Gonzalez 2011:275). One example of shamanic leaders is found on Izapa Stelae 2
(Fig.149) and 4 (Fig. 150); two Izapan rulers are depicted with what seem to be wings attached
to their shoulders or arms and wearing a headdress in bird form. These depictions are linked to
shamanic transformation from human to bird forms where the bird represents a nagual or animal
spirit companion to the king or ruler of Itzamna (Klein et al. 2002:396). Julia Guernsey
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(2006:114) suggests that Izapa Stela 2 depicts the Izapa ruler acting in the guise and identity of
the birds reenacting the events of creation. The winged figure with a clear human face
descending into the parted branches of a fruit tree wears similar costume to that of the Principal
Bird Deity from Stelae 4 and 60 which represent another version of the ruler transformed into his
avian deity.
These ideas regarding the importance of shamanic transformational imagery are no
longer as potent a force in the field as they were in the 1990s, although it would be fair to say
that various scholars have begun to focus attention again on the religious and ritual roles of Maya
kings and their ability to actively embody different deities when acting as ritual performers
(Houston and Stuart 1996; Stuart and Taube 2006). It should not be surprising that in
Mesoamerica rulers can be linked to magical powers, since in other cultures this is a common
occurrence. Late Medieval and early Renaissance kings in Europe claimed the ability to cure
illness by laying a hand or bestowing a special object on the person (Klein et al. 2002:398).
Religion in this sense played an important role by linking the lineage of gods, ancestry,
and royalty to important family rulers or leaders. Individuals that achieved personal esoteric
achievement were represented as individual-nahualli, perhaps rulers, who controlled not only the
physical plane as successful rulers but also as beings that controlled the forces of nature.
Although Teotihuacan art was not focused on individual rulers, in the murals animals such as
coyotes, jaguars, or pumas were sometimes depicted with elements representing elite status or
leadership such as headdresses or scrolls, representing the power of words, and indicating an
animalization of human rulers. I use here the term animalization, as opposed to personification,
to reflect that the human rulers were taking on the powers and forms of animals, rather than
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humanizing animals with elements of rulership. Rulers were reaching a higher or alternate state
in an animal form, as most shamans/nahualli did.
Perhaps individuals who had importance as controllers of natural or supernatural forces
and/or as successful controllers and managers of productive resources were depicted. These
figures were not portrayed in an individualistic way since the human figures do not serve as
portraits but rather wear costumes that suggest membership in a group. They may appear
together with the resources, raw or processed materials that they controlled. It has been
suggested that such personages may have been gods or patrons of different raw materials or
manufactured products. But according to the interpretation proposed here, they could have been
humans. Evans and Nichols (2016:38) suggest that local management was supervised by the
rulers, for instance water management was controlled as a form of political power. Thus the
construction and maintenance of the irrigation network was controlled by corporate groups
perhaps associated with specific apartment compounds. The depiction of water temples such as
that in the apartment compound of Tetitla (Fig.33 and 34) seem to have had association with
rulership.
Tetitla’s eight water temple murals (also known as Net Jaguar Murals) (Figs. 33 and 34)
depict a net jaguar kneeling before a temple wearing a headdress and decorated with precious
feathers, with decorated speech scrolls emanating from the mouth. The jaguar is depicted with
footsteps representing choreography along the causeway indicating that it was dancing. This
jaguar and its context suggest an association with water from the earth since it appears kneeling
in reverence before the water temple in a posture where the water temple is the focus (Evans and
Nichols 2016).
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The examples of different approaches to studying and interpreting the significance of
predatory animals, more specifically canids and felines, in Teotihuacan art and iconography
presented above, while not representing an exhaustive review of all such studies, provide
evidence that an interpretation that focuses too heavily on their presumed martial and/or
sacrificial significance fails to address the more complex aspects of their possible identities and
associations.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS

Despite the rich, wide ranging studies of Teotihuacan art, architecture, culture, religion,
archaeology, archaeoastronomy, environment, osteology, archaeobiology, and other areas
referenced throughout this thesis, one constant theme seems to be that the universe of what we
do not know about this ancient civilization is always exponentially larger than the universe of
what we do know about it. Indeed, every step we take towards the expansion, definition, or
redefinition of the former, leads to a sizable growthof the latter. Perhaps this is typical of any
study of ancient civilizations, but, both because we lack contemporaneous historical texts from
Teotihuacan itself, and because we cannot assume absolute continuity of form and meaning
between its art and symbol systems and those of the much later Aztecs, the lack of symbolic
systems we know how to definitively cipher seems to make Teotihuacan an extreme case in this
regard.
In this closing section, I will reflect upon the material covered, but also note how this
process of knowledge gathering has simultaneously been a process of taking stock of and thus
revealing what we do not know. The broad generalizations of Teotihuacan civilization is perhaps
what we know best. The enormity of its major monuments and structures, the Pyramid of the
Moon, the Pyramid of the Sun, the Pyramid of the Feathered Serpent, and the Avenue of the
Dead and the massive coordination of human labor and sophisticated knowledge that went into
their planning and construction is undeniable. Teotihuacan’s dating to the first millennium A.D.
is fundamentally solid, despite important adjustments resulting from recent excavations in its
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major monuments. Its location in central México, and more specifically in the Valley of
Teotihuacan, northeast of modern day Mexico City is, literally, set in stone. Its socio-political
and religious complexity is surefootedly attested by evidence of specialized activities such as
craftwork, masonry, food production and preparation, trade (local and long-distance), rituals,
and, most importantly for this study, by both the nature of and imagery seen in its artistic
production. The fact that it was a major population center for the region has been firmly
documented ever since the major surveys of the Basin of México and the Teotihuacan Mapping
Project were completed many years ago. So too is the evidence for the impact that this city had
on its contemporaneous Mesoamerican neighbors, revealed by the dissemination of both
Teotihuacan-style artifacts or art styles and iconography, although the processes by which such
goods and imagery were spread may have been more peaceful and reciprocal in some cases, or
involved more direct use of Teotihuacan military force in others. Of these general characteristics
we can rest assured.
Yet even with the gathering of these major anchors of irrefutable truths about
Teotihuacan civilization, we must admit the existence of a large margin of concomitant
unknowns. For example, though we are sure that Teotihuacan, México was a major population
center during Teotihuacan’s heyday, we are perhaps now less sure of our population estimates
than we were when the Teotihuacan mapping project made its initial projections, with George
Cowgill recently providing an updated population window from some 30,000 to 150,000 people.
Nevertheless, between Cowgill’s lower good faith estimate of around 85,000 and other higher
ones of about 125,000 Teotihuacan would still have been the most populous urban center of its
time. The reason for that wildly ranging estimate is precisely because we now know how little
we really know about how to extrapolate population sizes from the remains of Teotihuacan’s
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ancient (mostly unexcavated) residential architecture. Adding to the confusion is the difficulty of
estimating the segment of the population that lived in insubstantial housing that leaves little trace
due to its perishable nature, and its repeated tilling as agricultural land. Yet, I think we can all
agree that in coming to know and accepting what we don’t know, we reach a better
understanding of what we do know and the quality of those “truths” is enriched by this new
awareness.
The central concern of this thesis, Teotihuacan art that features felids and canids takes us
a few levels deeper into a specific domain of knowledge within Teotihuacan civilization. Perhaps
predictably, this specificity brings with it a larger proportion of unknowns than the general
knowledge mentioned above. What we can be sure of is that Teotihuacan artists painted felid and
canid likenesses in a variety of forms and of a variety of species on the walls of both public and
private architecture. We also know that live and dead felids and canids existed at Teotihuacan,
even if they were not endemic to the region, because their remains were interred, some deposited
alive, in the city’s major monuments. We know that painters were familiar enough with these
animals to paint their defining species-level characteristics. We know that Teotihuacan painters
employed a full, but standard palette of pigments and that they followed a somewhat
standardized canon that seems to have discouraged spontaneous compositions and resizing forms
to fit the limits of architecturally defined space. We know that Teotihuacanos were aware of
pictorial techniques that create the visual illusion of three dimensional space, yet chose to use
their own visual communication system that seems to have valued other features such as
repetition and consistency. We know that animal forms and distinctly human attributes were
often put together in mural compositions in ways that don’t occur in nature, especially the
donning of large feathered headdresses by these four-legged figures. Such treatment provides
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evidence that these creatures had important cultural significance beyond a straightforward effort
to document their appearance or behavior.
The list goes on, but as it does so does the list of unknowns. We do not know if the felids
and canids represent wild animals or animals held in captivity, such as those deposited in
Teotihuacan monumental architecture. We do not know if (some, any, or all) of these quadrupeds
represented deities, supernatural forces, natural forces, hybrid supernatural-natural beings, hybrid
animal-human beings, abstract concepts, words, human or animal sounds, place-names, names of
humans, astronomical bodies or events, and so on. Because only a small sample of residential or
ceremonial-civic buildings have been excavated, while others no longer stand, we do not know if
the paltry collection of extant murals featuring felids and canids is a representative sample of the
original Teotihuacan visual corpus. Although it seems plausible to use evidence and analogies
from other Mesoamerican cultures, we cannot know precisely how and if Teotihuacan’s use of
animal forms is related to that of any other culture, including Teotihuacan’s contemporaries as
well as the cultures that succeeded it in central México.
The value of this process of the gathering of our knowledge on felids and canids in
Teotihuacan art and the concurrent state of our lack of knowledge in this domain is greater than
it may appear at first glance. This accounting forces us as scholars to reassess the limits of our
present knowledge, perhaps taking the air out of the sails of some previous analyses that overstep
and insufficiently recognize those limits. At the same time it frees us to reintegrate overlooked or
less well circulated hypotheses into the interpretive mix as we acknowledge that our lack of
knowledge means we would be foolhardy toexclude possible hypotheses in service of
maintaining a status quo or out of respect for one school of thought or another. Instead, it
encourages us to explore the entire array of possible interpretations. After all, it is self-evident
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that there was never a single, monolithic Teotihuacan civilization, it was always a collection of
individual constructions of reality, multiple realities that converged on many key concepts and
resulting behaviors, but nevertheless held in the minds of a heterogeneous population whose
composition never ceased to change. Taking into account this variation, it is perhaps unavoidable
that any given felid or canid painted at Teotihuacan may have meant something different to a
random sample of Teotihuacanos. As an art historian, this means that we should never simply
stop after finding a single plausible interpretation of one of these compositions, but instead we
should be open to multiple possible readings of the work, since this closer matches the context of
reception for them.
Applying this perspective to the felid and canid imageryof Teotihuacan, I arrive at a more
complex and more satisfying conclusion, having now reviewed a wide variety of interpretations.
Freed from the requirement of deciding which one interpretation is the “right” one, I can safely
say I know too much to believe there is a single right interpretation. By the same token, it would
be unsound to claim that any and all possible interpretations hold equal explanatory value.
Instead I leave it up to the reader to determine which of the previously offered interpretations
seem to ring “truer”, keeping in mind that multiple readings could have been salient in even the
mind of a single ancient viewer. For example, throughout this text it has been evident that there
has traditionally been a tension between interpretations that focus on possible generative aspects
of felid or canid imagery, such as associations with agricultural fertility and water, and
interpretations that emphasize destructive aspects, such as the devouring of prey and thus with
militarism and human sacrifice. However, if one takes a step back and applies what we know
about Mesoamerican cosmological systems or traditional worldviews, we remember that life is
generally seen as a cycle of life and death; plants, humans, and animals rise from the ground but
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eventually they return to it; the same earth that gives life will someday devour its fruit. If this
worldview is applied to the present question that pits generative and destructive interpretations
against one another, it turns an either-or proposition into a both-and proposition. We also know
that the offering of sacrifice, which involved the ritual taking of life, whether of animals or
humans, was seen as a form of reciprocity, in which the energies released through such sacrifice
and given as a gift to deities were then given back in the form of blessings, fertility, and the
maintenance of cosmic and social order, and that many Mesoamerican deities had both
beneficent and malevolent aspects (Jeff Kowalski 2017, personal communication; AguilarMoreno 2007: 172).
This conclusion is not new in and of itself, scholars of Mesoamerican civilization have
reached it time and time again, especially when aided by the rich textual evidence left by the
Aztec or Maya civilizations that forefront this kind of encoding of dual messages in their
respective visual communication systems. However, what is different about our present
discussion is that we are not merely pushing a Late Postclassic worldview back through a nearly
thousand year gulf and applying it to an arguably very different Classic culture. Rather, we are
arriving at this conclusion because we have carefully examined what we do and do not know
about the Classic culture of Teotihuacan on its own terms, and as a result of this study we have
found an abundance of possible interpretations for a visual system we are not equipped to, nor
obliged to forge into a completed and monolithic narrative of Teotihuacan’s ancient culture that
identifies it either with paradise or destruction. The truths of Teotihuacan lie somewhere between
these extremes, and perhaps in some cases, as in the case of the institutional taking of human life,
at both extremes at the same time. Finally, a note about where this thesis points to as a possible
direction for future research. Perhaps a new “synthesis” of Teotihuacan art and imagery that
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preserves and makes salient the multivocal nature of this unique corpus is in order, but the
validity of that “synthesis” will always be partial and, as Esther Pasztory has noted, will always
represent a kind of “story” we tell about this ancient city rather than an absolutely detailed and
full account.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Street of the Dead, view from the Moon Pyramid, Teotihuacan, México
(Serra Puche 1993, Fig. 1, pg. 64)
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Figure 2: Aerial view of the Ciudadela and central Teotihuacan
(Cowgill 1993, pg. 116)
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Figure 3: Atetelco, White Patio, Portico 2, Mural 3, procession of jaguars and coyotes
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 9, pg. 219)
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Figure 4: Pyramid of the Moon at the north end of the Street of the Dead,
framed by Cerro Gordo (R. Millon 1993, Fig. 6, pg. 23)
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Figure 5: Aerial view of Atetelco apartment compound, Teotihuacan
(Manzanilla 1993, Fig. 1, pg. 90)
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Figure 6: Pyramid of the Moon, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera Castro and Sugiyama 2009, pg. 84)
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Figure 7: Moon Pyramid Plaza, Teotihuacan
(Alcantara 2009, pg. 6-7)
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Figure 8: Pyramid of the Sun, Teotihuacan
(R. Millon 1993, Fig. 1, pg. 16)
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Figure 9: Cave under the Sun Pyramid – side view
(Millon 1993, Fig. 5a, pg. 22)

Figure 10: Cave under the Sun Pyramid – top view
(Millon 1993, Fig. 5b, pg. 22)
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Figure 11: Ciudadela complex with Feathered Serpent Pyramid, Teotihuacan
(Alcantara 2009, pg. 270-1)
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Figure 12: Fore-platform of the Feathered Serpent Pyramid, Teotihuacan
(Cowgill 2015, Fig. 7.2, pg.145)

Figure 13: Figures on façade of the Feathered Serpent Pyramid, Teotihuacan
(Pasztory 1993, Fig. 3, pg. 52)
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Fig. 14: Drawing of figures on façade of the Feathered Serpent Pyramid, Teotihuacan
(Chase Coggins 1993, Fig.2, pg.143)

Figure 15: Xolalpan (Left) and Oztoyahualco (Right) Apartment Compounds, Teotihuacan
(Manzanilla 1993, Figs. 2 and 3, pg. 92)
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Figure 16: Plano-relief decoration on a cylindrical tripod vessel found at Tikal, Guatemala
(C. Millon 1988a, Figure V.19, pg. 130-1. Original caption: “Plano-relief decoration on a
cylindrical tripod vessel found at Tikal. Courtesy of the University Museum, University of
Pennsylvania. Tikal Project 64-5-29-10E-52. Drawing by Virginia Greene. This vessel was
found in a rich burial. A Maya personage at a Maya temple with Teotihuacan inspired
architectural features awaits a procession of Teotihuacanos, four soldiers and two dignitaries
wearing the tassel headdress who bear gifts.”)

Figure 17: Talud-tablero architecture of Mound A, Kaminaljuyú, Guatemala
(Braswell 2003, Fig. 3.2, pg. 88)
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Figure 18: Talud-tablero architecture of the Acropolis, Kaminaljuyú, Guatemala
(Braswell 2003, Fig. 3.3, pg. 90)

Figure 19: Drawing of Stela 31, Tikal, Guatemala
(Coggins 1993, Fig. 3, pg. 146, drawing by William R. Coe)
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Fig. 20: Drawing of Kan Cross (Left) and Trapeze-and-Ray (Right) signs in Storm God
headdresses painted on stuccoed vessels, Tikal Burial 10, Tikal, Guatemala
(Coggins 1983, Fig. 6, pg. 60)

Figure 21: Zona 5A, Conjunto del Sol, Cuarto 18, Mural 1, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006g, Lámina 13, pg. 64)
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Figure 22: Woven disks, webs, and mirrors in Teotihuacan iconography
(Taube 1992, Fig. 17, pg. 190)

Figure 23: Signs painted on the floor of the Patio of the Glyphs, La Ventilla, Teotihuacan
(Cowgill 2015, Fig. 8.12, pg. 216, after Taube 2000)
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Figure 24: Atetelco, White Patio, Portico 2, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 7, pg. 218, Photo: Leticia Staines,)

Fig. 25: Procession of Jaguars and Coyotes, taluds of Murals 1-4, Portico 2, White Patio,
Atetelco, Teotihuacan (Cabrera 2006a, fig. 18.4, pg. 207)
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Figure 26: Eagle on carved frieze, east wall of Pyramid B, Tula, Hidalgo
(Diehl 1983, Plate 15, pg. 81)
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Figure 27: Carved friezes with jaguars and coyotes in upper register and eagles and
Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli below on east wall of Pyramid B, Tula, Hidalgo
(Diehl 1983, Plate 13, pg. 80)
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Figure 28: Carved relief panels with jaguars and coyotes in upper register and eagles and
Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli below on east facade of Pyramid B, Tula, Hidalgo
(Diehl 1983, Plate VIII, pg. 53)
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Figure 29: Detail from Battle Mural, Cacaxtla, Puebla (Brittenham 2015, Fig. 172, pg. 119)

Figure 30: Séjourné’s proposal for a correspondence between a Teotihuacan motif (left) and an
extracted human heart cut vertically (right) (Séjourné 1957, Figs. 39 and 40, pg. 137)
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Fig. 31: Anthropomorphic canid figure in reticulated wall painting, murals 5-7, Portico 1, White
Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan (Cabrera 2006a, fig. 18.2, pg. 206)
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Fig. 32: Anthropomorphic canid figure in reticulated wall painting, Portico 1, White Patio,
Atetelco, Teotihuacan (Headrick 2007, fig. 4.2, pg. 74)

Figure 33: Drawing of kneeling net jaguar figure, Mural 8, Room 12, Tetitla, Teotihuacan
(Pasztory 1993, fig. 7, pg.61)
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Figure 34: Kneeling net jaguar figure, Mural 8, Room 12, Tetitla, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente, 2006a, Lamina 61, pg. 299)

Figure 35: Teotihuacan glyph of plumed serpent with crown of jade and quetzal plumes atop
mat, Techinantitla, Teotihuacan (Taube 2003, fig. 11.12f, pg. 294 after C. Millon 1988:Fig. V.5)
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Figure 36a: Talud-tablero construction at Teotihuacan, México
(Cowgill 2015, Fig. 5.3, pg. 65)

Figure 36b: Talud-tablero construction at Teotihuacan, México three-dimensional rendering
(Cowgill 2015, Fig. 5.4, pg. 65)
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Figure 37: Teotihuacan architectural elements
(Ramirez 2006: fig. s/n, pg. XXIV)
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Figure 38: The Calpulalpan bowl
(Paulinyi 2009, Fig. 25, pg. 192 from Linné 1942, Fig. 128)

Figure 39: Sowing priests, Tepantitla, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006c, Lamina 50, pg. 152)
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Figure 40: Sowing priest detail, Tepantitla, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006c, Lamina 51, pg. 152)
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Figure 41: Human figures wearing tassel headdresses accompanied by a “feathered-eyes on arm”
emblem (above) and a frontal goggle-faced emblem (below), probabaly from Techinantitla,
Teotihuacan (Pasztory 1993, Cat. 43 and 44, pg. 198)
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Figure 42: Human figure detail from Mural 6, Portico 2, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 18, pg. 222)

Figure 43: Human figure detail from Mural 7, Portico 2, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 19, pg. 222)
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Figure 44: Reconstructive drawing by Villagra, Portico 2, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 12, pg. 220)

Figure 45: White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Headrick 2007, Fig. 2.4, pg. 28)
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Figure 46: Reconstruction of White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan with porticos labeled according
to Headrick’s proposal (Headrick 2007, fig. 5.5, pg. 96)

Figure 47: Figural relief sculpture, West Plaza Complex, Street of the Dead Complex,
Teotihuacan (Berrin and Pasztory 1993, Cat. No. 4 entry by Ruben Cabrera Castro, pg. 170)
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Figure 48: Stela 1, Monte Alban, Oaxaca, México
(Domenici 2005, figure “Stele 1”, pg. 108)
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Figure 49: Representations of headdresses, cipactli, and Feathered Serpent
(see Sugiyama 2005, fig. 25, pg. 69 for explanations)
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Figure 50: Representations of headdresses associated with the Feathered Serpent, implying
possible calendrical meanings and/or significance of authority (rulership) in Teotihuacan
(see Sugiyama 2005, fig. 26, pg. 72 for explanations)
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Figure 51: Locations of burials 2-6 in the Pyramid of the Moon, Teotihuacan
(Sugiyama and Lopez Lujan 2007, fig. 1, pg. 128)
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Figure 52: Burial 6, Moon Pyramid, Teotihuacan, circles indicate groupings by cardinal and
inter-cardinal directions and center of dedicatory cache. Felids are labeled “F”, canids “C”, and
eagles “E”. (Sugiyama, Valadez, Pérez, and Rodríguez 2013, Fig. 2, pg. 472)
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Figure 53: Female puma (Element 1818) in western Burial 6, Pyramid of the Moon, in situ
(Sugiyama, Valadez, Pérez, and Rodríguez 2013, Fig. 9, pg. 480)

Figure 54: Faunal assemblage of Burial 6, Pyramid of the Moon, Teotihuacan, MNI=minimum
number of individuals (subject to change)
(Sugiyama, Valadez, Pérez, and Rodríguez 2013, Table 1, pg. 470)
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Figure 55: Individuals buried with heads to west and arms placed behind their backs, Temple of
the Feathered Serpent, Teotihuacan (Courtesy of INAH in Cabrera Castro 1993, Fig. 2, pg. 103)

Figure 56: Individual buried with tooth/shell/manible necklace, Tample of the Feathered Serpent,
Teotihuacan (Courtesy of INAH in Cabrera Castro 1993, Fig. 5a, pg.106)
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Figure 57: Necklace, shell and human bones
(courtesy of INAH in Cabrera Castro 1993, cat. no. 172a, pg.100)
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Figure 58: Representation of the Aztec-Mexica cave of origins, chicomoztoc, in la Historia
tolteca-chichimeca (Heyden 1998, pg. 42)
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Figure 59: Pakal’s sarcophagus lid, Palenque, Chiapas, México
(Fitzsimmons, fig. 50, pg. 124)
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Figure 60: Stela 11, Copan, Honduras
(Martin and Grube, pg. 212)
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Figure 61: Reproduction of the Tlalocan mural, Tepantitla, Teotihuacan
(Pasztory 1993, Fig. 4a, pg. 56)
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Figure 62: Detail, reproduction of the Tlalocan mural, Tepantitla, Teotihuacan
(Pasztory 1993, Fig. 4b, pg. 57)

Fig. 63: Olmec figure with vegetation staff or bundle, Monument 2, Chalcatzingo, Morelos
(Diehl 2004, fig. 126, pg. 178)
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Fig. 64: Human figures dancing, talud, murals 1-4, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, fig. 18.7, pg. 211)

Figure 65: Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan (Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 20, pg. 223)
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Figure 66: Southwest corner, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 21, pg. 223)

Figure 67: Border detail, Mural 3, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 22, pg. 223)
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Figure 68: Mural 1, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 23, Pg. 223)

Figure 69: Border detail in original orientation, Mural 1, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco,
Teotihuacan (Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 24, pg. 223)
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Figure 70: Dancing human figure, Mural 4, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 25, pg. 224)
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Figure 71: Teotihuacan style frontal owl, a shield with hand, and crossed weapons motif on a
blackware ceramic lid (Berrin and Pasztory 1993, Cat. no. 126, pg. 247)

Figure 72 (left) and 73 (right): Teotihuacan style frontal owl, a shield with hand, and crossed
weapons motif on molded ceramic figurines, complete figurine on right with spearthrower
(atlatl) in hand (Von Winning 1993, Figs. VII 9a and 9b, pg. n/a)
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Figure 74: Red Tlalocs, Mural 3, Patio 9, Tepantitla, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006c, Lamina 54, pg. 152)

Fig. 75: Red Tlalocs, Mural 3, Patio 9, Tepantitla, Teotihuacan, drawing
(Miller 1973, Plate 193, pg. 152)
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Fig. 76: Red Tlalocs, Mural 3, Patio 9, Tepantitla, Teotihuacan, detail
(Miller 1973, Plate 194, pg. 152)

Figure 77: Talud-tablero construction of Structure B-4, Kaminaljuyú, Guatemala
(Braswell 2003, fig. 4.1, pg. 107)
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Figure 78: Stela 5, Uaxactun, Guatemala
(Borowicz 2003, Fig. 8.3, pg. 223)
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Fig. 79: Frontal figure, Tetitla, Teotihuacan
(Pasztory 1997, Plate “Goddess”, pg. 125)
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Figure 80: Frontal figure, Portico 11, Tetitla, Teotihuacan
(Headrick 2007, fig. 2.11, pg. 32)
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Figure 81: North side of miniature temple/central alter, Painted Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Miller 1973, fig. 345, pg. 164)

Figure 82: Upper tablero of north side of miniature temple/central alter, Painted Patio, Atetelco,
Teotihuacan (Miller 1973, fig. 346, pg. 165)
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Figure 83: Anthropomorphic avian figure, murals 5-7, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco,
Teotihuacan (Cabrera 2006a, fig. 18.8, pg. 212)
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Figure 84: Anthropomorphic feline figure, detail of Mural 1, Portico 1, Zacuala, Teotihuacan
(Miller 1973, Fig. 200, pg. 109)
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Figure 85: Anthropomorphic feline figure, drawing from Murals 1-9, Portico 1-1a, Zacuala,
Teotihuacan (De la Fuente 2006d, Fig. 21.1, pg. 321)
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Figure 86: Eagle and Jaguar Knights among other Mexica-Aztec warriors, Noche Triste, Codex
Duran (Domenici 2007, pg. 203 left)

Figure 87: Human figure with circular shield and three darts, Casa Barrios o del Alfarero,
Teopancazco, San Sebastian, Teotihuacan (Cabrera 2006d, Lamina 3, pg. 160)
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Figure 88: Human figure with circular shield and three darts, Casa Barrios o del Alfarero,
Teopancazco, San Sebastian, Teotihuacan (Cabrera 2006d, Fig. 16.2, pg. 158)

Figure 89: Human figure, lower talud, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Headrick 2007, fig. 4.1, pg.73)
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Figure 90: Stucco vessel featuring butterfly
(López Pérez 2009, fig. on pg. 168)
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Figure 91: Cylindrical tripod vessel, Escuintla, Guatemala featuring butterfly imagery
(Berlo 1984, Part ii, Plate 146)
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Figure 92: Theater-style incensario with central mask, butterfly adornos, and rectangular
feathered shields. Ceramic, pigments, and mica. (López Pérez 2009, fig. on pg. 189)
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Figure 93: Teotihuacan incensario featuring butterfly imagery, Santiago Ahuitzotla, México,
D.F. (Berlo 1984, Part ii, Plate 42)
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Fig. 94: Detail, Tlalocan mural, Tepantitla, Teotihuacan
(Uriarte 2009, fig. from pg. 101)
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Figure 95: Teotihuacan nose pendants: a. Storm God type, b. Serpent type
(Cowgill 2015, Fig. 6.15, pg. 103)

Figure 96: Polychrome mask with talud-tablero nose pendant, painted ceramic, San Miguel
Amantla, Azcapotzalco, México, Museo Nacional de Antropología
(Berrin and Pasztory 1993, front cover)
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Figure 97: Drawing of tripod vessel showing curved obsidian knife and blood droplets, Museo
Nacional de Antropología, México, D.F. (Carballo, fig. 6.4b, pg. 136)

Figure 98: Coyote warrior holds atlatl dart thrower in raised hand, darts in lowered hand
(detail from Fig. 31)

Figure 99: Undulating obsidian knife, Burial 6, Moon Pyramid
(Carballo 2011, fig. 6.10a, pg. 145)
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Figure 100: Painted tripod vessel featuring human figure with butterfly imagery
(Headrick 2003, fig. 9.1d, pg. 152)

Figure 101: Teotihuacan-style mosaic pyrite mirror, Tomb A-VI, Kaminaljuyú, Guatemala
(Taube 1992, fig. 6a, pg. 175)
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Figure 102: Stela 3, Los Horcones, Chiapas, México
(Kaneko 2009, fig. 10, pg. 579)
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Figure 103: Lintel 8, Yaxchilán, Chiapas, México (Marcus 1992, fig. 14.1, pg. 229)

Figure 104: Lintel 41, Yaxchilán, Chiapas, México (Bricker and Bricker 1998, pg.197)
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Figure 105: Stela 4, Los Horcones Chiapas, México
(Lopes Vassallo 2007, pg. 50)
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Figure 106: Eagle, Portico 25, Mural 6, Tetitla, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006b, pg. 274)
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Figure 107: Los Chatos incensario, El Manantial, Escuintla, Guatemala
(Sharer and Martin 2005, Fig. 3, pg. 85)
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Fig. 108: Detail, East wall and talud, Portico 2, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, fig. 18.6, pg. 209)
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Figure 109: Polychrome coyote with spatulate tail, probably from Techinantitla, Teotihuacan
(C. Millon 1988c, fig. VI-17, pg. 210)
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Figure 110: Jaguar, detail of Mural 2, Portico 2, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 11, pg. 220)
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Figure 111: Monument 9, Chalcatzingo, Morelos, México
(Domenici 2007, fig. 29, pg. 29)
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Figure 112: Monument 1, Chalcatzingo, Morelos, México
(Coe and Koontz 2013, fig. 52, pg. 80)
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Figure 113a: Mural 1, Room 1, Platform 1, Mythological Animals, Zone 4, Teotihuacan, left
(De la Fuente 2006e, zona 4, Lamina 5)
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Figure 113b: Mural 1, Room 1, Platform 1, Mythological Animals, Zone 4, Teotihuacan, right
(De la Fuente 2006e, Zona 4, Lamina 5)
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Figure 113c: Front-facing jaguar with body in profile, detail of Fig. 113b
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Figure 114: Toponym for Coyoacán, México (Moctezuma Barragán 2006, pg. 33)

Figure 115: Preparatory sketch and base in detail of mural, Room 7, Tetitla, Teotihuacan
(Magaloni 2006, fig. 5, pg. 195).
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Figure 116: Reconstruction of the painting process, Conjunto de los Edificios Superpuestos,
Teotihuacan by Jose Francisco Villaseñor (Magaloni 2006, fig. 6, pg. 196)

Figure 117: Evidence of pre-sketch planning of space (Magaloni 2006, Fig. 4, pg. 194)
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Figure 118: Figure cut-off at architectural limit, Detail of Mural 4, Portico 11, Tetitla,
Teotihuacan (Miller 1973, fig. 305, pg. 147)
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Figure 119: Cut-off figures, Portico 1, Southwest corner, Murals 3 and 4, White Patio, Atetelco,
Teotihuacan (Miller 1973, Fig. 335, pg. 160)
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Figure 120: Limestone relief, Temple Pyramid of King Neuserra, Fifth Dynasty, Egypt
(Robins 2008, fig. 6, pg. 18)
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Figure 121: Theban tomb of Nebamun, painted plaster, Eighteenth Dynasty, Egypt
(Robins 2008, fig. 11, pg. 22)
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Figure 122: Great Puma, Mural 2, Platform 16, Zone 3, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006f, Lamina 1, pg. 84)

Figure 123: Great Puma, Mural 2, Platform 16, Zone 3, Teotihuacan, drawing
(De la Fuente 2006f, Figure 7.1, pg. 83)
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Figure 124: Amulet of Bastet-Sekhmet in anthropomorphic (above) and animal (below) forms
(Germond and Livet 2001, fig. 160, pg. 128)
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Figure 125: Cat mummies, Late Period, Egypt, stuccoed linen, painted fabric masks
(Germond and Livet 2001, fig. 183, pg. 144)
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Figure 126: Dog mummy, Late or Ptolemaic Period, Egypt, painted cloth
(Germond and Livet 2001, fig. 201, pg. 161)
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Figure 127: Mountain God, Denver Mural (Paulinyi 2009, fig. 1, pg. 173)

Figure 128: Rain God with curved object in hand, drawing (Paulinyi 2009, fig. 4, pg. 178)
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Figure 129: Rain God with bundles of coyote tails in headdress, Portico 2, White Patio, Atetelco,
Teotihuacan (Paulinyi 2009, fig. 19, pg. 188)

Figure 130: Coyote mural attributed to Techinantitla, Teotihuacan, drawing
(Paulinyi 2009, fig. 7, pg. 180)
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Figure 131: Coyote mural attributed to Techinantitla, Teotihuacan
(C. Millon 1988, Plate 37, pg. 210-211)

Figure 132: Mountain God of Portico 1, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Paulinyi 2009, fig. 13, 183)
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Figure 133: Feathered feline with flames and sound scroll attributed to Techinantitla,
Teotihuacan (Pasztory 1988, Plate 32, pg. 187)

Fig. 134: Coyotes in Procession, talud of murals 1-4, portico 1, White Patio, Atetelco,
Teotihuuacan (Cabrera 2006a, Fig. 18.1)
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Figure 135: Possible toponyms under Feathered Serpent, fragment from Techinantitla,
Teotihuacan (Pasztory 1993, Plate. 50, pg. 202)

Figure 136: Mural with solar feline, Tetitla, Teotihuacan
(Uriarte 2009, fig. on bottom pg. 116)
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Figure 137: Room 5, Gran Conjunto, Zone 11, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006e, Lamina 4, pg.22)
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Figure 138: Room 5, Gran Conjunto, Zone 11, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006e, Fig. 2.2, pg.25)

Figure 139: Mural 1, Room 1, Teopancaxco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006d, Lamina 1, pg.159)
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Figure 140: Mural 1, Portico 25a, Tetitla, Teotihuacan (De la Fuente 2006b, Lamina 31, pg. 274)

Figure 141: Mural 1, Portico 25a, Tetitla, Teotihuacan (De la Fuente 2006b, fig. 19.29, pg. 290)
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Figure 142: Murals 1 and 4, Portico 1, North Patio or Patio 3, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, fig. 18.19, pg. 248)

Figure 143: Olmec rain god (Taube 1996, fig. 19b, pg. 96)
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Figure 144: Detail, Mural 3, Portico 3, White Patio, Atetelco, Teotihuacan
(Cabrera 2006a, Lamina 26, pg. 224)
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Figure 145: Standing figure of an anthropomorphic jaguar, Olmec, serpentine with pyrite inlay,
Dumbarton Oaks (900-600 BCE) (Furst 1996, fig. 2, pg. 70)
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Figure 146: Kneeling figure of an anthropomorphic jaguar, Olmec, serpentine with red pigment,
Dumbarton Oaks (900-600 BCE) (Furst 1996, fig. 1, pg. 68)
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Figure 147: Figurines in transformation
(Séjourné 1959, Fig. V.37, pg. 96)
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Figure 148: Mural 1, Portico 1, Conjunto de los Jaguares, Zone 2, Teotihuacan
(De la Fuente 2006h, Lamina 1, pg. 117)
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Figure 149: Stela 2, Izapa, Chiapas, México, drawing (Cortez 2005, fig. on pg. 44)

Figure 150: Stela 4, Izapa, Chiapas, México, drawing (Quirarte 1976, fig. 3a, pg. 78)
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